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Abstract
The primary focus of this study is a novel optimisation problem, namely Storage Location
Assignment Problem with Grouping Constraint (SLAP-GC). The problem stems from
real-world applications and is significant in theoretical values and applicability in resource
allocation tasks where groupings must be considered. The aim of this problem is to mini-
mize the total operational cost in a warehouse through stock rearrangement. The problem
consists of two interdependent subproblems, grouping same product items and assigning
items to minimize picking distance. The interactions between these two subproblems make
this problem significantly different from previous Storage Location Assignment Problems
(SLAP), a well-studied field in logistics. Existing approaches for SLAP are not directly
applicable for SLAP-GC. This dissertation lays a foundation for research on grouping con-
straints and other optimisation problems with similar interactions between subproblems.
Firstly this study presents a formal definition of SLAP-GC. Then it offers a formal proof
of NP-completeness of SLAP-GC by reducing from a well-known 3-Partition problem to
SLAP-GC. This suggests that the real-world instances of SLAP-GC should not be tackled
with exact approaches, but with approximation and heuristic approaches. Then, we ex-
plored decomposition and modelling techniques for SLAP-GC and developed three types
of promising heuristic approaches: a hyperheuristic approach, a metaheuristic approach
and a matheuristic approach. Comprehensive experimental studies are conducted on both
synthetic benchmark instances and real-world instances to examine their efficiency, effi-
cacy, and scalability. Through the analysis of the experimental results, the suitability of
proposed methods is verified on various SLAP-GC scenarios. In addition, we demonstrate
in this study that with the proposed decomposition, large-scale SLAP-GC can be handled
efficiently by the three proposed heuristic-based approaches.

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Warehouses are critical components in logistics and supply chain. The efficiency and
effectiveness of distribution networks are largely determined by the productivity of ware-
houses [Rouwenhorst et al. 2000]. There have been continuous and intensive attentions on
optimizing the efficiency of warehouse operations since 1960s [BERRY 1968]. In modern
warehouses with high-volume transactions, improving the warehouse efficiency becomes
a more urgent task. It is now considered as one of the core business activities in the
warehouse industry.
Improving the warehouse productivity can be achieved by different approaches. It
is believed that the total throughput in a warehouse is largely determined by the initial
design [Rouwenhorst et al. 2000], e.g. the layout and dimension arrangement of aisles.
For instance, a novel fishbone layout was proposed in [Gue and Meller 2009], which is
demonstrated to be more efficient in unit load warehouses with single command operations.
However, this kind of completely and costly redesign is not always applicable in practice,
especially for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Thus more studies dedicate to
improve the planning and control process. Problems considered in this context include but
are not limited to the batching of orders, the routing strategies pickers applied, and the
storage and retrieval policies. One problem associated with all these activities is known
as the Storage Location Assignment Problem (SLAP) [van den Berg and Zijm 1999].
The rest of this chapter starts with the scenario the Grouping Constrained SLAP
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problem derives from. Next, we explain the motivations for this thesis. The research
questions are then proposed and explained. Research methodologies for conducting the
study and evaluation approach are then stated. For clarity, we then outline the contri-
butions of this study as well. Finally, the structure and organisation of the thesis are
described.
1.1 Problem Statement
In this dissertation, we particularly focus on warehouses storing garments, which is a
special scenario not considered before. To be more specific, different garment products
may have a significantly different number of items. For example, T-shirt or sportswear
may contain many sizes (e.g., XS, S, M, L, XL, etc.), which have different demands.
In contrast, hats and gloves usually have only one size. In previously studied SLAP, a
product is usually atomic, and each location is capable of holding one product. However,
this assumption is not reasonable for warehouses storing garments. Otherwise, there
might be some locations holding more than one hundred items while some others may
have only one item. In this kind of warehouses, it is more reasonable to take each item
as an inseparable storing unit, i.e. each location can hold one item rather than one
product. Consequently, the interconnections among items of the same product need to
be considered. More specifically, one needs to consider these correlations based on the
following facts: (1) items of the same product are replenished simultaneously from the
same supplier; (2) the management cost will tremendously increase if items of the same
product are scattered around the warehouse; and (3) items of the same product frequently
appear on the same customer order, especially on orders of workwear and sportswear from
companies and organisations. The Grouping Constraint (GC) derives from this problem-
specific scenario. Under this constraint, each product cannot be divided into more than
two groups of items, and all the items of the same group have to be placed in adjacent
locations. For clarity, this problem is referred to as the Storage Location Assignment
Problem with Grouping Constraint (SLAP-GC). In short, the problem is to group items
of same product into two and assigned to warehouse locations to meet the shelf capacity
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constraint. Intuitively, the problem consists of two subproblems, the assigning subproblem
and the grouping subproblem.
1.2 Motivations and Challenges
The problem derives from real-world scenarios and consists of interesting characteristics
that have not been fully explored in the literature. By establishing suitable methodologies
for this type of problem, the outcome of this research can be beneficial for other SLAP
variants and real-world problems that also involve grouping constraints.
There are three main challenges in handling the SLAP-GC problem. First, the intro-
duction of GC raises a feasibility issue that does not exist in other SLAP variants. When
the same group of items are restricted to adjacent locations, it may be impossible to find
a feasible solution, i.e. the number of items placed on a shelf does not exceed its capacity.
This issue makes it difficult for the existing scheduling methods to be directly applied
to SLAP-GC. Problem-specific algorithms need to be designed to tackle it. Second, the
SLAP-GC problem consists of two interacting subproblems, and the interactions have not
been explored in the literature. As stated in [Bonyadi et al. 2013], real-world optimisation
problems usually consist of interacting subproblems, and it lacked systematic approaches
for dealing with such interdependence. The travelling thief problems proposed in the
paper described a scenario in which two subproblems had their own objectives that are
conflicted to each other. The SLAP-GC problem has different correlations among the two
subproblems, sharing the same final objective. Third, real-world optimisation problems
tend to be large in size. Large-scale problems can be very hard to address in practice
disregard the computational complexity.
1.3 Research Questions
While the traditional Storage Location Assignment Problems have been extensively stud-
ied in the literature, the SLAP-GC problem remains unexplored. This research investi-
gated and addressed the following three research questions.
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1. How to formulate the SLAP-GC problem?
A mathematical formulation of an optimisation problem helps precisely define the
problem and states the research scope. By defining the decision variables, the ob-
jectives, and the constraints, an optimisation problem can be represented in a clear
way. An efficient formulation can provide novel angles of solving the problem. It is
not a trivial task to find an efficient formulation for an optimisation problem.
2. What is the complexity of SLAP-GC problem?
When looking for solution techniques for optimisation problems, it is not justifiable
to develop approximate algorithms directly for polynomially solvable problems. Un-
derstanding the complexity of an optimisation problem is of the utmost importance
in order to find the most efficient solution technique. Our investigation shows that
the SLAP-GC problem is NP-Complete, and its subproblems are also NP-hard. The
major difference between SLAP and SLAP-GC is the grouping constraint, which
alters the structure of the problem. Thus, the existing complexity analysis on SLAP
problems cannot be generalised to the SLAP-GC problem.
3. How can the grouping constraint be handled efficiently?
As stated above, the grouping constraint is the main factor that distinguishes SLAP-
GC problem from SLAP problem. The existence of GC causes infeasibility of the
final results, which has never been considered or explored in previous studies. By
understanding the interconnections of the assigning subproblem and grouping sub-
problem, we aim to find efficient techniques for handling the two subproblems, either
separately or simultaneously.
4. How to handle large-scale SLAP-GC problems?
The efficient searching operators designed for small-sized or medium-sized problems
may not be still effective for large-scale problems. A general approach is to divide the
original problem into smaller pieces and tackle them separately. The major challenge
of decomposing optimisation problems is to understand, utilize, and incorporate the
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interactions among the subproblems so that the original problems can be solved
efficiently.
1.4 Research Methodology
The research of the SLAP-GC problem is conducted from both theoretical analysis and
empirical studies to achieve the goal. The problem is defined formally by mathematical
formulations. Four years of real-world data is collected from the industry partner for
experimental studies. Besides, three benchmark datasets for different scenarios are de-
veloped to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Baseline results of these
benchmark datasets are obtained by applying a branch-and-cut algorithm to the devel-
oped mathematical model. The developed decomposition models are also formally defined
by mathematical formulations as well. The demand weighted travel distance is used as the
evaluation model. Experimental results of developed methods are compared against each
other to evaluate the performance of the newly proposed methods. Nonparametric statis-
tical tests are conducted to indicate the significance of the experimental results without
making arbitrary assumptions.
1.5 Contributions
This study lays the foundation for the investigation for combinatorial optimisation prob-
lems that involve grouping constraint as well as the optimisation problems that have the
similar interactions among subproblems. It investigates and explores a new variant of
SLAP problem, i.e. the SLAP-GC problem, that stems from real-world scenarios. The
major contributions include:
1. the formal definition of the SLAP-GC problem;
2. the proof of the NP-completeness of the SLAP-GC problem and the exploit of the
complexity of the SLAP-GC problem with generalised grouping constraint, i.e. an
arbitrary number of groups;
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3. the development of different decomposition models for the SLAP-GC problem;
4. the development of a hyperheuristic approach for the SLAP-GC grouping subprob-
lem;
5. the development of a simultaneous optimisation framework for the SLAP-GC prob-
lem based on Bilevel programming technique;
6. the development of efficient mathematical formulations that break symmetries of
SLAP-GC problems and the Benders’ Decomposition models for the SLAP-GC prob-
lem.
1.6 Organisation of Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents a detailed review of the
literature in SLAP problems. This chapter also includes the review of the popular solution
techniques for SLAP-GC problems and other similar combinatorial optimisation problems.
In Chapter 3, the investigated SLAP-GC problem is formulated by an ILP model. Based
on a real-world dataset and the intuition of the difficulty of the problem instance, three
benchmark datasets are developed. Then the branch-and-cut algorithm is applied to solve
the ILP model on the benchmark datasets to get the baseline results. Chapter 4 presents
the complexity proof of the SLAP-GC problem. In Chapter 5, a Genetic-Programming
based Hyper-heuristic approach is developed for the SLAP-GC problem, which dedicates
to evolve efficient matching functions for the grouping subproblem. In Chapter 6, a
Bi-level Grouping Optimisation Model is developed for the SLAP-GC problem, which
reformulates the problem into a more structured and simpler form. With the developed
model, the two SLAP-GC subproblems are optimised simultaneously, and better solutions
are obtained compared to the previously proposed GP-based method. In Chapter 7,
mathematical programming techniques are applied to reformulate and decompose the
SLAP-GC problem. The proposed method is proved to be the most efficient one among
all the developed heuristics and is able to find optimal results on most of the benchmark
instances, and reasonably good results on large-scale real-world instances. Chapter 8
draws conclusions and discusses several future work directions.
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Literature Review
The goal of this chapter is twofold. First, it provides some background knowledge required
to understand the rest of this thesis. Second, it provides an overview of the existing
work related to the work presented in this study. To achieve these goals, the literature
reviews focuses on two aspects: 1) related problems; and 2) potential solution techniques.
As stated, this thesis investigates the SLAP-GC problem in the context of a warehouse
optimisation task initiated from a real-world challenge. While there exist many studies in
the literature for SLAP problems, the SLAP-GC remains unexplored.
The following of this chapter starts with the introduction of the basic concepts in
warehousing systems. Then a brief review of the different variants of SLAP problem and
the solution approaches applied is presented in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, the stochastic
and deterministic searching algorithms that will be used in this dissertation are described.
A brief description of the divide-and-conquer strategy is presented in Section 2.4. To
facilitate the complexity analysis, this chapter also describes the common approaches for
proving NP-hardness in computational complexity theory (Section 2.5). In the summary
(Section 2.6), the differences of the SLAP-GC problem and previously studied SLAP
problems and the challenges of applying existing technique directly to SLAP-GC problems
are stated.
Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1 Basic Concepts
Warehouses, including distribution warehouses and production warehouses, play critical
roles in logistics and supply chains. Warehouses are complex systems containing mul-
tiple cooperative components. To facilitate the review, this section exhibit some basic
concepts in warehousing problems. A typical warehousing system includes storage fa-
cilities, storage units, storage/retrieval tools, and inventory management systems. The
most commonly mentioned terms in storage facilities are aisles, shelf, storage bins, zones,
PD points/depots, etc. A storage unit is an atomic entity of inventories to be stored in
the warehouse. The allocation of these storage units is based on the investigation of the
correlations among these units. Storage/retrieval tools can be fully-automated machines
in automated systems, or simply trolleys or forks operated by pickers in manual systems.
The inventory management system is the one that connects all these components together
to achieve better operating efficiency.
2.1.1 Layout
The layout of a warehouse is determined by the arrangement of the aisles and shelves. Each
shelf consists of some storage locations. The most common assumption is that the storage
locations are of fixed capacity, e.g. in height, width, or depth. A zone in warehousing
system usually refers to a set of shelves or sequential storage bins. The PD point/depot
is the location where pickers start and finish their picking tour. The number of PD points
in a warehouse is not necessarily limited to one.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the SLAP-GC problem is studied in a warehouse with
a rectangular shape with one PD point and a front cross-aisle. Such layout is a common
practice in reality, but there also exist other layouts in literature that have a different
number of depots, front and back aisles, sub aisles, etc. The two illustrations in Fig. 2.1
are two typical warehouse layouts in the literature [Roodbergen 2001, Petersen et al. 2004].
The PD locations are both at the left bottom of the rectangular-shaped warehouses. Under
different layouts, pickers may apply different strategies of finishing the picking tasks. In the
examples shown above, the existence of the cross-aisles significantly change the distances
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(a) Layout with one depot and multiple cross aisles [Roodbergen 2001].
(b) Layout with one depot and no cross aisles [Petersen et al. 2004].
Figure 2.1: Example warehouse layouts in the literature.
between different storage locations and thus require different routes for the most efficient
picking.
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2.1.2 Storage Item
In warehouse optimisation, the terminologies “product”, “item”, “Stock Keeping Unit
(SKU)” may be used interchangeably to identify a unique storage item. For the majority
of the existing works, the assumption is that a storage unit is atomic, i.e. no inventory
splitting is allowed, and each storage unit should be assigned to a unique location. Some
most recent work of this type includes [Pang and Chan 2016, Yang and Nguyen 2016,
Larco et al. 2016]. Only very few works consider the split of inventories. Zhang and Lai
allowed the split of a storage unit into adjacent storage bins in their warehouse layout
problems [Zhang and Lai 2010; 2006]. In these two works, sharing storage was allowed so
that each location may contain multiple (partial) storage units.
2.1.3 Activities
In a typical warehouse, there are four types of activities.
(1) receiving : receiving shipments from suppliers;
(2) storage: allocating stocks inside a warehouse;
(3) picking : picking according to (customers’) orders; and
(4) delivering : sending picked orders to customers.
An early study showed that picking was the most expensive process among these
activities, consuming about 50% to 60% of the total labor works [van den Berg and Zijm
1999, De Koster et al. 2007]. This is still the case for modern warehouses, especially for
SMEs (small and medium enterprises) that still use non-automated systems.
The work presented in [Altiparmak et al. 2006] address a supply chain network prob-
lem aiming at optimizing the transportation and operation costs by determining the sup-
pliers and distribution centres to be opened, and to which DC each customer order is
assigned.
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2.1.4 Routing
The optimisation of pickers’ routing strategy is a rather straightforward way of improving
the picking efficiency. A routing policy determines the routes of a picker to collect customer
orders. The problem includes determining the order the requested products are retrieved
and the travel path taken to move from one product to another. The simplest form of
the routing problem in warehousing systems has been formulated as a special case of
traveling salesman problem in [Ratliff and Rosenthal 1983] and solved to optimality by
a polynomial algorithm on relatively small problem instances. In the study, some basic
assumptions were made.
1. Each order was picked in one tour.
2. The trolley was capable of carrying all the products in one order.
Figure 2.2: Example of routing strategies [De Koster et al. 2007, Petersen II and Schmen-
ner 1999].
For larger problems or more complicated scenarios that the aforementioned two as-
sumptions no longer hold, routing heuristics are more favoured and showed better scal-
ability and robustness in handling dynamic environments. De Koster et al. summarised
six commonly used routing policies in the literature for rectangular-shaped warehouses
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with both front and back aisles. Fig. 2.2 illustrates these routing strategies, namely the
S-shape, Return, Optimal, Mid-optimal, Largest gap, and Combined strategy. These poli-
cies are all rather simple ones and are applicable for warehouses with different layouts.
In [Caron et al. 1998], the S-shape policy and return policy are compared against each
other in a warehouse organised by COI-based assignment strategy, and the two routing
policies perform differently on different warehouse layout configurations.
The travelling distance is not the only way of measuring the operational cost. In the
work presented in [Grosse and Glock 2015], the effect of the picker learning was modelled
and investigated. Pickers with different proficiency level showed different performance on
retrieving items. However, this was reflected if the evaluation was based on the travelling
distance. The results in this work indicated that pickers could gain more experience in
the fast moving zones. In the cases of narrow aisles, congestion of pickers might also be
considered [Chen et al. 2016, Gue et al. 2006, Parikh and Meller 2010].
2.1.5 Zoning and Batching
The batching problem is the problem of grouping/splitting orders with the aim of boosting
picking efficiency. The most intuitive approach is to use the customer orders directly as the
picking slips, which is also the case in the warehouses of the industry partner in this study.
In some designs, the warehouses are divided into multiple zones, and a picker can only
pick items in one zone. Under such circumstances, the batching of orders become a more
prominent issue as each customer order may contain products of different zones. A pre-
vious study has already shown that combing the zoning and batching simultaneously can
significantly enhance the productivity [Mellema and Smith 1988]. Rosenwein compared or-
der batching heuristics that using different metrics approximating the closeness of orders,
i.e. minimum additional aisle distance metric, and center-of-gravity principle [Rosenwein
1996].
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2.2 Storage Location Assignment Problems
There are numerous studies on different variants of SLAP problems, and this section
presents a brief review of the problem in the literature from the aspects of:
1. characteristics of the problems that affect the selection of optimisation techniques;
2. general storage policies for the SLAP problem; and
3. solution techniques to implement the selected strategies.
2.2.1 Problem Variants
There are many variants of SLAP problems. In this section, we present a brief review in
terms of the evaluation models used to determine whether a solution is desired or not, the
correlations considered among storage items, and the combination with other warehousing
problems.
Evaluation Models
The most common approach of approximating efficiency in warehousing systems is through
order picking travel time or distance. Le-Duc and de Koster approximated the expected
waiting time from the first and second moments of service time in [Le-Duc and de Koster
2007]. Both [Gademann and Velde 2005, Chew and Tang 1999] consider the time of
picking, sorting, and administration time besides the travel time. When the batching
problem is included in the investigation, using travel time is a more common approach.
Other than these, there were some problem-specific evaluation models that commonly
investigated in the literature.
1. Storage Efficiency:
Storage efficient refers to the maximum use of storage capacity/holding capacity.
This is usually favoured for overflowing but small warehouses. Shared storage policy
is one of the approaches for this goal, which allows different storage items on the same
15
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location in different time frame [Goetschalckx and Ratliff 1990]. It can potentially
reduce the space requirement but increase the computational effort.
2. Relocation Cost:
In a dynamic environment when demand rates changes, it requires fast and intelligent
approaches to fining new solutions [Sadiq et al. 1996]. From the practice perspective,
when the demand rate changes drastically and frequently, the relocation cost could
be too high such that the efficiency improved cannot compensate. Sadiq et al. (1996)
determined the relocation strategy for correlated items in a dynamic environment.
In [Jaikumar and Solomon 1990], the throughput requirement was minimised by
identifying the items to be relocated and the destinations of these items. In [Kofler
et al. 2011], the re-warehousing only happens when the relocation cost is smaller than
the predicted improvement. In [Chen et al. 2011], the relocation cost is considered
to satisfy the peak load.
3. Storage Cost:
As mentioned earlier, storage and retrieval are the two most resource-consuming
tasks among all the warehouse activities. In warehouse that allows storage and re-
trieval operation conducted within the same time frame, e.g. replenishing warehouse
during business hours, the storage travelling cost should also be taken into account.
In addition, the decision making is also affected by whether the storage and retrieval
operations can be conducted simultaneously. In a single-command operation, pickers
only perform storage or retrieval operation in one single tour. In a dual-command
operation, pickers perform storage and retrieval operations in one single tour [Bozer
1978]. A recent survey on storage/retrieval systems can be found in [Boysen and
Stephan 2016].
A comprehensive survey on different performance evaluation method for warehousing
problems, not limited to SLAP problems, is presented in [Staudt et al. 2015].
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Correlations
Frazele and Sharp firstly described the concept of correlated SLAP in [Frazele and Sharp
1989], which requires storage items frequently requested together, e.g. in the same order or
same time window, to be assigned closer. This concept has been widely investigated since
the time being. Whether two storage units are correlated depends on the likelihood of these
two storage units are requested together, either in the same time window or on the same
customer order. In distribution centres where customer orders are received and processed
for delivery, order-based approach are commonly applied. An order satisfying correlation
measure was proposed in [Amirhosseini and Sharp 1996] to determine how likely two items
are requested on the same order. In [Liu 1999], the correlation of two items was quantified
by a ratio of their demand rates, and items with similar demand rates were more correlated.
In [Brynze´r and Johansson 1996], the correlation of items was represented by variant
groups that sharing common features, and the assignment of variant groups ensured fewer
picking tours that involved both demanding and undemanding variant groups. In [Kova´cs
2011], each item and travelling cycle had an predicted request probability that could be
exploited by a mathematical model. The proposed approach was able to find the optimal
trade-off between minimal order cycle time and the average picking effort. Moreover, some
data mining techniques may be applied to determine the association rule between storage
units [Ming-Huang Chiang et al. 2014, Li et al. 2015]. In the work of Chiang et al., data
mining techniques was applied to determine the allocation of newly arrived storage units.
Others estimate the picking cost of picking each orders, so that storage units frequently
appear on the same order are allocated closer.
In production warehouses storing production materials, the requests of storage units
contain certain patterns, i.e. production parts on same Bill-of-Material (BOM) are fre-
quently requested together. Besides order-based demand dependencies, another approach
for estimating the correlation is the Bill-of-Material (BOM), which commonly exist in pro-
duction warehouses. For example, a BOM oriented class-based storage assignment was
applied in [Hsieh and Tsai 2001]. In [Xiao and Zheng 2010], similar production parts were
identified by BOM and clustered into groups, i.e. sub-BOM. Storage items in the same
17
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group were stored closer. Given the picking capacity constraint, each picking tour was
conducted for a sub-BOM and thus minimise total travelling distances. This problem was
considered together with zone picking in [Xiao and Zheng 2012]. The complexity of these
correlated SLAP problems can be obtained from reducing the NP-Complete Quadratic
Assignment Problem [Loiola et al. 2007].
For the investigated SLAP-GC problem, there are special correlations among items
of the same products that have not been considered in the literature. The correlation
in this context is not limited to the demand dependencies but also related to customer
requirements, i.e. items of same product should be allocated to adjacent locations, and
each product is allowed to be split once.
With Other Warehousing Problems
In the literature, the SLAP problem may be handled with other warehousing problems
together. The storage assignment and batch picking problem in the automotive industry
were considered together to optimise the total effort of storing and order picking in [Ene
and O¨ztu¨rk 2012]. In [Muppani and Adil 2008b], the storage space cost, order picking cost
and product grouping were all considered and optimised. [Ene and O¨ztu¨rk 2012] (2012)
minimised the travel cost by investigating the SLAP problem, batching problem, and the
routing problem together. The Genetic Algorithm was developed to get optimal batching
and routing for pickers. In [Chen et al. 2010], the SLAP problem was considered in a
single-command operation and optimised simultaneously with the problem of sequencing
the storage and retrieval operation. Shared storage policy was applied in the warehouse,
i.e. the same location may be assigned with different storage items in different time, and
the storage assignment followed duration-of-stay (DOS) policy. In [Battini et al. 2015],
the storage assignment and travel distance estimation were considered simultaneously.
2.2.2 Storage Policies
To accomplish the final goal, the assignment has to follow certain rules, i.e. the storage
policies. The storage policy can be based on either individual storage items or a group of
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storage items sharing common features. It does not directly derived solutions for a SLAP
problem but is an important step to formulate and/or simplify the original problem into an
optimisation problem. The three mostly widely applied storage policies include dedicated
storage, random storage, and class-based storage [Roodbergen and Vis 2009].
1. Dedicated storage is to determine the exact location of each storage item. Daily
operations such as storage and retrieval do not alter the assignment, and locations
are reserved for corresponding items before replanning even when they are out-of-
stock. This approach enables the consideration of products with different features
and save unnecessary efforts for locating picking items [De Koster et al. 2007].
2. Random storage is a rather straightforward approach that accepts and allocates
incoming storage items to random locations. This approach is easy to implement
and thus still used in practice. It is also believed that the pickers may operate by
rule-of-thumb and result in the closest open location storage [Roodbergen and Vis
2009].
3. Class-based storage is an approach proposed in [Hausman et al. 1976]. The approach
clusters items based on their turnover rates and allocate highly demanded clusters to
regions closer to PD. Each cluster is referred to as a class, and each region is referred
to as an area. Then optimisation algorithms are applied to determine the one-to-one
mapping of classes and areas. The number of classes is usually restricted to a rela-
tively small number [De Koster et al. 2007]. When the number is three, it is usually
referred to as ABC storage [Rouwenhorst et al. 2000]. The areas are mostly designed
based on simple heuristics like across-aisle storage, within-aisle storage, nearest-sub-
aisle storage, and nearest-location storage [Roodbergen 2012]. Within each area,
items are arranged autonomously or heuristically. From this point of view, the class-
based storage approach decomposes the original problem into two subproblems so
that the original computationally intractable or expensive problem can be tackled
more efficiently. It remains a popular approach general SLAP problems [Yang and
Nguyen 2016, Bortolini et al. 2015, Manzini et al. 2015].
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Comprehensive surveys on warehouse framework design can be found in [Van
Den Berg 1999, Rouwenhorst et al. 2000, Gu et al. 2007, De Koster et al. 2007, Gu
et al. 2010]
2.2.3 Solution Techniques
After determining the storage policy for the SLAP problem and formulating the prob-
lem, different optimisation algorithms can be applied to achieve the final results. Both
stochastic and deterministic approaches have been considered in the literature. Building
mathematical models is a general approach to explicitly define the investigated problem,
which is included in almost all the studies in the literature. Some apply deterministic
methods, such as branch-and-bound, directly to the developed mathematical model and
solve the problem [Muppani and Adil 2008a]. However, due to the intractability of math-
ematical models, it is usually not favoured for large-sized problems. Heuristic methods or
the combination of deterministic method and stochastic method are more widely consid-
ered. For example, a Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA) was applied for a warehouse
in [Muppani and Adil 2008b] using class-based storage to identify the classes of prod-
ucts and determine the locations of classes simultaneously. The approach was compared
against the dynamic programming algorithm and showed less sensitive with problem data.
Chen et al. (2010) developed a two-step heuristic method by combining integer program-
ming model and a constrictive heuristic to find feasible solutions for the problem. Then a
TS algorithm was developed to obtain better solution in reasonable time for medium and
large size problem. Ene and O¨ztu¨rk (2012) applied a GA approach to find optimal batches
and routing. GA was also applied for a multi-level warehouse layout problem in [Zhang
et al. 2002], which was to minimise the demand weighted travelling distance that counted
both horizontal and vertical travel cost. In [O¨nu¨t et al. 2008], a novel Particle Swam
Optimisation (PSO) algorithm modified by funnel effect and penalty method was applied
to solve a non-linear, constrained SLAP problem.
It is clear that to efficiently solve a SLAP problem, problem-specific operators need to
be designed. It is not a trivial task to apply existing methods directly to an optimisation
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problem that contain novel constraints. In the next section, we present a brief description
and review on the optimisation algorithms that will be used in this dissertation.
2.3 Optimisaton Algorithms
This section contains a brief survey of relevant methodologies applied to combinatorial
optimisation problems.
2.3.1 Genetic Programming
Genetic Programming (GP) [Koza 1994] is a population-based evolutionary computation
method proposed to automatically design computer programs for specific tasks, which is an
important technique of hyperheuristics [Burke et al. 2010]. Algorithm 1 exhibits a general
GP framework that is widely adopted nowadays (discussed in [Mitchell 1998]). In GP,
the population of programs is created and evolved from a set of operators and terminals
(Step 1). It involves random procedures in initializing and breeding the population (Step 2
and 5). During the evolution, promising individuals are identified based on evaluations
of all individuals (Step 4). Then the promising individuals are used to generate (breed)
the new population. Evaluation and breeding are repeated until the stopping criteria are
met. The followings of this section will discuss each step in detail.
Algorithm 1 A general GP framework
1: Choose operators and terminals used to build GP programs (Representations);
2: Generate an initial population with random approaches using the functions and ter-
minals (Initialization);
3: repeat
4: Evaluate each individual (program) in the population (Fitness Evaluation);
5: Apply selection, crossover, and mutation to the population and get a new population
(Breeding);
6: until Stopping criteria are met (Termination);
A GP program is usually a tree-structured program constructed from a set of opera-
tors and terminals . The leaf nodes of a GP program is defined by the terminals, and the
non-leaf nodes of the program are defined by the operators. Two example tree-structured
GP programs are shown in Fig. 2.3. The terminals and operators can be as simple as
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arithmetic numbers and functions (Fig. 2.3a). In most of the cases, the terminals and
operators are designed for specific problems. Fig. 2.3b illustrates an example presented in
the literature [Nguyen et al. 2013a]. As stated, operators are the non-leaf nodes in the GP
tree. The child nodes of a non-leaf node are the parameters of the corresponding author.
In a complicated systems, different operators may require different type of terminals as
their parameters. This hastens the grammar-based GP systems. A comprehensive survey
is presented in [Mckay et al. 2010].
−
×
x x
1
(a) A simple GP program with output x2 − 1.
IF
≤
WR 20%
Dispatch
0.221 SPT
Dispatch
0.078 FIFO
(b) A more complicated GP program given by [Nguyen et al. 2013a]
Figure 2.3: Examples of tree structured GP programs.
The mostly widely used initialisation scheme in GP is the ramped half-and-half
method proposed by Koza in 1992, which generates the population and maintain the
diversity of the initial population in terms of the size and the structure of the individuals.
Crossover and mutation are the two major approaches GP used to breed the new
generations. These two terms are initiated from chromosomal exchanges and alterations in
biology. The crossover in GP is done by exchanging subtrees of two GP individuals [Koza
1992]. Similarly, the mutation in GP is also done based on subtree, which is randomly
selected and substituted by another randomly generated subtree. More detailed examples
can be found in [Glover and Kochenberger 2006].
The evaluation of each GP program is done by using a pre-defined fitness function,
which is also referred to as objective function interchangeably. The result obtained by
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calling the fitness function, or the objective function, is usually referred to as fitness value
or objective value. The value determines the chance of the corresponding GP program to
survive and breed the population of the next generation. In an minimisation problem, a
low fitness value indicates the goodness of the GP program. Moreover, it worth noting
that it is critical to have an efficient fitness function as each individual in the population
need to be evaluated.
The stopping criteria of GP is rather straightforward. It is believed that the most
productive search is in the early generations [Glover and Kochenberger 2006]. Hence, the
maximum number of generations is usually set to a relatively small number, e.g. 10 to
50 generations. The evolution can stop either when a good solution is found or reach the
maximum number of generations.
GP has been successfully applied to many combinatorial and complex real-world opti-
misation problems, including bin packing problem [Burke et al. 2006], satisfibility problem
(SAT) [Fukunaga 2008, Bader-El-Den and Poli 2007], timetabling problem [Bader-El-Den
et al. 2009], forecasting [Chen and Chen 2010, Wagner et al. 2007], storage assignment [Pan
et al. 2015], as well as scheduling and planning problems. Many works in the literature
have demonstrated that GP can evolve efficient and competitive dispatching rules for job
shop scheduling problems [Nguyen et al. 2014; 2013a;b;c, Branke et al. 2016] Moreover, it
is not limited to handle single objective problems [Nguyen et al. 2012; 2014, Tay and Ho
2008].
2.3.2 Tabu Search
Tabu search (TS) is a popular metaheuristic search algorithm designed based on local
neighbourhood search. It is firstly proposed by Glover in 1986, and formalised in [Glover
1989; 1990]. Algorithm 2 exhibits a pseudo-code of the typical procedure of the TS
algorithm in its simplest form. The tabu list is a short term memory of the recent moves
that is used to prevent loops during the search. In each iteration, the neighbourhoods of
the current solution are explored, and the best neighbouring solution that does not exits
in the tabu list is selected. Note that even non-improving solution is still accepted in each
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iteration, which is an important mechanism to escape from local optima. The design of
the tabu list is not limited to solution-based. A more commonly used implementation is
the operation-based tabu list, which records the recently made moves instead of the exact
solutions. The Sbsf records the best-so-far result during the searching process. Some
common stopping criteria include reaching maximum number of iterations, consuming all
the time budget, or failing to make any improvement after a certain number of iterations.
Algorithm 2 A typical TS framework.
1: Let Sbsf ← initial solution;
2: Let Sbitr ← Sbsf;
3: Let TL← ∅ to be the empty tabu list;
4: while Stopping criteria not met do
5: Let Sneighbour ← the neighborhoods of Sbitr;
6: Let Sbitr ← the best non-tabu solution in Sneighbour;
7: if S′ is better than Sbsf then
8: Sbsf ← Sbitr;
9: end if
10: Update Sbitr to TL;
11: Remove entries in TL that expire;
12: end while
13: return Sbsf.
Its successful applications on real-world and combinatorial optimisation problems
include:
1. scheduling and planning problems [Peng et al. 2015, Ng 2014, Li et al. 2011, Lin
et al. 2002, Lee and Kang 2000, Dowsland 1998];
2. static and dynamic assignment problems [Czapin´ski 2013, Xin et al. 2010, Paul 2010,
James et al. 2009, Battiti and Tecchiolli 1994]
3. vehicle routing problem [Branda˜o 2011, Cordeau et al. 2001; 1997, Taillard et al.
1997, Osman 1993]
4. graph coloring and clustering problem [Wu and Hao 2012, Guturu and Dantu 2008,
Pan and Cheng 2007, Hertz and de Werra 1987]
Besides the basic TS described in Algorithm 2, many heuristics have been designed
to improve the efficiency of the TS algorithm. The first one is the aspiration criteria. The
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mechanism of tabu list is sometimes too powerful and prohibits promising moves. This
is particularly the case when using the operation-based tabu list. When given different
current solution, applying the same operation may result in completely different results,
and sometimes it could be beneficial to cycling. The aspiration criteria are used to override
the tabu status. A commonly used aspiration criteria is the best-known-so-far criteria,
which allows a move in the tabu list if the resultant solution is better than the best solution
known so far, e.g. [Ahonen et al. 2014, Adamuthe and Bichkar 2012, Pan and Cheng 2007,
Ponnambalam et al. 2000].
The second heuristic introduces probability to the acceptance criteria of the neigh-
borhood set to reduce the computational cost and improve efficiency of TS, namely the
Probabilistic TS [Glover and Kochenberger 2006]. Under some circumstances, it could
be extremely expensive to traverse the full neighbourhood set. Probabilistic TS considers
a random sample of the original neighbourhood, and thus reduces computational cost.
It is stated in [Glover and Kochenberger 2006] that introducing randomness can avoid
cycling and allow shorter tabu list. However, it is also claimed that there are possibilities
of missing promising solutions when introducing probability. Nevertheless, this approach
has been successfully applied to handle many computationally expensive optimisation
problems, e.g. [Adamuthe and Bichkar 2012, Kulturel-Konak 2012, Guturu and Dantu
2008].
Another two major aspects of TS that closely related to the searching behaviours
are the intensification and diversification. The former one regards the effort allocated to
explore a promising region, and the latter one regards the effort of reaching unexplored
regions [Glover and Kochenberger 2006]. In Probabilistic TS, the intensification can be
implemented by accepting the larger proportion of the neighbourhood set. Another com-
monly used intensification strategy is to restart the search from the best-known-so-far
solution. Essentially, intensification is to allocate more computation budget to explore
promising regions in the search space. When little or no improvement has been made
after a certain number of iterations, it is likely that the search has been trapped in a local
optima, and this is the point where diversification strategy should be applied. The basic
concept of the strategy is to introduce rarely used components (the bias) to jump from
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local optima. In [Xin et al. 2010], two diversification strategies have been proposed with
considering the trade-off between intensification and diversification. Other examples of
using different diversification strategies include [Ahonen et al. 2014, James et al. 2009,
Gendreau et al. 1994]
In many applications, TS is hybridised with other popular searching heuristics for
complex problems, e.g. local neighborhood search algorithms [Escobar et al. 2014, Tahir
et al. 2007], GA [Pan and Cheng 2007, Guturu and Dantu 2008], Branch-and-bound [Sels
et al. 2015], Simulated Annealing [Swarnkar and Tiwari 2004], etc.
2.3.3 Integer Linear Programming and Exact Methods
Linear Programming (LP) is a technique to formulate an optimisation problem with linear
objective function and linear constraints. A simplest form of minimisation problem can
be displayed in the canonical form [Papadimitriou and Steiglitz 1982].
min cTx (2.1)
s.t. Ax ≤ b (2.2)
x ≥ 0 (2.3)
where the decision variables x are to be determined to minimise the objective value
cTx. If the above decision variables are required to be all integer, then we get a simple
form the Integer Programming model (IP). When only a subset of the decision variables
are required to be integers, then we get a Integer Linear Programming model (ILP). The
LP relaxation of an ILP model is the problem obtained by substituting the integer decision
variables with continuous constraints.
In mathematical optimisation, an LP is usually handled by the simplex algo-
rithm [Dantzig et al. 1955]. For IP and ILP, it is usually solved by branch-and-bound
algorithm [Land and Doig 1960] or branch-and-cut algorithm [Padberg and Rinaldi 1987],
which employs tree structure and repeatedly branch on fractional decision variables and
solve LP relaxations until integral solution is found. The rests of this section briefly
review the aforementioned three methods.
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Simplex Algorithm
Simplex method is a popular deterministic approach for LPs. The feasible region of an
LP model is a convex polyhedron [Gru¨nbaum et al. 1967]. It has been proved that the
optimal solution is on one of the extreme points of the convex polyhedron [Luenberger
and Ye 2015, Winston and Goldberg 2004]. The simplex algorithm is proposed based on
this theorem. It looks for extreme points along the edge of the convex polyhedron and
stops when maximum value is obtained. More details about this algorithm can be found
in [Dantzig 2016, Winston and Goldberg 2004].
Branch-and-bound and Branch-and-cut
Branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut are the two most popular deterministic algorithms
for solving IPs and ILPs. Without loss of generality, we assume that the problem is a
minimisation problem. The intuitions of these two algorithms are as follows. If there is
an integral optimal solution to the LP relaxation (of an IP), i.e. all the decision variables
are integers, then the solution is also the optimal solution to the original IP [Winston and
Goldberg 2004]. If not the optimal solution, the result of the LP relaxation of an IP is a
lower bound to the IP.
The procedure of branch-and-bound algorithm can be illustrated in tree structure.
Each node can have two child nodes branching on one decision variable, e.g. branching
on x1 with x1 > 0 and x ≤ 0. Essentially, the number of decision variables is equal to the
maximum depth of the search tree. Hence, branch-and-bound can be quiet computational
expensive. Having the best-so-far result as the upper bound, the term “bound” refers
to as the operation applied to trim the unpromising subtree. When the solution of the
LP relaxation of a node is already larger (worse) than the upper bound, none of its child
nodes can get better solutions, and thus no need to explore the subtree.
The branch-and-cut algorithm is developed by combining branch-and-bound and cut-
ting planes [Padberg and Rinaldi 1987]. At each node when LP relaxation are solved,
heuristic cutting planes might be added to the LP relaxation if found to increase the
chance of getting integral solutions. Essentially, cutting planes are linear constraints
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added to the LP relaxation to exclude any unflavoured extreme points. More details of
the algorithm can be found in [Winston and Goldberg 2004, Ju¨nger et al. 2009].
2.4 Divide-and-conquer
In practice, the problem size is often very large, the availability of the optimisation al-
gorithms become a major hindrance of applying them to large-scale problems. In this
case, one intuitive strategy is to decompose the whole problem into smaller subproblems
and solve them separately or simultaneously. This divide-and-conquer strategy has been
successfully applied to various benchmark and real-world problems such as the large-scale
convex optimisation [Boyd et al. 2007], supply chain [Ibrahimov et al. 2012a;b], black-box
global optimisation benchmarks [Mei et al. 2016], arc routing problems [Mei et al. 2014a;c],
and travelling salesman problem with service profit [Mei et al. 2014b]. The rests of this
section discuss two general approaches of decomposition that employ divide-and-conquer
strategy.
2.4.1 Bilevel Programming
Bilevel programming [Dempe 2002] is an approach inspired by Stackelberg game, which
decomposes and reformulates the original problem into two subproblems and considers
the interactions between the two subproblems. In a Bilevel programming model, the two
subproblems can be considered as two players, the leader (the upper level subproblem) and
the follower (the lower level subproblem). The two players may have different and possibly
conflicting objectives. To optimise the objective, the leader need to anticipate the best
response of the follower. Thus, the two levels are optimised simultaneously. This approach
provides a novel perspective on the problem structure and are gaining popularities in the
field of logistics, for example, the optimisation of facility locations [Sun et al. 2008, Drezner
et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2015], and the plannings of distribution networks [Calvete et al. 2014,
Huang and Liu 2004].
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2.4.2 Benders’ Decomposition
Exact methods such as branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut usually encountering scala-
bility issue and is prohibitive for large-scale problems. Thus, Benders proposed a decompo-
sition approach, namely the Benders’ decomposition, in [Benders 1962], which decomposes
very large LP so that decision variables are divided into two sets and determined at dif-
ferent stages. The Benders’ decomposition is a technique for very large LPs that contains
block structures [Benders 1962, Hooker and Ottosson 2003]. The basic concept of the
approach is the divide-and-conquer strategy and delayed constraint generation. The de-
cision variables are divided into two subsets based on the block structure presented in
the ILP. One of the subset, namely the master problem, is firstly solved. Once promising
solution is found for this subset, the other subset is solved in an auxiliary problem based
on the results of the master problem. If the auxiliary problem indicates that the solution
of the master problem is infeasible, the Benders’ cut is generated and added to the master
problem to exclude the superfluous solutions. Then the master problem either continue
the solving with the added constraint or rs-solved from scratch. The procedure stops
when an integral solution obtained in the master problem is determined to be valid by the
auxiliary problem. Essentially the approach employs a “learn from mistakes” strategy,
and the efficacy of the approach is largely dependent on the modelling of the problem and
the efficient Benders’ cut. The method adds additional linear constraints in the solving
procedure, and thus it is also referred to as the “row generation” method in literature.
The method remains a popular and effective approach for large scale problems.
Some of the recent successful applications include scheduling problems [Fang et al. 2015,
Adulyasak et al. 2015, Nasri et al. 2016, Wang et al. 2016, Lin et al. 2016], graph the-
ory [Gendron et al. 2014], traveling salesman problem [Errico et al. 2016], and stock cutting
problem [Delorme et al. 2017].
2.5 Computational Complexity Theory
For optimisation problems, understanding the computational complexity of the problem
is the stepping stone to develop efficient algorithms for the problem. For NP-complete or
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NP-hard problems, proving the computational complexity provides a justification to look
for efficient heuristic methods instead of exact methods.
In 1972, Karp proved the NP-completeness of 21 combinatorial optimisation problems
by reducing from the boolean satisfiability problem. This was one of the earliest work on
computational complexity theory in the field of computer science. More and more NP-
complete and NP-hard problems have been found since then. Given the intractability of
these problems, it is more favoured to find approximate approaches.
In [Garey and Johnson 1979], Garey and Johnson summarised three types of reduc-
tions for proving NP-completeness.
1. Restriction: The approach proves the NP-hardness of a problem by adding addi-
tional restrictions to it and showing that this (restricted) special case is a known
NP-complete problem.
2. Local Replacement: This approach identifies the “basic units” of a known NP-
complete problem and the problem to be addressed and demonstrates the trans-
formation of each basic unit of the known NP-complete problem to that of the
target problem.
3. Component Design: This approach builds components of the target problem that
enforces important structural functions of a known NP-complete problem. IT is
similar to local replacement in substituting components (i.e. basic units) but also
involve identifying interactions among components.
It remains an open question whether a problem that be verified in polynomial time
can also be solved in polynomial time, i.e. P = NP? In practice, a P problem can be
very difficult to solve if the scale of the problem is large enough, while some NP-complete
problem can be handled in pseudo-polynomial time. Some early investigations include the
variants of job sequenceing problems [Lawler 1977], fixed priority schedules [Leung and
Whitehead 1982], bin packing problem [Vanderbeck 1999], etc. More recent work include
subset sum problem [Koiliaris and Xu 2017], k-medium problem [Li and Svensson 2016],
and resource scheduling problems [Rasti-Barzoki and Hejazi 2015].
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2.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have reviewed the different variants of SLAP problems studied in
literature, as well as the promising solution approaches and searching algorithms. In this
context, we note that
1. The modelling of a SLAP problem itself is not trivial. Different SLAP problems
require problem-specific design and optimisation.
2. The major difference of the traditional studied correlated SLAP problem and the
SLAP-GC is the grouping constraint. The former one requires storage items with
correlations to be allocated as close as possible, while the latter one forces the
correlated storage items (items in same group) to be allocated to adjacent locations.
3. The grouping constraint has never been investigated or considered before. The
existence of the grouping constraint alters the structure of the problem from a general
NP-hard correlated SLAP problem to a special variant of correlated SLAP problems.
The complexity of this new variant becomes unknown at this stage.
4. Existing techniques are not applicable for handling grouping constraint directly.
In the next chapter, we will present the formal definition of the SLAP-GC problem,
and the benchmark datasets to validate the performance of the proposed method.
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CHAPTER 3
Problem Definition and Benchmarks
3.1 Problem Description and Formulation
In this section, we present the formal definition of SLAP-GC. Table 3.1 lists the symbols
used in the problem definition. Roughly speaking, the SLAP-GC task involves how to best
place a set of items (e.g., shirts of various sizes) in a warehouse configuration, given certain
picking frequency for each item and grouping constraint among the items of the same
product. The idea is to minimise the overall expected travel distance in the warehouse
while keeping the items of the same product together as much as possible.
We assume a rectangular shaped1 warehouse with m shelves and w bins on each shelf,
as depicted in Figure 3.1. A bin (h, v), with 1 ≤ h ≤ m and 1 ≤ v ≤ w, denotes the v-th
bin in the h-th shelf. The PD point is beside the bin (1, 1), and a bin (h, v) is at distance
v+h−1 from it. Bins in the warehouse are used to store specific items of a given product.
More concretely, each product (e.g., shirts) consists of a set of items (e.g., shirts of sizes
small, medium, and large, that is, three items). Each item i has a picking frequency f(i)
denoting how frequent they are accessed (based on demand, for example). Each bin is
capable of holding one item, and the total number of items equals the total number of
bins in the warehouse. The problem is to determine which bin to assign each item such
that total picking frequency weighted distance is minimised. Importantly, the assignment
1This is for simplicity. In general other layouts are possible.
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have to respect certain “splitting” strategy so that the items of the same product are not
scattered around in the warehouse.
Table 3.1: Summary of notations used.
Symbol Description
P the set of products
IP the set of all items in P
m the number of shelves
w the number of bins on a shelf
α the maximum number of groups allowed
f(i) the picking frequency of the item i
(h, v) the v-th bin in the h-th shelf
σ a SLAP assignment function
dσi the distance of the item i from/to PD under the assignment σ
C(σ, i) the cost of the item i under the assignment σ
C(σ) the overall cost of the assignment σ
gσi the group containing the item i under the assignment σ
Gσp the groups of the product p under the assignment σ
bins
front cross-asilesPD
Figure 3.1: An example of warehouse layout.
More formally, let P be the set of products, each in turn being a set of unique items.
Let IP denotes the set of all items in the product set, that is, IP =
⋃
p∈P p. An assignment
is a function σ : IP 7→ {1, . . . ,m} × {1, . . . , w} such that for all i1, i2 ∈ IP and i1 6= i2,
it is the case that σ(i1) 6= σ(i2) (i.e., no two different items are placed in the same bin).
Informally, σ(i) = (hi, vi) denotes that item i is to be placed in bin (hi, vi). We use
dσi = hi + vi − 1 to denote the distance to PD of item i under assignment σ.
The total (travelling) cost of item i under assignment σ, namely, the total picking-
frequency-weighted distance, is C(σ, i) = f(i)dσi . The total (travelling) cost of an assign-
ment σ is, therefore, defined as C(σ) = ∑i∈IP C(σ, i).
When seeking an assignment function, one may be interested only in those meeting
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certain grouping constraint. Such constraint restricts how items in the same product can
be “divided” apart within the warehouse.
We present the definition of group and α-Split before reaching to the definition of
SLAP-GC.
Definition 1 (Group). A set of items g ⊆ IP constitutes a group under an assignment
σ if and only if the following conditions are met.
• g ⊆ p, for some p ∈ P , that is, all items in g are of the same product;
• |{hi | i ∈ g}| = 1, that is, all items in g are placed in the same shelf;
• max{vi | i ∈ g} − min{vi | i ∈ g} = |g| − 1, that is, all items in g are placed in
consecutive bins; and
• there does not exist an item i′ ∈ p \ g such that either vi′ = max{vi | i ∈ g} + 1 or
vi′ = min{vi | i ∈ g} − 1, that is, the group cannot be extended with an item from
the same product.
Note that this definition is well-defined as assignment functions are required to assign
different items to different bins. Clearly, under a specific assignment σ, every item i ∈ IP
belongs to a unique group gσi . Then, G
σ
p denotes the set of all groups within the items in
product p, i.e., Gσp = {gσi | i ∈ p}.
With this notion of groups, we can formally specify the so-called grouping constraint,
restricting the products to be split into no more than α parts.
Definition 2 (α-Split).
An assignment σ is an α-Split if and only if max{|Gσp | | p ∈ P} ≤ α.
We now have all the technical machinery to define SLAP-GC.
Definition 3 (SLAP-GC).
Instance: A product set P , shelf capacity w, number of shelves m, a positive integer
Υ ∈ Z+, and an item picking frequency function f : IP → N.
Question: Does it exist a 2-Split assignment σ such that C(σ) ≤ Υ.
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Table 3.2: Notations used in the original problem
Notations Descriptions
P set of products
IP set of all items
i, j item, i, j ∈ I
f(i) frequency of the item i
p product, p ∈ P , and pi is the product containing item i
w number of bins on each shelf
m number of shelves in the warehouse
(h, v) the v-th bin on the u-th shelf, where h ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, v ∈ {1, . . . , w}
L the set of all locations.
In short, the SLAP-GC problem involves placing all items in the warehouse so as to
minimise (expected) picking cost while not splitting products into more than two groups.
Then we define an ILP formulation for the above SLAP-GC problem. For clarity,
Table 3.2 lists the notations used in this ILP formulation. This integer linear programming
model is referred to as the baseline ILP model in the rest of this thesis, denoted as
(ILPbaseline).
(ILPbaseline) :
min
∑
i∈I
∑
(h,v)∈L
aihvf(i)(h+ v − 1) (3.1)
s.t.
∑
i∈IP
aihv = 1, (h, v) ∈ L (3.2)
∑
(h,v)∈L
aihv = 1, i ∈ IP (3.3)
∑
(h,v)∈L
bphv ≤ 2, p ∈ P (3.4)
aihv ≤ bpihv +
∑
j∈pi,j 6=i
ajh(v−1), i ∈ IP , (h, v) ∈ L (3.5)
∑
i∈p
aihv ≥ bphv, (h, v) ∈ L, p ∈ P (3.6)
aihv, bphv ∈ {0, 1}.
Let aihv and bphv be the decision variables. The former one determines the allocation
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of items, and the latter one decide if a location is a starting point of a product. The ob-
jective function stated in 3.1 is to minimise the total picking frequency weighted distance.
h + v − 1 is the distance of location (h, v) to the PD. Constraints 3.2 and 3.3 formulate
the capacity constraint, forcing all items assigned within shelves. Constraint 3.2 ensures
that each item is assigned once. Constraint 3.3 ensures that each location is assigned with
one item. Constraints 3.4–3.6 formulate the grouping constraint. Constraint 3.4 limits
the maximum number of starting points a product can have. Constraint 3.5 requires that
a location is either a starting point for a product or preceded by an item of the same
product. Constraint 3.6 makes sure that a starting point of product is assigned with an
item of the product.
3.2 Benchmark Datasets
This section describes all the synthetic and real-world datasets developed for the exper-
imental studies of this thesis. Besides the real-world dataset that we collect from our
industry partner, we also conduct experimental studies on random instances to analyse
the designed algorithms. The three benchmark datasets were proposed for different pur-
poses in the experimental studies.
The first one is a 20 instances randomly generated from the real data. It does not
consider any specific features of the problem, employing pure random sampling approach.
It is simple enough to let the benchmark algorithms to get the optimal results on some of
the instances, but not too intuitive that even simple heuristics can find optimal results.
It can be used to validate a newly proposed approach. If a method cannot achieve good
results on this dataset, it is safe to conjecture that it cannot perform well on harder
instances.
When a proposed method can already achieve relatively good results, mostly optimal
or near optimal, there is a need to justify how well the proposed method can perform, and
what contributes more to the outcomes. Thus the second benchmark dataset is proposed.
It considers more features/characters of the problem that would probably change the
difficulty of the problem. The dataset is also sampled from the real data and thus not
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available to the public.
Thus we propose a third benchmark dataset that can be made to publicly available
to benefit the community who are also interested in SLAP-GC problems. It uses com-
mon approaches to randomly generate instances with specific structures such that further
investigations can be conducted for the developed heuristics.
3.2.1 Real-world Instances
We use the data collected from a warehouse business owned by a local company based
in Melbourne, Australia. The dataset includes the garment orders in four years 2. Ta-
ble 3.3 gives the summary of the real-world data year by year, where |P | is the number
of products requested in the order of the year, and |Ip| is the number of items of product
p. Correspondingly, MAX |Ip|, MIN |Ip| and MEAN |Ip| are the maximum, minimum and
mean number of items in the product. From the table, one can see that:
1. there are more than 400 products requested in each year’s orders, and each product
contains 25 or 26 items on average;
2. the total number of items requested each year is over 10,000 items;
3. the number of items varies significantly from one product to another. The smallest
product has only one item, while the largest product has 162 items.
Table 3.3: Summary of the Real-world Dataset
Year Order Info. Warehouse Info.
|P | MAX |Ip| MIN |Ip| MEAN |Ip| m w
1 478 162 1 26 89 140
2 403 162 1 25 72 140
3 450 162 1 25 83 140
4 486 162 1 26 92 140
1 |P | is the number of products;
2 |Ip| is the number of items of the pth product;
4 m and w are the number of shelves and the shelf size respectively.
Four real-world instances are generated based on these order information, each cor-
responding to the data in one year (one row in Table 3.3). To construct the instances, we
2This is the full dataset of four years available in the current ERP system of the actual warehouse
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Table 3.4: Example of Real-world Instances
Item No. SKU Color Size Picking Frequency
1 AK001 BLACK S 221
2 AK001 BLACK M 1070
3 AK001 BLACK L 293
4 AK001 WHITE S 15
5 AK001 WHITE M 2200
6 AK001 WHITE L 378
7 BL78 BLUE XS 735
8 BL78 BLUE S 467
- - - - -
m = 89, w = 140
define the warehouse information including the number of shelves (m) and the capacity
of each shelf (w) for each year of data. Here, we assume that the capacity of each shelf is
fixed to 140, and the number of shelves varies from one year to another to fit the number of
items requested in that year. These instances are referred to as the real-world instances in
this study. For clarity, we present an example of the generated instances in Table 3.4. The
picking frequency of each item is obtained by summing up the number of its occurrence
in the original order information.
Note that these real-world instances are too large and prohibitive for existing deter-
ministic approaches. To make meaningful comparison, we further generate three bench-
mark datasets with smaller sizes as described in the following sections so that baseline
results can be obtained by applying a deterministic branch-and-cut algorithm to the ILP
model presented in Section 3.1.
3.2.2 Simple Small Data Generated From Real-world Data
The first dataset includes 20 instances randomly sampled from the first year of real-
world instances as described in Table 3.3. The generation is done by iteratively select
an arbitrary item from the original data until designated number of items is obtained.
The 20 instances can be divided into five categories, each consisting of 4 instances. The
instances of the same category have the same warehouse layout (i.e. the number of shelves
and shelf capacity). Table 3.5 shows the details of the dataset. For clarity, these instances
are referred to as SET1 in this study.
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Table 3.5: Summary of the 20 Instances in SET1
Instance
No. m w |P | MEAN |Ip| MAX |p|
Instance
No. m w |P | MEAN |Ip| MAX |p|
1 5 5 10 15 1.67 13 20 20 30 61 6.56
2 5 5 7 16 1.56 14 20 20 38 74 5.41
3 5 5 5 18 1.39 15 20 20 34 51 7.84
4 5 5 4 18 1.39 16 20 20 26 58 6.90
5 8 8 13 38 1.68 17 30 30 15 313 2.88
6 8 8 13 43 1.49 18 30 30 16 307 2.93
7 8 8 9 38 1.68 19 30 30 14 296 3.04
8 8 8 14 32 2.00 20 30 30 12 321 2.80
9 10 10 7 47 2.13
10 10 10 8 51 1.96
11 10 10 8 40 2.50
12 10 10 17 34 2.94
1 m and w are the number of shelves and the shelf size respectively.
2 MEAN |P | is average number of products.
3 MEAN |Ip| and max |Ip| are the average and maximum sizes of products.
3.2.3 Harder Random Instances Sampled from Real-world Data
The second dataset includes 48 instances sampled from the real-world dataset. To conduct
more sophisticated analysis, we introduce a new parameter setting ε when generating the
second dataset. Specifically, ε = |P
12|
|P | is the proportion of products with no more than
two items, where P 12 is the subset of the original products containing no more than two
items. Intuitively, it is a trivial task to group products with one or two items. Hence, the
ε can partially reflects the difficulty of an instance, i.e. a higher ε value indicates that the
instance tends to be easier to solve. In an extreme case when ε = 1, all the products have
only one or two items, and the grouping constraint can be eliminated.
Algorithm 3 Iˆ ← Generate(IP , mˆ, wˆ, εˆ)
1: while stopping criteria are met do
2: Let Iˆ ← ∅;
3: Randomly swap IP ;
4: Let Iˆ ← a subset of mˆ× wˆ items in IP ;
5: if Iˆ satisfies εˆ and Iˆ can fit wˆ then
6: stopping criteria are met;
7: else
8: stopping criteria are not met;
9: end if
10: end while
11: return Iˆ;
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Given an item list IP by randomly select a real-world data, let mˆ, wˆ, and εˆ be the
number of shelves, number of bins on each shelf, and the proportion of “simple” products
in the generated instance, the procedure of generating the item lists Iˆ for the new dataset
is described in Algorithm 3. In step 3, the item list Ip is reordered by randomly select
an item from the list and move to the end. It repeats for a random number of iterations.
Then in step 4, a subset of mˆ× wˆ items is taken from Ip and assigned to Iˆ. From the new
subset Iˆ, we can have a new product set denoting as Pˆ . The new item list Iˆ is accepted
if and only if:
1. the proportion of one-item and two-item products in Pˆ is close to εˆ, where Pˆ be the
product set constituted by the item list Iˆ.
2. the maximum size of any product in the Pˆ does not exceed 2w.
Table 3.6: Summary of the 48 Instances in SET2
Instance |p| Instance |p|
No. m w ε |P | MEAN MAX No. m w α |P | MEAN MAX
1 4 25 0.00 4 25.00 39 25 10 90 0.03 40 22.50 70
2 4 25 0.14 14 7.14 14 26 10 90 0.19 100 9.00 38
3 4 25 0.25 8 12.50 38 27 10 90 0.30 111 8.11 48
4 4 25 0.33 9 11.11 35 28 10 90 0.33 110 8.18 40
5 4 25 0.50 18 5.56 19 29 10 90 0.45 128 7.03 44
6 4 25 0.53 15 6.67 21 30 10 90 0.57 295 3.05 14
7 10 10 0.08 12 8.33 18 31 15 60 0.05 38 23.68 74
8 10 10 0.19 16 6.25 12 32 15 60 0.16 97 9.28 36
9 10 10 0.25 12 8.33 18 33 15 60 0.29 109 8.26 43
10 10 10 0.33 18 5.56 14 34 15 60 0.33 112 8.04 33
11 10 10 0.48 23 4.35 14 35 15 60 0.46 134 6.72 41
12 10 10 0.60 25 4.00 18 36 15 60 0.57 298 3.02 16
13 10 40 0.00 13 30.77 68 37 20 45 0.06 88 10.23 47
14 10 40 0.11 56 7.14 21 38 20 45 0.10 78 11.54 56
15 10 40 0.22 46 8.70 34 39 20 45 0.26 103 8.74 45
16 10 40 0.40 53 7.55 44 40 20 45 0.34 101 8.91 43
17 10 40 0.41 69 5.80 20 41 20 45 0.45 130 6.92 41
18 10 40 0.53 83 4.82 22 42 20 45 0.56 299 3.01 16
19 20 20 0.06 54 7.41 16 43 30 30 0.09 57 15.79 54
20 20 20 0.10 39 10.26 38 44 30 30 0.12 52 17.31 59
21 20 20 0.26 42 9.52 39 45 30 30 0.26 108 8.33 35
22 20 20 0.40 53 7.55 30 46 30 30 0.33 109 8.26 49
23 20 20 0.46 65 6.15 40 47 30 30 0.49 130 6.92 43
24 20 20 0.52 66 6.06 26 48 30 30 0.54 144 6.25 38
1 m and w are the number of shelves and the shelf size respectively.
2 MEAN |p| and max |p| are the average and maximum sizes of products.
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As defined in Section 3.1, w is the number of bins on a shelf. Products with more
than 2w items cannot fit into any shelf, and hence result in infeasible solution. These
steps will be repeated until both stopping criteria are met (Step 5). Table 3.6 shows the
summarised details of the generated dataset. For each layout, we generate six instances
with ε values ranging from 0 to 0.6. For clarity, this dataset is referred to as SET2 in this
study.
3.2.4 Uniformly and Normally Distributed Instances
This section describes the procedure of generating the third benchmark dataset. For
clarity, this set is referred to as SET3 in this research. Table 3.7 lists the parameters and
their possible values that are considered in SET3. In a rectangular shaped warehouse, the
geometric shape of a warehouse is decided by two parameters, i.e. the number of shelves
m and the number of bins on each shelve w. As shown in the table, these two parameters
both have 3 options, resulting in 9 different layouts. The largest warehouse contains 50
shelves and each consists of 50 bins.
Table 3.7: Parameters of generating SET3
Parameters Values
m 10, 30, 50
w 10, 30, 50
|p| U [1, 5), U [1, 2w)
N [w/3, (w/9)2], N [w, (w/9)2], N [5w/3, (w/9)2]
Number of Orders 10mw
Then we consider using uniform distributions and normal distributions to simulate
the product sizes, which are commonly used when the distribution is unknown. In SLAP-
GC, it is easy to notice that the problem is infeasible if there exists any product with
more than 2w items as there always exists a group with more than w items and cannot
be fit into any shelf. Thus, as shown in Table 3.7, one of the settings for product sizes is
between 1 and 2w with uniform distribution. Also, to have problems with small products,
we also consider uniform distribution with maximum of 5 items in a product. When
using normal distribution, we aim to include three different scenarios: small products,
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Table 3.8: Summary of the 48 Instances in SET3.
Instance |p| Instance |p|
No. m w ε |P | MEAN MAX No. m w α |P | MEAN MAX
1? 10 10 0.17 12 8.33 19 26? 30 50 0.06 34 44.12 96
2† 10 10 0.26 34 2.94 5 27† 30 50 0.00 90 16.67 27
3‡ 10 10 0.00 10 10.00 11 28‡ 30 50 0.00 30 50.00 63
4†† 10 10 0.14 7 14.29 17 29†† 30 50 0.00 19 78.95 90
5?? 10 10 0.51 41 2.44 4 30?? 30 50 0.48 593 2.53 4
6? 10 30 0.00 13 23.08 54 31? 50 10 0.06 51 9.80 18
7† 10 30 0.00 28 10.71 16 32† 50 10 0.38 170 2.94 6
8‡ 10 30 0.00 10 30.00 34 33‡ 50 10 0.00 50 10.00 12
9†† 10 30 0.00 6 50.00 52 34†† 50 10 0.00 32 15.63 18
10?? 10 30 0.57 131 2.29 4 35?? 50 10 0.49 199 2.51 4
11? 10 50 0.00 11 45.45 94 36? 50 30 0.04 47 31.91 59
12† 10 50 0.00 31 16.13 28 37† 50 30 0.01 144 10.42 18
13‡ 10 50 0.00 11 45.45 55 38‡ 50 30 0.00 51 29.41 36
14†† 10 50 0.00 6 83.33 87 39†† 50 30 0.00 30 50.00 55
15?? 10 50 0.51 201 2.49 4 40?? 50 30 0.47 588 2.55 4
16? 30 10 0.11 37 8.11 18 41? 50 50 0.08 65 38.46 99
17† 30 10 0.32 101 2.97 5 42† 50 50 0.00 155 16.13 28
18‡ 30 10 0.03 30 10.00 13 43‡ 50 50 0.00 50 50.00 63
19†† 30 10 0.00 19 15.79 18 44†† 50 50 0.00 30 83.33 93
20?? 30 10 0.45 113 2.65 4 45?? 50 50 0.50 1004 2.49 4
21? 30 30 0.00 28 32.14 58
22† 30 30 0.01 87 10.34 18
23‡ 30 30 0.00 30 30.00 39
24†† 30 30 0.00 18 50.00 56
25?? 30 30 0.47 354 2.54 4
1 m and w are the number of shelves and the shelf size respectively.
3 MEAN |p| and max |p| are the average and maximum sizes of products.
4 Distribution: ? for U [1, 2w); ?? for U [1, 5); † for N [w/3, (w/9)2]; ‡ for N [w, (w/9)2]; †† for
N [5w/3, (w/9)2].
medium products, and large products. These scenarios are achieved by having different
mean values but fixed standard deviations. To generate small products, the mean and
standard deviation are set to w/3 and w/9 such that most of the values sampled from
this distribution are non-zero values, and we ignore those non-positive values since each
product should have at least one item. For the rest two scenarios, the standard deviations
are set to the same value, and the mean values are w and 5w/3 respectively.
For the frequencies, we assume that the order arrivals follow a Poisson Process with
a demand rate of roughly 10 orders per hour 3. For a warehouse with m shelves and w
bins on each shelf, the number of orders is set to a fixed number 10mw, and each order
3This demand rate is determined by the observation of the real data.
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is randomly generated. After determining the orders, the picking frequencies of items can
be easily calculated. Table 3.8 exhibits the summarised details of SET3.
3.2.5 Baseline Results
The branch-and-cut algorithm is a well known and widely used deterministic approach
for solving ILP models, and it can solve to optimality when given enough computational
resources. Moreover, the lower bound and upper bound obtained in the process are also
meaningful for evaluating other methods. Thus, this section presents the baseline results
of the three benchmark datasets by applying the deterministic branch-and-cut algorithm
to the ILP model described in Section 3.1. The ILP models are coded with JAVA 7 and
solved by Gurobi Optimiser [Gurobi Optimization 2016] on virtual machines provided by
NCI (National Computation Infrastructure) [ NCI]. Instances are run for a maximum of
32 hours during this experiment. In the branching tree, each node branch on one decision
variable, and the LP relaxation is solved. The non-integral solution to the LP relaxation
is a lower bound (LB) to the final solution, and the integral solution is the upper bound
to the final solution (UB). An instance is solved to optimality when the two bounds
converge. During the test, not all the instances are solved to optimality given the limited
computational resources. To facilitate the description, we define the percentage deviation
of two costs C1 and C2 as:
∆C1C2 =
C1 − C2
C2 × 100% (3.7)
Theoretically, the ILP model is solved to optimality when ∆UBLB = 0%. In practice,
it is generally accepted that a very small percentage deviation of UB to the LB, e.g.
0.01%, can also be considered as a satisfying termination criteria (the integral solution is
also considered optimal). Then we are ready to present the baseline results of the three
benchmark datasets.
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Table 3.9: Baseline resules for SET1 instances obtained by the branch-and-cut algorithm.
Instance
No. m w LB
∆UBLB
(%)
Time
(s/hrs)
Instance
No. m w LB
∆UBLB
(%)
Time
(s/hrs)
1 5 5 1685.00 0.00 1.03 s 13 20 20 194872.00 - 16 hrs
2 5 5 2554.00 0.00 0.02 s 14 20 20 132923.00 - 16 hrs
3 5 5 2280.00 0.00 0.03 s 15 20 20 57836.00 - 16 hrs
4 5 5 2350.00 0.00 0.03 s 16 20 20 288297.00 37.55 16 hrs
5 8 8 7522.00 0.00 8.06 s 17 30 30 640002.00 48.80 32 hrs
6 8 8 9506.00 0.00 4.14 s 18 30 30 590075.00 - 32 hrs
7 8 8 9231.00 0.00 7.58 s 19 30 30 600120.00 - 32 hrs
8 8 8 11279.00 0.01 57.94 s 20 30 30 610258.00 29.35 32 hrs
9 10 10 31340.00 0.01 35.80 s
10 10 10 15781.00 0.00 88.30 s
11 10 10 32995.00 0.01 304.49 s
12 10 10 15560.00 0.01 2.19 hrs
1 m and w are the number of shelves and the shelf size respectively;
2 − indicates that the result is not obtained during the experiment.
Baseline Results of SET1
Table 3.9 shows the baseline results of the 20 SET1 instances. For clarity, the layout
information (m and w) of the instances is also presented in the table. The first twelve
instances are solved to optimal by the branch-and-cut algorithm during this test. For the
rest eight instances, only three of them find integral solution during the search (UB), and
the rests only obtain non-integral LP relaxation results (LB) even given a relatively long
running time (16 hours for instances 13–16, and 32 hours for instances 17 – 20). Among
the three instances of which UB results are available, the smallest ∆UBLB is already 29.35%,
indicating that the branch-and-cut is not able to find good integral solutions with the
developed baseline model on these instances. Since no integral solutions can have lower
cost than LB, it is justifiable to use LB as the baseline results.
Baseline Results of SET2
Table 3.10 shows the baseline results of the 48 SET2 instances. Similarly, all instances
get LB results during the experiment, but only half of them get upper bound results. For
the sake of clarity, the ε values, the proportion of “simple” products (Section 3.2.3), are
also exhibited in this table. Instances that are solved to near optimality, e.g. with less
than 1% of ∆UBLB , are highlighted. Consistent with human intuition, smaller instances are
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Table 3.10: Baseline resules for SET2 instances obtained by the branch-and-cut
algorithm.
Instance
No. m w ε LB
∆UBLB
(%)
Instance
No. m w ε LB
∆UBLB
(%)
1 4 25 0.00 59265.00 1.02 25 10 90 0.03 902882.00 56.71
2 4 25 0.14 75307.00 21.21 26 10 90 0.19 783522.05 -
3 4 25 0.25 27336.00 8.70 27 10 90 0.30 976137.00 -
4 4 25 0.33 16445.00 0.46 28 10 90 0.33 655242.00 -
5 4 25 0.50 29123.00 2.05 29 10 90 0.45 730483.00 -
6 4 25 0.53 32635.00 1.82 30 10 90 0.57 787798.00 57.07
7 10 10 0.08 9768.00 0.73 31 15 60 0.05 874916.00 45.73
8 10 10 0.19 14783.00 0.95 32 15 60 0.16 640938.00 -
9 10 10 0.25 10970.00 - 33 15 60 0.29 627966.00 -
10 10 10 0.33 14898.00† 0.00 34 15 60 0.33 987066.00 -
11 10 10 0.48 11782.00 0.58 35 15 60 0.46 611398.00 -
12 10 10 0.60 24503.00† 0.01 36 15 60 0.57 633115.00 37.82
13 10 40 0.00 316775.02 - 37 20 45 0.06 256985.00 -
14 10 40 0.11 345013.00 49.07 38 20 45 0.10 273580.00 -
15 10 40 0.22 367463.00 50.37 39 20 45 0.26 660945.00 -
16 10 40 0.40 192135.00 35.52 40 20 45 0.34 821792.00 -
17 10 40 0.41 177006.00 41.22 41 20 45 0.45 551278.00 -
18 10 40 0.53 160006.00 48.16 42 20 45 0.56 632088.00 52.60
19 20 20 0.06 337316.02 44.40 43 30 30 0.09 693547.00 -
20 20 20 0.10 234319.00 46.44 44 30 30 0.12 671817.00 -
21 20 20 0.26 316718.00 - 45 30 30 0.26 884459.00 -
22 20 20 0.40 307308.00 - 46 30 30 0.33 814034.00 -
23 20 20 0.46 174898.00 - 47 30 30 0.49 520721.00 -
24 20 20 0.52 273659.00 56.68 48 30 30 0.54 530867.00 -
1 Instances 1–12 are run for a maximum of 8 hours; Instances 13–24 are run for maximum of 16
hours; Instances 25–48 are run for maximum of 32 hours; Instances 10 and 12 finish solving at 4.07
and 2.97 hours respectively and find optimal solutions;
2 m and w are the number of shelves and the shelf size respectively;
3 − indicates that the result is not obtained during the experiment;
4 ∆UBLB of less than 1% is highlighted.
easier to solve. For example, five 10 × 10 instances (Instances 7–12) are solved to near
optimal or optimal. However, size is not the only critical factor deciding the difficulty of
the instances. Instances 1–6 also contain 100 items but fail to get near optimal results
except Instance 4. For instances with larger sizes, i.e. 400 items and 900 items, either no
integral solution is found or very loose upper bounds are found. Specifically, the smallest
percentage deviation among them is 35.52% (Instance 16). However, the obtained lower
bounds are still considered as valid baselines because the optimal results and any heuristic
results cannot be better than those lower bounds. Intuitively, heuristic results that are
close to the lower bounds are also close to the optimal results.
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Table 3.11: Baseline results for SET3 instances obtained by the branch-and-cut algo-
rithm.
Instance
No. m w LB
∆UBLB
(%)
Time
(s/hrs)
Instance
No. m w LB
∆UBLB
(%)
Time
(hrs)
1? 10 10 39879.00 - 8 hrs 26? 30 50 7552437.16 - 24 hrs
2† 10 10 20683.00 0.00 8.05 s 27† 30 50 3643598.00 29.88 24 hrs
3‡ 10 10 41895.00 0.01 1.89 hrs 28‡ 30 50 9557389.87 - 24 hrs
4†† 10 10 53622.00 - 24 hrs 29†† 30 50 14516833.00 - 24 hrs
5?? 10 10 16819.00 0.01 2.88 s 30?? 30 50 1100123.00 - 24 hrs
6? 10 30 430072.00 - 24 hrs 31? 50 10 536706.00 - 24 hrs
7† 10 30 259911.00 30.08 24 hrs 32† 50 10 283378.00 0.06 24 hrs
8‡ 10 30 536549.00 - 24 hrs 33‡ 50 10 568719.00 - 24 hrs
9†† 10 30 844331.00 - 24 hrs 34†† 50 10 842850.00 - 24 hrs
10?? 10 30 103188.00 0.01 0.60 hrs 35?? 50 10 251480.00 0.02 24 hrs
11? 10 50 2425296.00 - 24 hrs 36? 50 30 5878989.18 - 24 hrs
12† 10 50 765291.00 35.90 24 hrs 37† 50 30 2560654.41 - 24 hrs
13‡ 10 50 1767411.09 34.60 24 hrs 38‡ 50 30 5805812.48 - 24 hrs
14†† 10 50 3205979.09 - 24 hrs 39†† 50 30 9210973.60 - 24 hrs
15?? 10 50 261205.00 0.01 24 hrs 40?? 50 30 1101170.57 - 24 hrs
16? 30 10 192919.00 - 24 hrs 41? 50 50 - - 24 hrs
17† 30 10 118365.00 0.01 0.53 hrs 42† 50 50 7435031.47 27.08 24 hrs
18‡ 30 10 239855.00 38.20 24 hrs 43‡ 50 50 - - 24 hrs
19†† 30 10 309041.00 - 24 hrs 44†† 50 50 - - 24 hrs
20?? 30 10 104518.00 0.01 0.73 hrs 45?? 50 50 2290257.00 - 24 hrs
21? 30 30 3007508.08 - 24 hrs
22† 30 30 1147373.00 28.14 24 hrs
23‡ 30 30 2713002.00 - 24 hrs
24†† 30 30 4225003.38 - 24 hrs
25?? 30 30 503605.00 2.54 24 hrs
1 m and w are the number of shelves and the shelf size respectively;
2 ? for distribution U [1, 2w); ?? for distribution U [1, 5); † for distribution N [w/3, (w/9)2]; ‡ for distri-
bution N [w, (w/9)2]; †† for distribution N [5w/3, (w/9)2];
3 − indicates that the result is not obtained during the experiment.
4 ∆UBLB of less than 1% is highlighted.
Baseline Results for SET3
Table 3.11 shows the baseline results of the 45 SET3 instances. We observe from the
table that all the U [1, 2w) and N [5w/3, (w/9)2] instances fail to obtain UB results, and
the U [1, 5) instances get the most number of near optimal UB results. The observations
indicate that the difficulty of the instance is indeed affected by the distribution of the
data.
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3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have formally defined the SLAP-GC problem. Besides, a basic ILP
formulation was proposed. Then we have described the benchmark datasets to be used for
the experimental studies in this thesis. There are in total four benchmark datasets. One is
the real-world dataset, and the other three are synthetic datasets, which is either sampled
from the real-world data or randomly generated from uniform and normal distributions.
In this chapter, the branch-and-cut results for solving the basic ILP formulation were also
presented, acting as the baseline of evaluating future developed methodologies.
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Complexity Analysis of SLAP-GC
4.1 Introduction
SLAP-GC is applicable to various resource allocation tasks in which groups must be con-
sidered. Whereas arranging independent items can be done in polynomial deterministic
time, it turns into a much harder task with grouping constraints. In this chapter, we
present a formal analysis of the complexity of the SLAP-GC problem. By reducing from
the known 3-Partition problem, we prove that SLAP-GC is NP-hard (and in fact NP-
complete). This analysis suggests that real-world scenarios of the SLAP-GC problem are
intractable and should not be tackled with exact approaches, but possibly with approx-
imation and heuristic ones. Thus, it is justifiable to develop different heuristic methods
for the SLAP-GC problem in the following chapters of this thesis. Besides the analysis of
the complexity of the SLAP-GC problem itself, this chapter also discusses the connections
of the SLAP-GC problem with other well-know NP-hard problems and real-world scenar-
ios. The discussions not only enhance our understanding of the SLAP-GC problem but
also leverage potentially effective techniques that are developed for these similar NP-hard
problems.
Before doing that, though, the following of this chapter first provides a lower bound
analysis that will come handy later on (Section 4.2). Section 4.3 presents the main contents
proving the NP-completeness of the SLAP-GC problem. In Section 4.4, we discuss a
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special case that is not considered in the complexity proof to complete the work. Then
the generalised grouping constraint is considered in this section, which relax the grouping
constraint to an arbitrary number, and we show the way to extend the current proof of
2-Split SLAP-GC to the general cases. Section 4.5 discusses the connections of the SLAP-
GC problem with other NP-hard problem to show the connections between them. The
work of this chapter is concluded in Section 4.6. For clarity, Table 4.1 lists the notations
that will be used in this chapter.
Table 4.1: Summary of notations used.
Symbol Description
P The set of products
IP The set of all items of products in P
m The number of shelves
w The number of bins on a shelf
α The maximum number of groups allowed
f(i) The picking frequency of the item i
(h, v) The v-th bin in the h-th shelf
σ A SLAP assignment function
dσi The distance of the item i from/to PD under the assignment σ
C(σ, i) The cost of the item i under the assignment σ
C(σ) The overall cost of the assignment σ
gσi The group containing the item i under the assignment σ
Gσp The groups of the product p under the assignment σ
4.2 The Ω-Cost Lower Bound
For any given Slap-gc problem, a “trivial” lower bound can be obtained by disregarding
the grouping constraint and thus assigning the items with greatest picking frequencies to
the nearest bins. We denote such bound Ω.
Definition 4 (Ω-Cost). Given a SLAP-GC instance Π with product set P , we define
the Ω cost as Ω = C(σΩ), where σΩ is an assignment for Π such that for any two items
i, j ∈ IP with f(i) ≥ f(j), it is the case that dσΩi ≤ dσΩj .
Note that, due to the layout of the warehouse, there are in general many bins with
same distance to PD. Thus there are multiple ways—assignments—that achieve the Ω
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cost. Nonetheless, it is not hard to check that all assignments satisfying the constraints of
the above definition would achieve the same cost (namely, Ω), and hence, the definition is
well-defined.1 Notice also that no grouping constraint is enforced in the above definition,
which implies that an Ω-cost assignment can be constructed in linear time. What is
important for us at this point is the fact that no better arrangement (of the items in the
warehouse) is feasible.
Lemma 1. Given a SLAP-GC instance Π, there does not exist an assignment σ for Π
such that C(σ) < Ω.
Proof. One can easily see that any assignment that satisfies the property stated in Defi-
nition 4 has Ω-cost. Hence, to prove the Lemma, we assume there exists an assignment σ
that does not satisfy Definition 4, and it has cost C(σ) < Ω. More specifically, there exist
at least two items i, j ∈ IP such that f(i) > f(j), dσi > dσj . Then, a lower-cost assignment
σ′ can be achieved by swapping the location of i and j, i.e., dσ′i = d
σ
j and d
σ′
j = d
σ
i . If
σ′ still does not meet the constraints of Definition 4, then there exist another two items
i′, j′ ∈ IP such that f(i′) > f(j′), dσi′ > dσj′ . Once again, we can swap the assignment of i′
and j′ to get a better assignment, and so on. Eventually, we achieve an assignment σˆ that
meets the requirements of Definition 4, and therefore, C(σˆ) = Ω. However, by the con-
struction above, we know that C(σˆ) < C(σ). Since C(σ) < Ω, we reached a contradiction,
and the original assignment σ cannot exist.
A direct consequence of this is that, as expected, the value of Ω for each SLAP-GC
instance is unique, and the value of Ω can be obtained in polynomial time, determined by
the computational complexity of the sorting algorithms.
4.3 SLAP-GC is NP-hard
In the following, we prove that SLAP-GC is NP-hard, by reducing another well-known
NP-complete problem, 3-Partition problem [Garey and Johnson 1979], to it. The
3-Partition problem is defined as follows.
1The assignments in Definition 4 amount to sorting items by their frequency, which yields a unique
order in regards to frequencies.
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Definition 5 (3-Partition Problem).
Instance: A finite set A of 3m sets of elements, a bound B ∈ Z+, and a size |a| ∈ Z+
for each a ∈ A such that B/4 < |a| < B/2 and such that ∑a∈A |a| = mB.
Question: Can A be partitioned into m disjoint sets A1, . . . , Am such that
∑
a∈Ai |a| = B,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m?
It is worth pointing out that due to the size constraint on the set-elements, every
partition Ai must contain exactly 3 elements from A. Then we have the following definition
to transform a 3-Partition instance to a SLAP-GC instance.
Definition 6. Let Π = 〈A,m,B〉 be a 3-Partition instance where m > 7.2 We define
the corresponding SLAP-GC instance Πˆ = 〈P, f, w,m〉 as follows:
1. The product set is P = P x ∪ P y ∪ P x′ ∪ P z, where:
• P x = {{xa} ∪ a | a ∈ A} is the set of “base” products built from elements in A
and special items xa with high picking frequency (see below);
• P x′ = {{xk} | k = 1, . . . , (N − 3m)}, with N =
∑m−1
j=1 j = m(m− 1)/2, is the
set of single-item “filling” products (note that |P x′ | > 0 as m > 7);
• P y = {{yk} | k = 1, . . . ,m} is the set of m single-item “diagonal” products;
and
• P z = {{zk} | k = 1, . . . , dB/2em +
∑m−1
j=1 j} is a set of (remaining) products
with only one item each (and with each item having zero picking frequency).
2. The picking frequency of an item i is f(i) where:
f(i) =

F if i ∈ {xa | a ∈ A}
1 if i ∈ IA
F if i ∈ IPx′
F
2 if i ∈ IP y
0 if i ∈ IP z
2We restrict to 3-Partition instances with m > 7 for simplicity of the transformation, but this does
not alter the complexity of the problem; see the discussions in Section 4.4.
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where F = 2mB(m+ B/2 + dB/2e)− 3mB + 2. Intuitively, due to the layout of the
warehouse, this value of F will force a particular allocation of items x and y (see
below Definition 7).
3. The number of shelves is m, that is, the number of partitions in Π.
4. The capacity of each shelf is w = m+ B + dB/2e.
Roughly speaking, the idea behind Πˆ is to construct a warehouse configuration such
that the “base” products P x are to be distributed in the warehouse in a way that partitions
the items in A. This is achieved by allocating exactly three set-elements of A in each of
the m shelves. It turns out that, to achieve such an allocation, each “base” product p
in P x would need to be divided into two parts, one containing solely the special highly
demanded item xa, and the other consisting of the items p\{xa} ∈ A. All the other extra
products are auxiliary products to force such divisions. Obviously, Πˆ is indeed a legal
SLAP-GC problem instance, since the number of items is exactly the same as the number
of bins available.
Then let us make all this precise. The first point to note and prove is that any
optimal solution to the transformed SLAP-GC instance Πˆ will enjoy a certain shape
shown in Fig. 4.1, provided the original 3-Partition problem admits a solution. As
one can observe, the items with the highest picking frequency, namely, xk with k ∈
A∪{1, . . . ,N−3m}, are to be allocated closest to the warehouse’s source (Fig. 4.1, bottom-
left). In contrast, the z-items will be placed at the farthest areas of the warehouse (Fig. 4.1,
top-right)—their picking frequency is zero. Finally, an optimal SLAP-GC solution will
allocate all the a-items (items in IA) in the “base” products in between these two areas
(white area), with the remaining m “diagonal” items separating these a-items from the
items with the high frequency.
We consider the set Tx = {xk | k ∈ A ∪ {1, . . . ,N − 3m}} which contains the items
with the highest picking frequency (F) in problem Πˆ. Since |A| = 3m, it is the case that
|Tx| = N . It turns out that in any optimal assignment, the elements in Tx are allocated
closer to any other items (left bottom gray areas) and yields a triangle-like shape. Having
m > 7, all “base” x-items from P x can be fitted in this triangle-like shape, with some
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Figure 4.1: Shape of an Ω-efficient assignment.
spare bins occupied by “filling” x-items from P x
′
. Recall that IP is the set of all items in
product set P , and dσi is the distance of item i ∈ IP under assignment σ.
Definition 7 (Shape-∆). An assignment σ for a SLAP-GC problem Πˆ satisfies Shape-∆
if and only if dσi = m, for all i ∈ IP y ; and dσi < m, for all i ∈ Tx.
We next demonstrate that every optimal assignment must satisfy Shape-∆. We
prove this in two steps. First, we show that there are feasible assignment solutions of Πˆ
satisfying Shape-∆. Second, we prove that the worst of such solutions is better—more
efficient—than the best assignments not satisfying Shape-∆.
Lemma 2. There exists a 2-Split assignment for problem Πˆ satisfying Shape-∆.
Proof. Consider an assignment σ∆ for Πˆ built as follows:
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1. All the N items xk in Tx, i.e., the items with the highest picking frequency, are
assigned by σ∆ to the N closest locations to PD. Observe that there are many ways
of doing this assignment, and any of them will be acceptable.
2. At this point, all the locations in the warehouse up to a distance m − 1 or less are
occupied, by the items in Tx.
3. σ∆(yi) = (i,m − i + 1), for all i = 1, . . . ,m. That is, σ∆ assigns the m (second
highest frequently picked) items in P y to the locations at distance m from the PD.
4. With the constraints above, one can easily conclude that:
a) (partial) assignment σ∆ satisfies Shape-∆;
b) shelf `, with 1 ≤ ` ≤ m, has B + dB/2e+ (`− 1) empty consecutive locations;
c) all the locations at distance m or less have been occupied, and there are χ =∑B+dB/2e+m−1
j=B+dB/2e j locations still free; and
d) for each p ∈ P x, it is the case that Gσ∆p = {{xa}, a}. That is, all the items
in each group a must be assigned as a whole (i.e., without splitting) to the
locations with distances larger than m.
5. Because |a| < B/2, each shelf is capable of holding at least 3 groups from A. Since
we have m shelves, σ∆ above can be further extended to accommodate all the 3m
groups in A. In addition, because Σa∈A|a| = mB, exactly mB locations will be filled.
6. Finally, σ∆ can arbitrarily assign P
z-products to the remaining free locations. This
can be done easily since each product in P z only has a single item. They will
be arbitrarily assigned to the empty locations that are left after assigning all the
a-items.
As one can see, any σ∆ constructed as above will be a legal 2-Split assignment and
will satisfy Shape-∆.
Let us denote ∆Πˆ the set of all the 2-Split assignments satisfying Shape-∆. Due
to the result above, we know that |∆Πˆ| ≥ 1. The next result states that the optimal
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assignments belong to the set ∆Πˆ. The proof of this relies on showing that the base
products in P x must be split in a specific way, namely, by dividing the high picking
frequency item special xa in each product from the other a ∈ A items.
Theorem 1. Every optimal assignment for a SLAP-GC problem Πˆ satisfies Shape-∆.
Proof. Let σwst∆ be the worst—least efficient—assignment in set ∆Πˆ; formally, σ
wst
∆ =
argmaxσ∈∆Πˆ C(σ). We know, by Lemma 2, that σ
wst
∆ exists.
Let ϕ∆ be σ
wst
∆ ’s total cost of the triangle-like shape, i.e., the cost of items in Tx∪IP y :
ϕ∆ =
m−1∑
k=1
k(kF) +m(mF
2
),
where kF is the travelling cost of allocating an x-item at distance k, and mF/2 is the
cost of assigning a y-item at distance m.
Then consider the cost ϕwstA of placing all mB items in IA to the farthest location of
the warehouse:
ϕwstA = mB(2m+ B + d
B
2
e − 1).
Note that this assumes that all items are placed in the same top-right location (m,m +
B+ dB/2e), which is overly pessimistic and in fact not even possible, as each location can
contain only one item. Thus, we have the following upper bound for the cost of Shape-∆
assignment σwst∆ :
C(σwst∆ ) < ϕ∆ + ϕwstA . (4.1)
Next, consider the best assignment σbst6∆ not satisfying Shape-∆, that is, (i) σ
bst
6∆ is an
assignment; (ii) σbst6∆ 6∈ ∆Πˆ; and (iii) C(σ6∆) ≥ C(σbst6∆ ), for all assignments σ 6∆ 6∈ ∆Πˆ. We
shall show next that C(σbst6∆ ) > C(σwst∆ ), and hence, any assignment that does not satisfy
Shape-∆ will be worse—less efficient—than any assignment satisfying Shape-∆.
Now, observe that the cost of σbst6∆ must be at least Ω (the minimum cost with no
grouping constraint; cf. Definition 4) plus the least possible cost increase incurred for
not conforming with the Shape-∆. Such minimum increase is F/2 − 1 and rises when
d
σbst6∆
y = m + 1, for some y ∈ IP y , and dσ
bst
6∆
i = m for some i ∈ a and a ∈ A—a y-item has
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been swapped with a “base” item from A. 3 It is not hard to see that any other possibilities
would incur in a higher increase of cost (e.g., an x-item swapped with a y-item would be
F/2 more cost). Thus, we have:
C(σbst6∆ ) ≥ Ω + (
F
2
− 1).
Next, we contrast the worst Shape-∆ assignment and the best none Shape-∆ as-
signment:
C(σwst∆ )− C(σbst6∆ ) < ϕ∆ + ϕwstA − (Ω +
F
2
− 1)
< ϕ∆ + ϕ
wst
A − (ϕ∆ +
m+B∑
j=m+1
jm+
F
2
− 1)
< mB
(
m+
B
2
+ dB
2
e − 3
2
)
+ 1− F
2
.
As F = 2mB(m + B/2 + dB/2e) − 3mB + 2 (Definition 6), we can conclude that
C(σwst∆ )− C(σbst6∆ ) < 0, i.e., C(σwst∆ ) < C(σbst6∆ ).
Essentially, we have just demonstrated that the worst assignment that satisfies
Shape-∆ (i.e., σwst∆ ), yields a smaller cost than even the best assignment that does not
satisfy Shape-∆ (i.e., σbst6∆ ). The fact is that the cost increase of moving any item in
Tx ∪ P y to a farther location is too high and cannot be compensated in any way.
It follows then that every optimal assignment for a SLAP-GC problem Πˆ ought to
satisfy Shape-∆.
To conclude, every optimal assignment follows Shape-∆ and allocates the items in
Tx to the |Tx|-closest locations. The items in P y will be placed just after, at distance m
to the PD. At this point, the only items remaining to be allocated are those in a-items
remaining in P x-products and those in P z.
A second interesting shape states that all z-items are assigned to the worst |IP z |
locations. Formally:
Definition 8 (Shape-∇). An assignment σ for problem Πˆ satisfies Shape-∇ if and only
if dσi ≥ m+ B + 1, for all i ∈ IP z .
3Note that this assignment is not necessary a 2-Split assignment as long as it is the best possible
assignment that one can get when not satisfying Shape-∆.
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Recall that the Ω is the lowest cost a SLAP-GC instance can get. It turns out that
if an assignment for Πˆ is Ω-efficient (see Definition 4), then it satisfies Shape-∇.
Theorem 2. Every Ω-efficient assignment for a SLAP-GC problem Πˆ satisfies Shape-∇.
Proof. Suppose that assignment σ6∇ is such that C(σ 6∇) = Ω but does not satisfy Shape-∇.
Then there exists a zero picking frequency item z ∈ IP z such that dσ 6∇z ≤ m + B. Since
the number of items is exactly the same as the number of bins available in the warehouse
and |IP z | = dB/2em+
∑m−1
j=1 j, it follows that there must also be an item e ∈ IPx∪P y∪Px′
such that d
σ6∇
e > m + B. Then we have dσ6∇e > dσ 6∇z . Now, because f(e) ≥ 1 > 0 = f(z),
the requirement of Definition 4 does not apply for items e and z, and σ 6∇ does not have
Ω-cost, a contradiction. Hence, if σ 6∇ is Ω-cost, it must satisfy Shape-∇.
We are now ready to state our main result, relating 3-Partition and SLAP-GC
problems.
Theorem 3. The 3-Partition problem Π has a solution if and only if the SLAP-GC
problem Πˆ has an Ω-cost 2-Split assignment.
Proof. (Only-If). Let sets A1, . . . , Am be a solution to the 3-Partition problem Π. It
is known that |Aj | = 3, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then suppose that Aj = {aj1, aj2, aj3}, with
ajk = {i1jk, . . . , i
ujk
jk }, B/4 < ujk < B/2. Let I =
⋃m
j=1
⋃3
k=1
⋃ujk
t=1{itjk} be the set of all the
a-items. We build any assignment σΠˆ for Πˆ as follows:
• For each itjk ∈ I, with 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 and 1 ≤ t ≤ ujk:
σ(itjk) = (j, (m+ 2− j) +
k−1∑
`=1
uj` + (t− 1));
• For each yk ∈ P y, with 1 ≤ k ≤ m:
σ(yk) = (k,m+ 1− k);
• For each x ∈ Tx, σ(x) is such that dσx ≤ m− 1,
• For each z ∈ P z, σ(x) is such that dσz ≥ m+ B + 1.
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This procedure produces valid 2-Split assignments with Ω-cost. From the second
and third items above, one can see that σ satisfies Shape-∆. From the fourth item above,
one can see that σ satisfies Shape-∇. Then we only need to show that all items itjk ∈ I
with 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 and 1 ≤ t ≤ ujk are assigned between distance m + 1 and
m+ B:
ditjk
=j + (m+ 2− j) +
k−1∑
`=1
uj` + (t− 1)− 1
=m+
k−1∑
`=1
uj` + t
Since each partition Aj has exactly B items, one can easily get that 1 ≤
∑k−1
`=1 uj`+t ≤
B. Hence, we have m+ 1 ≤ ditjk ≤ m+ B. In assignment σΠˆ, all the x-items are assigned
from distance 1 to m− 1, all the y-items are allocated on the diagonal m, all the a-items
are placed between distance m + 1 and m + B, and the rest are for all the z-items. It is
trivial to verify that σΠˆ satisfies Definition 4, i.e., σΠˆ has Ω-cost.
(If). Let σ be a 2-Split Ω-cost assignment for Πˆ. We build partition sets A1, . . . , Am
for Π as follows:
Ak = {a | a ∈ A, i ∈ a, σ(i) = (k, v)},
for each 1 ≤ k ≤ m. That is, each shelf in the warehouse defines a set in the partition.
Then we prove that A1, . . . , Am is a solution to the 3-Partition instance Π.
As C(σ) = Ω, according to Theorems 1 and 2, all the items in IA are assigned between
distance m + 1 to m + B. Hence, |IAj | = B for any j = 1, . . . ,m. Given σ is a 2-Split
assignment of P , and all the x and y items need to be assigned to satisfy Shape-∆ (note
that, under such shape, y-items “separate” each xa item from those in a), any a ∈ A
should be a group, i.e., hσi = h
σ
j for any two items i, j ∈ a, a ∈ A. Then we conclude that
A1, . . . , Am is indeed a valid solution for the 3-Partition instance Π.
This result tells us that in order to check the existence of a 3-Partition in Π, it is
enough to check existence of a 2-Split solution in Πˆ with a travelling cost of Ω.
Putting it all together, we get our final result.
Theorem 4. SLAP-GC problem is NP-complete.
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Proof. NP-hardness of SLAP-GC follows directly from the reduction in Theorem 3 and
the fact that Πˆ (Definition 6) is trivially a deterministic polynomial transformation of
a 3-Partition problem Π. NP membership follows directly from the fact that one can
check whether an assignment is 2-Split and achieves equal or less than a given bound in
linear times (by traversing the warehouse once).
4.4 Discussions
To complete the complexity analysis, we discuss what happens when we take a 3-Partition
instance with m ≤ 7 (which is not directly covered by the transformation provided in
Definition 6) and when we allow different splitting thresholds, i.e., when we look for
α-Split assignments with α 6= 2.
4.4.1 The case for m ≤ 7
The requirement of m > 7 (Definition 6) was added to simplify the transformation, we
argue next that the validity of the subsequent reasoning applies regardless of the m value.
The introduction of Tx and P
y forces the split in a particular way such that each high-
frequent x-item forms a group. The proof of Lemma 2 indicates that the transformation
developed is valid if and only if all items in IP y are assigned to the same “diagonal”.
When m ≤ 7, we get 3m ≥∑m−1j=1 j, which makes it impossible to allocate, in an optimal
solution, all item in IP y on a diagonal at distance m. This, however, can simply be
resolved by “moving” items in IP y farther, to the diagonal with distance m+ d3.5−m/2e
(Definition 7), as depicted in Fig. 4.2. Consequently, the minimum distance z-items can
be assigned become m+ d3.5−m/2e+B+ 1 (Definition 8). To maintain Shape-∆ in the
final solution, we take the followings for Definition 6:
N = md3.5− m
2
e+ m(m− 1)
2
,
w = m+ B + dB
2
e+ d3.5− m
2
e,
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where N is the total number of F frequent (very high frequent) items to fill Shape-∆,
and w is the shelf capacity. Hence, considering less number of shelves does not change the
complexity of the problem.
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Figure 4.2: Ω-efficient assignments,α = 2,m < 7
4.4.2 Generalised Grouping Constraint
In this thesis, we considered SLAP-GC in which each product can be divided into at most
two groups of items, that is, we seek α-Split solutions with α = 2. It is worth noting
that there is a spectrum of SLAP-GC versions in which α can range from 1 to∞. We can
thus make the following observations:
• If α = 1, then the products cannot be split at all, and the problem can be reduced
directly from 3-Partition. Therefore, SLAP-GC is NP-complete when α = 1.
• If α = 2, the problem is NP-complete (Section 4.3).
• If α = 3, the problem remains NP-complete. The reduction of previous case can
be extended to prove this. Specifically, new higher -frequent “base” x3-items and
“border” y3-items are required to force the construction of the third group of each
product. The (new) y3-item, similar to y-items, are used to force the split of the
(new) x3-item from the other items of the same product. As shown in Fig. 4.3a,
in an Ω-efficient assignment, all x-items are allocated between distance m + 1 and
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m + 3 (which is exactly 3m bins). The “filling” x-items (Definition 6) is changed
to x3-items such that all the bins with distances less than m can be filled up with
x3-items. Similar to Theorem 1, the frequencies of x3 and y3 should be sufficiently
big such that the cost increase of moving any x3 or y3 item to a farther location is
too high and cannot be compensated in any way.
• If α ≥ maxp∈P |p|, then all the products are divided into single-item groups, and
the problem can be solved in polynomial time by simply sorting all the item in the
decreasing order of picking frequency. The cost of the resultant assignment is Ω.
• If 3 < α < ?, with the increase of α, more higher-frequent “base” xα and “border”
yα items are required to construct the new groups, as demonstrated in α = 3 case.
This procedure does not remain valid for all α. An interesting open question is
whether the hard-to-easy boundary maxp∈P |p| for α is tight, that is, whether there
exists a critical value 2 < α∗ < maxp∈P |p| from where the problem can be solved
in polynomial time. The fact is that, even if the bound maxp∈P |p| is tight, the
task becomes closer to a sorting one when more groups are allowed (i.e., when α is
larger). This suggests that, in the worst case, better approximate solutions can be
achieved.
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(a) Ω-efficient assignments, α = 3 (partial)
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4.5 Other Related Problems
In this section, the connections of the SLAP-GC problem and other NP-hard and real-
world problems are discussed.
4.5.1 Other NP-hard Problems
SLAP-GC is strongly related to the graph theory, storage and retrieval, and sequencing
and scheduling problems. The connections are not simply limited to reductions. Under-
standing such connections helps to enhance our understanding of the problem itself.
Packing Problems In SLAP-GC, there are two interconnected subproblems. The first
is the grouping of items, and the second is the assignment of the groups. When the
grouping of items is predefined, the second subproblem is still NP-complete. This is the
same as presented in Section 4.4.2, by reducing directly from 3-Partition.
In a more general way, the assignment subproblem can be considered as the well-
know bin packing problem [Johnson 1974, Coffman Jr et al. 1996] or the Knapsack
problem [Horowitz and Sahni 1974, Chu and Beasley 1998]. Although SLAP-GC is new
to the community, these similar problems have been intensively studied, and the solution
techniques may inspire us to find efficient techniques for the SLAP-GC problems. More
details will be presented in Chapter 5, in which the grouping subproblem is addressed by
the GP, and the assignment subproblem is tackled by a greedy best-fit strategy commonly
used for packing problems [Kenyon et al. 1996].
Scheduling Problems In pre-emptive scheduling, a scheduler is allowed to interrupt the
process of a job at any time and allocate a different job to the machine. The interrupted
job may be resumed on a different machine [Pinedo 2012]. There is a connection between
SLAP-GC and scheduling problems if we consider each shelf as an identical machine, each
product as a job, each item as a task of a job, the picking frequency of an item as the
weight of the corresponding task, and the distance an item is assigned as the time the
task is completed on the corresponding machine. The objective of minimising the total
picking frequency weighted distance in SLAP-GC then becomes the minimisation of the
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weighted completion time. However, there is a difference between these two problems. In
pre-emptive scheduling, two machines cannot process the tasks of the same job simultane-
ously [McNaughton 1959], while in SLAP-GC, items of same product may be assigned to
the same diagonal.
In scheduling problems, a common approach is to design dispatching rules. A dis-
patching rule determines the priority of a job and allocates it to available machines to
perform the task. The decision makers consider many different aspects such as the pro-
cessing time required for the task, the due date of the task, the cost of delaying the task,
etc. [Blackstone et al. 1982]. Some recent work of using GP to evolve efficient dispatching
rules for static and dynamic scheduling problems can be found in [Li et al. 2016, Branke
et al. 2016, Nguyen et al. 2014; 2013b;a]. These works have enlightened the development
of the GP-based method presented in Chapter 5, in which matching functions are evolved
by the GP to perform the similar task as that the dispatching rules handle the scheduling
problems.
Set Covering SLAP-GC problems also have strong connections with set covering prob-
lems, which is one of Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems [Karp 1972]. The problem and
its variants have been intensively studied in the literature [Dror 2012, Chvatal 1979, Cac-
chiani et al. 2014]. Also, many real-world problems can be formulated as set covering
problems [Ren et al. 2010], for example, vehicle routing problem [Cacchiani et al. 2014]
and crew scheduling [Housos and Elmroth 1997]. In cancer research area, for instance,
the problem of identifying signalling pathways based gene mutations was formulated as
a weighted set covering problem and proved to be NP-hard [Lu and Lu 2014, Lu et al.
2015]. SLAP-GC is similar to set covering when one considers the set of all items and
locations as the ground set in set covering, the (feasible) group-location combinations as
the collection of subsets, and the cost of assigning the group to the locations as the weight
of the subset. The challenge then is to find a set of these subsets such that all the items
and locations are included, and such that the total weight is minimised. Thus, the effective
methodologies developed for the SLAP-GC problem can potentially be also useful for the
set covering problem as well.
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4.5.2 Real-world Applications
In the complexity proof, we presented SLAP-GC in the context of a warehouse optimi-
sation task, as our work was initiated from a real-world challenge involving arranging
stocks of garments in a large warehouse to improve the efficiency of warehouse opera-
tions. Nonetheless, the problem itself, together with its solution techniques, also applies
or is related to challenges in other real-world application domains, namely, those in which
resource allocation needs to be optimised under grouping constraint.
One such example is data allocation for information retrieval type of scenarios. Cer-
tain information is more frequently requested, such as the record of a patient under inten-
sive care. This type of information should be placed in a way such that the retrieval cost
is lower, for example, closer to the root of an index tree for faster traversal. However, not
all data items on the record are in high demand, such as the occupation or the country
of birth of the patient. These types of information could give way to important data of
other patients. In this scenario, the physical organisation of data is similar to warehouse
assignment, and grouping constraint can be observed.
Another domain of interest is the allocation of group members into a range of tasks.
One specific example is assigning student groups to work on a list of projects, with each
project requiring several students. Projects are ranked in the order of importance and
difficulty. Students are sorted by academic performance and previous experience. The
obvious arrangement is to assign the students on top of the list to the most important
project. However, previous collaborations among these students should also be taken into
consideration, i.e. we aim at groups whose members are acquainted with each other.
Thus the task of finding the best team allocation under the grouping constraint is indeed
similar to the SLAP-GC problem (see “products” here become groups of students who
have experienced working together).
4.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have settled the computational complexity of the SLAP-GC problem.
The problem considered two conflicting tasks—minimising the total picking distance and
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placing the items of the same product close to each other—simultaneously. By a fairly
involved reduction from 3-Partition, we theoretically proved that when each product
is allowed to be split into no more than two groups, SLAP-GC is NP-Complete. For
other grouping constraint thresholds α, we briefly discussed two extreme cases: when
α = 1, SLAP-GC is trivially NP-Complete; when α ≥ maxp∈P |p|, SLAP-GC reduces
to a sorting task and hence becomes tractable. The rest of the family of the problems
remain unexplored and will be the subject of our future studies. Besides, we have also
demonstrated that the problem has connections with other NP-hard problems and real-
world applications.
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CHAPTER 5
A GP-based Hyper-Heuristic Approach
for SLAP-GC
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose a GP-based hyper-heuristic approach for the SLAP-GC prob-
lem. As described in Section 3.1, a SLAP-GC problem involves two interdependent sub-
problems: item grouping and assigning. The interrelation between these two subproblems
is twofold. First, the grouping of items is not evaluable until all the items are assigned to
locations. Second, the assignment of items cannot be achieved without the grouping of
items. The problem is NP-Complete, and thus it is not trivial to find its optimal solutions.
To efficiently address the problem, instead of searching the optimal solution of SLAP-GC
directly, the approach proposed in this chapter focuses on the optimisation of one of the
subproblems, i.e. the grouping subproblem.
The general idea of the proposed method is as follows. It dedicates to evolve efficient
strategy for the grouping subproblem, and the assignment subproblem is tackled by a
greedy heuristic. The function evolved by GP prioritises all the candidate groups, and the
group with the highest ranking is selected and allocated to the most accessible locations by
a greedy heuristic. This is similar to the best-fit strategy commonly used for bin-packing
problems. Combining these two components together, the fitness of the evolved function
is based on the costs of the assignments obtained by the greedy heuristic. Notice that the
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evolved function essentially matches the groups to given locations. Hence, for clarity, the
evolved function is referred to as matching function in the following of this chapter.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. We firstly describe the methodology of
evolving the matching functions in Section 5.2. The fitness evaluation of the matching
functions is explained in Section 5.3. In the preliminary experiment, different GP runtime
parameters are considered to find the best configuration for the subsequent experiment.
Then the optimisation (training) performance of the proposed GP-based method is firstly
investigated on 20 relatively simple benchmark instances. For these instances, the pro-
posed method shows reasonably well optimisation performance. Then in Section 5.5,
the optimisation performance of the proposed method is examined on larger and harder
benchmark instances. The experimental results still indicate that the proposed method
can obtain good optimisation performance comparing to the baseline results (presented
in Chapter 3). In terms of its test performance, Section 5.6 investigates the performance
of the proposed method on same-scaled and different-scaled unseen scenarios. Then the
work of this chapter is concluded in Section 5.7.
5.2 GP Representations
Essentially, a matching function matches a (starting) location and a group and returns
a value reflecting the degree of suitability of locating the group to the target locations.
A higher value implies that it is more suitable to locate the group to the corresponding
locations. Each matching function (GP program) is in the form of a tree. Formally, the
matching function is defined as ψ : G × L 7→ Z, where G is the set of all possible groups
1, and L is the set of all locations. The followings present the terminals and operators
that is used to evolve ψ.
1 The original definition of group in Definition 1 is related to an assignment. Essentially, a set of items
is a “group” if there exist an assignment such that the group is assigned on the same shelf. To avoid
excessive definitions, the same notation g is used.
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5.2.1 Terminals
Information of the group and locations to be matched is transformed into terminals and
used as the leaf nodes of the final GP programs (matching functions). We have the
following terminals for a group g:
1. |g|: the number of items in the group;
2. MINg: the picking frequency of the least popular item in g, i.e.
MINg = min{f(i) | i ∈ g};
3. MAXg: the picking frequency of the most popular item in g, i.e.
MAXg = max{f(i) | i ∈ g};
4. SUMg: the total picking frequency of items in g, i.e.
SUMg =
∑
i∈g
f(i);
5. MEANg: the average picking frequency of a group g, i.e.
MEANg =
SUMg
|g| ;
6. SDg: the standard deviation of picking frequencies of items in g , i.e.
SDg =
√∑
i∈g (f(i)−MEANg)2
|g| .
As shown above, frequencies of the items are the major concerns in deciding the
priority. Instead of using the original set of item frequencies as the terminals, the statistical
results of the frequencies are used as the leaf nodes of the evolved tree. Such design is
adaptive to arbitrary-sized groups. It ensures all groups to have the same number of inputs
to the GP program and thus does not require any additional design of the operators to
handle different inputs.
Similarly, for any location (h, v), we define the following two terminals for the GP
programs:
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7. NE(h,v): the number of unallocated bins on the shelf starting from location (h, v),
i.e. the v-th location of the h-th shelf.
8. w: number of bins on a shelf as described in Section 3.1
In SLAP-GC, the feasibility the an assignment is determined by two type of con-
straints: 1) grouping constraint ; and 2) capacity constraint. Assignments with items
assigned “outside” L are not considered feasible since they violate capacity constraint. To
increase the chance of getting feasible solutions, it is justifiable to prioritize those groups
that can fill up all the empty bins on the shelf of the target location. Hence, we have the
PR terminal defined as:
9. PR: a binary value indicating the priority of assigning the group to the location.
PRg,(h,v) =

1 if |g| = NE(h,v);
0 otherwise.
5.2.2 Operators
The operators serve as nodes in the evolved GP program tree. For clarity, we use tuples
to represent the operators in the form of 〈operator name, child 1, child 2, . . .〉. A child of
an operator is either another operator, or a leaf node defined previously. The intuition of
the design is relatively simple. The followings explain the five operators one by one.
1. 〈+, β1, β2〉: a simple arithmetic operator that return β1 + β2;
2. 〈−, β1, β2〉: a simple arithmetic operator that return β1 − β2;
3. 〈×, β1, β2〉: a simple arithmetic operator that return β1 + β2;
4. 〈IF, β1, β2, β3〉: a function that has three child nodes. It returns β2 if β1 ≥ 1; β3
otherwise;
5. 〈≤, β1, β2〉: a function that has two child nodes. It returns 1 if β1 ≤ β2; −1 otherwise.
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MEANg
(a) ψ1
×
MEANg SUMg
(b) ψ2
×
+
1 PRg,(h,v)
×
MEANg SUMg
(c) ψ3
+
×
+
1 PRg,(h,v)
×
MEANg SUMg
×
MAXg MINg
(d) ψ4
Figure 5.1: Illustrations of the four manually designed matching functions.
5.2.3 Examples of Matching Functions
To have a clearer understanding of the terminals and operators presented above, four
matching functions are illustrated in Fig. 5.1, which are designed based on human intuition.
Fig. 5.1a is a matching function that only has a root node MEANg. This matching function
is based on the intuition that highly demanded items should be put to more accessible
locations. Fig. 5.1b illustrates the tree structure of ψ2, which also considers the total
frequency of items in the group. The matching function ψ3 in Fig. 5.1c extends ψ2 slightly
by including the PRg,(h,v) to increase the weight of those groups that fits the best to the
target locations. Then in Fig. 5.1d, the matching function ψ4 also takes into account the
maximum and minimum frequencies of items in the group.
5.3 Fitness Evaluation
There are potentially exponential number of matching functions that can be built based
on the terminals and operators described in previous section. Hence, it is critical to have
an efficient fitness evaluation method to guide the searching of the optimal matching
function. In our approach, the evaluation of a matching function ψ consists of two steps:
1) assignment construction; and 2) fitness calculation. First, an assignment is constructed
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by a greedy heuristic. It keeps identifying the best (unallocated) group using the matching
function and locating it at the current best available location until all the bins have been
occupied. Second, the cost of the resultant assignment is used as the fitness value of the
corresponding matching function. For those infeasible assignments, penalties are applied
to exclude them from breeding the next generation. The rest of this section will discuss
these two aspects in details.
5.3.1 Constructive Heuristic
Algorithm 4 Construct Assignment Using Matching Function ψ
Input: a matching function ψ;
a SLAP-GC instance 〈P, f, w,m〉;
Output: an assignment σψ : IP 7→ {1, . . . ,m}×Z;
1: Let σψ be an empty assignment;
2: Let G be the set of all possible groups (as described in Section 5.3.2);
3: Let Iassigned ← ∅ be the set of assigned items;
4: repeat
5: Let (hˆ, vˆ) be the closest unassigned location, i.e.
(hˆ, vˆ) = arg min
(h,v)∈L′
(h+ v − 1),
where L′ is the set of unallocated locations, i.e. L′ = L− {σ(i) | i ∈ Iassigned};
6: Let gˆ be the highest ranked group in G determined by ψ, i.e.
gˆ = arg max
g∈G
ψ(g, (hˆ, vˆ));
7: Assign gˆ to locations starting from (hˆ, vˆ), i.e.
σψ(ik) = (hˆ, vˆ + k − 1), ik ∈ gˆ, k ∈ {1, . . . , |gˆ|},
assuming f(i1) ≥ f(i2) ≥ . . . ≥ f(i|gˆ|);
8: Remove groups in G that: 1) contain items in gˆ; 2) that violate grouping constraint ;
9: Iassigned ← Iassigned
⋃
gˆ;
10: until σψ(i) 6= ∅ for all i ∈ Ip;
11: return σψ;
Given a matching function ψ, Algorithm 4 is the greedy algorithm used to construct
its corresponding SLAP-GC assignment. Recall that in Section 3.1, an assignment is
defined as a function σ : Ip 7→ L. In another word, the assignment is a one-to-one
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mapping of items to locations. However, a solution generated by this greedy heuristic is
not always a valid assignment. In Step 7, it is possible to have some items misplaced,
i.e. there exists item iˆ such that viˆ > w, which violates the capacity constraint. Hence,
we define a new function specifically for the assignment constructed based on the evolved
matching function ψ. An assignment function corresponding to a matching function ψ
is σψ : IP 7→ {1, . . . ,m} × Z such that for all i1, i2 ∈ IP and i1 6= i2, it is the case that
σ(i1) 6= σ(i2) (i.e., no two different items are placed in the same bin but the shelf capacity
can be ignored).
In Step 2, the set of all possible groups G is generated by a group pruning heuristic,
which will be described in Section 5.3.2. Then a selecting and assigning procedure is
repeated until all items are assigned (Step 4–10). In Step 5, the most accessible empty
location (hˆ, vˆ), i.e. the one with the shortest Manhattan Distance to the PD, is selected. In
Step 6, the group with the highest ranking (ranked by ψ with considering the bin location
(hˆ, vˆ)) is selected. When there exist multiple groups with the same ranking, the one that
fills out the most number of empty bins but does not violate the capacity constraint is
selected. Then the items of the selected group are assigned to the locations in Step 7.
After assigning the group, G needs to be updated so that the remaining groups do not
contain items that are already allocated (Step 8). Note that any groups in G that could
result in infeasibility on the Grouping Constraint are removed as well.
5.3.2 Group Pruning
In Step 2, G is the set of all possible groups. The prerequisite of applying the heuristic is
that the groups of products can be enumerated in polynomial time. Theoretically, given
an n-item product, the number of possible subsets is up to 2n− 2. It is particularly inap-
plicable for problems containing large-sized products. However, for SLAP-GC problem,
this number can be reduced to n(n− 1) with a group pruning heuristic. To facilitate the
explanation, the following example provides an intuition of the group pruning.
Example 1. Given a product p = {i1, i2, . . . , i6} with f(i1) ≥ f(i2) ≥ . . . ≥ f(i6). Let
g1 = {i1, i4, i5}, g2 = {i2, i3, i6} be the two groups of p. No matter where g1 and g2 are
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assigned, a better solution can be obtained by swapping items between these two groups.
Fig. 5.2 shows three examples of getting lower cost assignments by adjusting these two
groups. In Case 1, g1 is assigned at distance 1, and g2 is assigned at distance 2. A lower
cost (or at least same cost) assignment is obtained by swapping i3 and i4. In Cases 2 and
3, lower cost (or same cost) assignments are obtained by swapping locations of i2, i3, i4,
and i5.
PD
i1
i5
i2
i6
PD
i1
i5
i2
i6
i4 i3 i3 i4Case 1:
PD
i1
i6
PD
i1
i6
i4
i5
i2
i3
i2
i4
i3
i5
Case 2:
PD
i1
i6
PD
i1
i6
i4
i5 i2
i3
i2
i3 i4
i5
Case 3:
Figure 5.2: Illustrations of getting a better assignment by swapping items.
The above example clearly shows that not all the subsets of a product need to be
enumerated in order to find the optimal result. When the locations for a product are
provided, the best grouping of the product is directly determined. In fact, Fig. 5.2 illus-
trates all the possible groups that need to be enumerated for product p when both groups
have three items. If g2 is assigned to any further locations, the Case 3 remains the best
grouping. Essentially, we have the following definition for the group pruning.
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Definition 9. Let p = {i1, i2, . . . , in} be a product with n items, where f(i1) ≥ f(i2) ≥
. . . ≥ f(in). Let g = {ij1 , ij2 , . . . , ijk} be a subset of p, where f(ij1) ≥ f(ij2) ≥ . . . ≥
f(ijk). Group g is valid under the group pruning if and only if for any k
′ = 1, . . . , k − 1,
jk′+1 − jk′ <= 2.
Then the total number of groups for a product with n items that need to be enumer-
ated is obtained by (1 + 2 + . . .+ n− 1)× 2 = n(n− 1).
5.3.3 Objective Function
After the assignment σψ is constructed, the fitness of ψ is then defined in this section. As
stated in Section 5.3.1, the σψ is not necessary a valid SLAP-GC assignment, i.e. 2-Split
assignment, since not all the locations in L = {1, . . . ,m}×{1, . . . , w} need to be occupied.
To reinforce the search so that the resultant assignment is a 2-Split, we add penalty %d
to the distance of an item i if σψ(i) 6∈ L, i.e.
d
σψ
i =

h
σψ
i + v
σψ
i if v
σψ
i ≤ w
h
σψ
i + v
σψ
i + %d otherwise
(5.1)
Given the penalised distance, we can get the cost of the assignment σψ as defined in
Section 3.1:
C(σψ) =
∑
i∈IP
C(σψ, i)
=
∑
i∈IP
f(i)d
σψ
i
In the proposed GP-based method, the cost of the assignment σψ constructed using
the matching function ψ is defined as the objective function of the corresponding GP
program ψ, i.e.
Objψ = C(σψ) (5.2)
Note that lower cost assignments are preferred in SLAP-GC optimisation. When ap-
plying a sufficiently large penalty to items assigned “outside” L, the search will eventually
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converge to those matching functions that can generate 2-Split assignment solutions.
Meanwhile, using the penalty function relaxes the capacity constraints so that the assign-
ment subproblem can be handled more easily.
5.4 Preliminary Experiment
In this section, we present a preliminary experiment aiming to determine the best GP
runtime parameter setting. Then the proposed technique is method to the 20 SET1
instances to validate its optimisation performance. The experiment is carried out on
virtual machines provided by NCI (National Computation Infrastructure). The GP system
is coded using ECJ21 library, a JAVA-based evolutionary computation system, developed
by [Luke et al. 2006].
5.4.1 Experimental Setup
Parameter tuning is firstly conducted four SET1 instances with different layouts to get
the best GP configuration2.
• Instance 1 (25 items);
• Instance 5 (64 items);
• Instance 9 (100 items); and
• Instance 13 (400 items) as listed in Table 3.5.
Table 5.1 lists 12 settings considered for the parameter tuning, including the popu-
lation size, elitism rate, crossover rate, and mutation rate. Besides the listed parameters,
other parameters are set based on human intuition. For example, the maximum and mini-
mum depth of the tree are set to 7 and 4 respectively. Such setting ensures that the evolved
matching functions are complicated enough to reveal some important facts of the SLAP-
GC problem, which is hard to discover by human intuition, but not too computationally
2There is no certain criterion for selecting the tuning instance except including different sized instances.
Instances with 900 items may require too much computational resources, and thus not considered for
parameter tuning.
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Table 5.1: Tuning GP Run Time Parameters.
Setting
No.
Population
Size
Elitism
Rate⊗
Crossover
Rate
Mutation
Rate
Mann-Whitney U Test†
No. of Wins‡
(%) (%) (%) Instance? 1 5 9 13 Total
1 300 5 80 20 0 0 0 0 0
2 300 5 50 50 0 0 0 0 0
3 300 10 80 20 0 0 0 0 0
4 300 10 50 50 0 0 0 0 0
5 500 5 80 20 0 0 2 2 4
6 500 5 50 50 0 0 1 1 2
7 500 10 80 20 0 0 2 3 5
8 500 10 50 50 0 0 0 0 0
9 1000 5 80 20 0 5 3 6 14
10 1000 5 50 50 0 4 2 1 7
11 1000 10 80 20 0 4 2 7 14
12 1000 10 50 50 0 0 2 6 8
† Tested at 0.05 significance level with Bonferroni correction.
‡ Number occurrences that the corresponding setting outperform the other 11 settings.
? The instance number in SET1 as listed in Table 3.5.
⊗ Elitism rate is the percentage of populations that are carried over to the new generation. The rest of the
populations are determined by crossover and mutation. Crossover rate and mutation rate are the percentage of the
remaining populations that are generated by crossover and mutation.
expensive. Two scenarios, one with high crossover rate (80%) and one with high mutation
rate (50%), are considered in the preliminary experiment, and we aim to examine their
relation to the efficiency of the proposed method. The penalty coefficient %d should be set
to a sufficiently large value so that any solution containing misplaced items is considered
undesirable. We set this value to |Ip|, which makes sure that the cost of misplacing an
item is larger than allocating the item to the worst location in the warehouse.
For each tuning instance and each parameter setting, thirty independent runs are
conducted. The results are used for a pairwise Mann-Whitney U test (at the significance
level of 0.05 with Bonferroni correction). Table 5.1 summarizes the total number of tests
for each instance and setting that is significantly better than the other settings. As
exhibited, the proposed GP-based method shows better optimisation performance with
bigger population size. Among the four settings with 1000 populations, i.e. settings 9
– 12, the two settings with 80% of crossover rate and 20% mutation rate have better
performance than the rests.
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Figure 5.3: Average convergence curves for the two parameter settings (population size,
elitism rate, crossover rate, and mutation rate).
To further analyse the results, Fig. 5.3 plots the average convergence curves of the two
settings on the four tuning instances. Overall, the average convergence curves of these two
settings are similar. This is especially the case on Instances 13, almost overlapping each
other. The setting 9 converges to a smaller objective value than the setting 11 on Instance
9. However, it worth noting that the statistical test does not indicate any significant
difference among these two settings. We can conclude from the above results that:
• the search converges quickly at the early stage of the evolution;
• among the two considered scenarios, the one with high crossover rate (80%) outper-
forms the one with high mutation rate (50%);
• settings with 1000 population size perform better than other settings with smaller
population size.
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Then we are ready to determine the GP run time parameters. Table 5.3 shows
the details of the parameter settings. In each generation, there are 1000 individuals.
Among them, 5% are carried over from last generation (the elitism rate). For the rest
of the population, 80% are generated by crossover, and 20% are obtained by mutation.
Hence, in the final population, 76% are from crossover (95%×80%), and 19% are from
mutation (95%×20%). The GP training process will stop after 30 generations, which is
demonstrated to be sufficient for the proposed method to converge. The maximal depth
of the tree is set to 7, and the minimum depth is set to 4. Except the above specifically
mentioned parameter settings, the developed GP system is identical as described in [Koza
1992].
Table 5.3: Run Time Parameters of GP
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Population Size 1000 Generations 30
Elitism Rate 5% Penalty Coefficient (%d) |Ip|
Crossover Rate 80% Max-depth 7
Mutation Rate 20% Min-depth 4
5.4.2 Optimisation Performance on SET1
The optimisation results of the proposed GP-based method on the SET1 instances are
compared against the baseline branch-and-cut results in Fig. 5.4 and Table 5.4. The results
indicate that the proposed method can solve the problem instances more efficiently than
the previous deterministic approach.
Notice that the deterministic branch-and-cut algorithm is tractable only on small
instances. For Instances 13–20, either sub-optimal solution or none integer solution is
found during the test. Hence, the lower bounds of branch-and-cut are used as the baselines
in the comparison. The percentage deviations of two fitness values ∆ (as defined in
Section 3.2.5) are used to quantify the difference of the two objective values. Fig. 5.4
compares the average objective values and running time of the 30 GP runs and the branch-
and-cut results. The results are grouped based on the size of the instances. It is not
hard to conclude from the comparison that the GP-based method achieved quite good
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optimisation performance. More than half of the instances get percentage deviations of
less than 0.5%. For the remaining instances, even the worse (largest) percentage deviation
is less than 2%.
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Figure 5.4: Solution quality and required time by the GP-based method on the SET1
instances.
Table 5.4: Average Optimization Performance of 30 GP runs on
SET1 Instances.
GP-based method Baseline
Instance
No. m w MEAN± SD MIN MAX ∆MEANLB (%) ∆UBLB (%)
1 5 5 1685.00±0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
2 5 5 2554.00±0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
3 5 5 2280.00±0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
4 5 5 2350.00±0.00 - - 0.00 0.00
5 8 8 7525.93±5.34 -0.74 3.20 0.05 0.00
6 8 8 9506.60±1.31 -0.46 4.13 0.01 0.00
7 8 8 9236.67±2.62 -2.16 1.27 0.06 0.00
8 8 8 11296.60±11.66 -0.91 2.52 0.16 0.01
9 10 10 31389.00±13.68 -1.75 0.88 0.16 0.01
10 10 10 15787.07±1.77 -1.73 1.09 0.04 0.00
11 10 10 33066.90±8.74 -2.62 1.27 0.22 0.01
12 10 10 15687.07±18.85 -3.40 1.59 0.82 0.01
13 20 20 196811.53±83.92 -3.77 1.61 1.00 -
14 20 20 134504.80±238.82 -1.36 2.00 1.19 -
15 20 20 58566.17±44.61 -1.51 3.18 1.26 -
16 20 20 290406.87±152.63 -1.36 3.05 0.73 37.55
17 30 30 648457.27±402.36 -2.55 1.30 1.32 48.80
18 30 30 600258.33±676.11 -2.58 1.19 1.73 -
19 30 30 610983.60±509.19 -3.38 1.43 1.81 -
20 30 30 621897.67±573.40 -2.71 0.73 1.91 29.35
1 m and w is the number of shelves and the number of bins on each shelf;
2 MEAN, and SD are the average objective and the standard deviation.
3 MIN and MAX are normalised by the standard deviation, i.e. Obj−MEAN
SD
.
4 All the resultant solutions are feasible, i.e. 2-Split.
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The (elapsed) running time shown in Fig. 5.4b also reveals some important informa-
tion about the scalability of the compared two methods. The computational time increased
significantly with the problem size, and become prohibitive for the branch-and-cut method
on the test platform (Section 3.2.5). Some of the instances were run for 32 hours but still
failed to get a meaningful integral solution. However, the GP-based method shows much
better scalability. The maximum average running time is around 1000–2000 seconds.
Besides the relatively good scalability comparing to branch-and-cut, the optimisation
performance of the GP-based method is also stable. Table 5.4 shows the average perfor-
mance of the proposed method on the SET1 instances. For completeness, the standard
scores of the minimum and maximum objective values are also listed in the table. One can
see that the standard deviation of each instance is much smaller than the corresponding
average objective values. Moreover, all the runs are feasible during the test, indicating
the efficacy of the penalty functions.
The promising results reported above indicate that the proposed GP-based method
can be a good optimisation heuristic, inspiring us to further analyse the real impact of
the method. However, such conclusion is made based on the fact that this preliminary
experiment is conducted on instances with maximum of 900 items, which is still far away
from the scale of the real-world instances. Moreover, the proposed GP-based method
can get better results on smaller instances. The optimisation efficiency decreases with the
increase of the problem size, i.e. the ∆MEANLB value becomes larger for lager-sized problems,
and the required running time increases as well. Hence, for larger SLAP-GC instances,
applying the proposed method directly as an optimisation technique is certainly not a wise
choice. However, it is widely accepted that GP can evolve efficient programs for specific
task. Thus, in the following experimental studies, we further investigate the performance
of the proposed method from two aspects.
1. The optimisation performance of the proposed method on harder instances;
2. The efficiency of the evolved matching functions on unseen scenarios, i.e. its test
performance.
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5.5 Optimisation Performance on Harder Instances
In this section, we analyse the optimisation performance of the proposed method based
on its empirical results on two benchmark datasets, SET2 and SET3.
5.5.1 Optimisation performance on SET2
Recall that SET2 includes 48 instances with different sizes and ε settings, where ε is the
proportion of “easy” products in the instance (defined in Section 3.2.3). Instances with
bigger ε values are expected to be easier to solve. The experimental setup determined
in Section 5.4.1 is adopted here, and the proposed method is applied as an optimisation
technique directly on these instances. The followings discuss the experimental results
based on the size of the instances, i.e. the small instances (100-item instances), the
medium instances (400-item instances), and the large instances (900-item instances).
Small Instances
There are two types of layouts in small instances. The ones with 4 shelves have more bins
on each shelf (25), and the ones with 10 shelves have less bins on each shelf (10). We
examine the optimisation performance from three aspects:
1. the quality of the final solution;
2. the feasibility of the final solution; and
3. the time efficiency of the proposed method.
Table 5.5 is the overall performance of the proposed GP-based method. The running
time taken by the GP method are of similar scale. The maximum average running time
is only 33.4 seconds. Comparing to the baseline branch-and-cut that requires hours of
solving time, the proposed method made a significant improvement. Moreover, the stan-
dard deviations are all relatively small comparing to their corresponding average objective
values, indicating the stability of the GP-based method. Moreover, most of the solutions
in this experiment are feasible. Only Instance 1 get one infeasible assignment. After
examining the detail results, we find that a very low frequent item is allocated outside a
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Table 5.5: Optimization performance of the GP-based method on the small instances.
Proposed GP-based Method Baseline
Instance
No. m w ε MEAN± SD MIN
Time
(s)
Number of
2-Split/30 ∆MEANLB (%) ∆
UB
LB (%)
1 4 25 0.00 60063.40 ± 117.60 -2.30 20.52 29 1.35 1.02
2 4 25 0.14 76747.33 ± 77.47 -1.85 19.56 30 1.91 21.21
3 4 25 0.25 28364.27 ± 181.65 -1.51 16.63 30 3.76 8.70
4 4 25 0.33 16868.73 ± 131.83 -1.26 30.98 30 2.58 0.46
5 4 25 0.50 29653.57 ± 148.41 -1.55 33.40 30 1.82 2.05
6 4 25 0.53 33020.27 ± 45.67 -1.56 25.37 30 1.18 1.82
7 10 10 0.08 9879.37 ± 26.83 -2.03 13.24 30 1.14 0.73
8 10 10 0.19 14964.77 ± 9.62 -1.74 16.07 30 1.23 0.95
9 10 10 0.25 11093.13 ± 13.32 -2.64 15.12 30 1.12 -
10 10 10 0.33 15005.13 ± 21.76 -2.30 17.76 30 0.72 0.00
11 10 10 0.48 11864.03 ± 16.81 -1.37 17.78 30 0.70 0.58
12 10 10 0.60 24656.77 ± 37.38 -1.41 19.14 30 0.63 0.01
1 MEAN and SD are the average objective value and the standard deviation;
2 MIN is normalised by the standard deviation;
3 “Number of 2-Split” is the total number of 2-Split assignments obtained during 30 runs.
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Figure 5.5: The efficacy and stability of the proposed method on the small instances.
shelf but the objective value of the resultant assignment is still smaller than other 2-Split
assignments, hence not excluded from the main population. More investigations will be
conducted later in this section.
Then we further analyse the quality of the solutions. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the efficacy
and stability of the GP-based method. The average percentage deviations is compared
against the baseline results. The average percentage deviations of the GP-based method
are mostly around 0% to 2%, indicating that the solutions are near optimal. Comparing
the percentage deviations based on the layouts, one can see that the GP-based method
can perform slightly better on instances with longer shelves. Fig. 5.5b illustrates the
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correlation of the normalised standard deviations and the length of the shelves. Consistent
with our observations in the Fig. 5.5a, the GP-based method can perform more stably on
instances with shorter shelves.
Medium Instances
Table 5.6: Optimization performance of the GP-based method on the medium instances.
Proposed GP-based Method Baseline
Instance
No. m w ε MEAN± SD MIN
Time
(s)
Number of
2-Split/30 ∆MEANLB (%) ∆
UB
LB (%)
13 10 40 0.00 346430.67 ± 7289.28 -1.39 272.91 24 9.36 -
14 10 40 0.11 352709.17 ± 305.01 -1.73 295.98 30 2.23 49.07
15 10 40 0.22 372872.37 ± 504.14 -2.33 389.48 26 1.47 50.37
16 10 40 0.40 196907.47 ± 562.54 -1.58 414.67 30 2.48 35.52
17 10 40 0.41 180799.53 ± 186.41 -1.98 290.60 30 2.14 41.22
18 10 40 0.53 163240.13 ± 145.46 -2.58 340.72 30 2.02 48.16
19 20 20 0.06 341556.23 ± 137.44 -2.11 267.76 30 1.26 44.40
20 20 20 0.10 239354.47 ± 476.41 -3.50 241.90 30 2.15 46.44
21 20 20 0.26 322026.70 ± 758.33 -1.55 285.62 29 1.68 -
22 20 20 0.40 310099.53 ± 296.80 -1.26 379.96 30 0.91 -
23 20 20 0.46 176631.70 ± 73.41 -1.85 356.16 30 0.99 -
24 20 20 0.52 276557.40 ± 169.33 -1.08 370.02 30 1.06 56.68
1 MEAN and SD are the average objective value and the standard deviation;
2 MIN is normalised by the standard deviation;
3 “Number of 2-Split” is the total number of 2-Split assignments obtained during 30 runs.
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Figure 5.6: The efficacy and stability of the proposed method on the SET2 medium
instances.
Then we analyse the performance of the proposed method on slightly larger instances,
i.e. the 12 400-item instances. These instances consist of two types of layouts, either with
10 shelves or 20 shelves. Similarly, we examine the results in terms of quality, efficiency,
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and feasibility. The baseline branch-and-cut algorithm did not obtain meaningful results
after 16 hours of running time for this set of instances.
Table 5.6 shows the overall performance on these medium instances. The running
time of the GP-based method is still much shorter than the branch-and-cut solving time.
The maximum running time is 414.67 seconds. Comparing to the results of the small
instances, more infeasible assignments are obtained for this type of instances. Among the
12 test instances, three failed to get 100% feasibility.
Fig. 5.6a shows the average percentage deviations of the GP-based method. One can
see that most of the average percentage deviations are less than 2%. Similar to the results
on small instances, there is a correlation on the layouts of the warehouse to the quality
of the solutions. The percentage deviations are higher on Instances 13-18, i.e. instances
with longer shelves. Fig. 5.6b compares the normalised standard deviations for different
warehouse layouts. The comparison of the standard deviations indicates that the proposed
method is more stable on instances with shorter shelves.
Large Instances
Then we examine if the previous observations are also valid on the large instances, i.e.
the 900-item instances. Table 5.7 summarizes the full experimental results. The running
time on these large instances are much shorter than the branch-and-cut solving time. The
average running time is from 1560.33 seconds to 2480.29 seconds for different layouts,
while the baseline branch-and-cut algorithm was run for 32 hours but still failed to get
UB results on most of the instances. In terms of feasibility, most of the instances get 100%
feasibility. On the three instances that failed to achieve this outcome, at least 83.33% of
the solutions are feasible.
The two figures in Fig. 5.7 analyse the efficacy and stability of the proposed method.
The proposed method still shows better performance on instances with shorter shelves,
e.g. instances with w = 45 and w = 30, and the standard deviations are also smaller on
these instances.
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Table 5.7: Optimization performance of the GP-based method on the 900-items instances
in SET2.
Proposed GP-based Method Baseline
Instance
No. m w ε MEAN± SD MIN
Time
(s)
Number of
2-Split/30 ∆MEANLB (%) ∆
UB
LB (%)
25 10 90 0.03 943258.43 ± 5285.11 -1.45 2075.30 28 4.47 56.71
26 10 90 0.19 814854.97 ± 2260.71 -1.82 1799.34 30 4.00 -
27 10 90 0.30 1016555.2 ± 2481.84 -2.68 2399.24 30 4.14 -
28 10 90 0.33 681395.4 ± 1119.11 -2.50 2093.27 30 3.99 -
29 10 90 0.45 768877.77 ± 2456.40 -2.44 1900.19 30 5.26 -
30 10 90 0.57 815169.27 ± 2030.24 -2.81 1693.12 30 3.47 57.07
31 15 60 0.05 916130.6 ± 5716.84 -2.02 1939.39 25 4.71 45.73
32 15 60 0.16 661475.3 ± 1364.23 -2.26 1866.35 30 3.20 -
33 15 60 0.29 653023.3 ± 1305.82 -2.44 2285.54 30 3.99 -
34 15 60 0.33 1013493.8 ± 2615.58 -1.57 2287.21 30 2.68 -
35 15 60 0.46 634327.6 ± 1719.74 -2.03 2409.21 30 3.75 -
36 15 60 0.57 649404.3 ± 1051.47 -2.53 1600.57 30 2.57 37.82
37 20 45 0.06 263293 ± 247.67 -1.77 2327.86 30 2.45 -
38 20 45 0.10 280480.33 ± 828.21 -0.78 2009.66 30 2.52 -
39 20 45 0.26 671216.97 ± 388.51 -2.16 2022.58 30 1.55 -
40 20 45 0.34 838190.17 ± 1809.71 -1.71 2480.29 30 2.00 -
41 20 45 0.45 564431.73 ± 477.36 -2.11 2125.61 30 2.39 -
42 20 45 0.56 645554.33 ± 823.52 -1.77 1651.53 30 2.13 52.60
43 30 30 0.09 715114.47 ± 1454.63 -1.92 1663.29 30 3.11 -
44 30 30 0.12 703584.17 ± 5243.72 -2.24 1560.33 26 4.73 -
45 30 30 0.26 900871.63 ± 562.38 -1.70 1803.84 30 1.86 -
46 30 30 0.33 829058.13 ± 1031.54 -1.01 1772.68 30 1.85 -
47 30 30 0.49 532212 ± 332.61 -3.22 1784.60 30 2.21 -
48 30 30 0.54 541843.5 ± 614.10 -3.27 1974.16 30 2.07 -
1 MEAN and SD are the average objective value and the standard deviation;
2 MIN is normalised by the standard deviation;
3 “Number of 2-Split” is the total number of 2-Split assignments obtained during 30 runs.
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Figure 5.7: The efficacy and stability of the proposed method on the large SET2 instances.
Discussion
The SET2 instances are randomly sampled from real-world instances with a predefined
ε values. The experimental results indicate that the efficacy of the proposed GP-based
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method is affected by the ε values. Fig. 5.8 includes two figures illustrating the relation
between the solution quality/feasibility and the ε values. The ∆MEANLB values and the
number of feasible solutions of the 48 SET2 instances are grouped into six intervals of ε
values. Fig. 5.8a is the histogram showing the total number of feasible solutions in each
category. More feasible solutions are achieved for instances with higher ε values. Instances
with ε > 0.3 all achieve 100% feasibility. Then the average ∆MEANLB is calculated for each
category in Fig. 5.8b. Overall, the average ∆MEANLB decreases with the increase of ε values,
i.e. better solution quality is obtained for larger ε values. This outcome is not simply due
to the smaller number of infeasible solutions obtained for larger ε instances. Specifically,
for those instances that get 100% feasibility, the average ∆MEANLB for interval ε = 0.6 is
lower than those of ε is 0.3 and 0.4.
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Figure 5.8: Better solution quality and feasibility are obtained for instances with higher
ε values.
The reason that infeasible matching functions 3 are selected during the evolution is
that their objective values are lower than the cost of other 2-Split assignments even after
being penalised with %d. The observation raises a critical concern on whether the efficacy
of the proposed method can be improved if applying a higher penalty to those infeasible
individuals. Thus we defined an additional penalty %f in Eq. 5.3, which is applied to the
frequencies of the misplaced items. Essentially, the new strategy adds an extra penalty
3Only the feasibility of the assignments have been defined so far. However, since each matching function
corresponds to an assignment, we consider the matching function to be an infeasible one if the assignment
is infeasible.
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Figure 5.9: Comparing the performance of the proposed method with different penalty
functions. Number of feasible assignments is shown in red.
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coefficient to the frequencies of misplaced items. Then the experiment is repeated with
the new penalty function on instances that failed to get 100% feasibility in the previous
experiment. The frequency penalty is set to max{m,w}. If there exists a misplaced item i
with zero frequency, the penalty applied to it is (|Ip|+di)×max{m,w}, which is expensive
enough to exclude the corresponding individual from breeding the new generation.
f(i)σψ =

f(i) if v
σψ
i ≤ w
f(i) + %f otherwise
(5.3)
The box plots in Fig. 5.9 compare the results using different penalty functions. For
clarity, the number of feasible assignments is also labelled in the figures. Indeed, adding
an extra penalty to the frequency of the item improves the feasibility of the final results.
However, the quality of the solutions is not improved when using the new penalty function.
For each instance, Mann-Whitney U tests are conducted, and the ones that the original
penalty function (%d) performs significantly better than the new penalty function (%d+%f )
are labelled with ?. None of the instances gets significantly better results when using
the new penalty function, while there are three instances on which the original penalty
function gained better results. A reasonable explanation for this is that the extra penalty
coefficient applied to the frequencies restricts the searching on only a limited region of the
search space, and the rests of the individuals contain useful components but are excluded
from the evolution.
5.5.2 Optimisation performance on SET3
In this section, we discuss the optimisation performance of the proposed GP-based method
on the 45 SET3 instances. The experimental results are presented based on the type of
distributions used to generate the products in the instances, i.e the uniform distribution
and the normal distribution (as presented in Section 3.2.4). As stated in previous section,
although adding penalty to the frequencies of misplaced items can reinforce the feasibility
of the final results, the solutions quality is not as good as that of simply applying penalties
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to the distances of these items. Hence, in this section, we still conduct the experiment
using the single penalty coefficient %d.
Uniform Distribution
Table 5.8: Optimization performance of the GP-based method on SET3 instances
generated by uniform distribution.
Proposed GP-based Method Baseline
Instance
No. m w MEAN± SD MIN
Time
(s)
Number of
2-Split/30 ∆MEANLB (%) ∆
UB
LB (%)
U [1, 5)
5 10 10 16825.70 ± 0.64 -1.09 24.03 30 0.04 0.01
10 10 30 103372.77 ± 34.75 -1.29 169.39 30 0.18 0.01
15 10 50 261765.10 ± 75.68 -1.56 465.22 30 0.21 0.01
20 30 10 104637.47 ± 31.25 -1.49 162.41 29 0.11 0.01
25 30 30 505112.63 ± 28.94 -1.51 1577.24 30 0.30 2.54
30 30 50 1104909.60 ± 109.76 -2.17 4418.63 30 0.44 -
35 50 10 251991.40 ± 38.30 -2.10 483.79 30 0.20 0.02
40 50 30 1105368.30 ± 138.80 -2.46 4432.94 24 0.38 -
45 50 50 2300205.67 ± 201.43 -1.98 12839.25 30 0.43 -
U [1, 2w)
1 10 10 40477.57 ± 147.73 -1.95 10.53 30 1.50 -
6 10 30 483443.43 ± 8771.42 -1.69 135.09 14 12.41 -
11 10 50 2575078.43 ± 16911.98 -1.48 611.38 3 6.18 -
16 30 10 195132.60 ± 230.78 -2.25 110.01 30 1.15 -
21 30 30 3223386.97 ± 89681.24 -1.44 748.98 21 7.18 -
26 30 50 8239972.57 ± 103747.72 -2.06 3444.17 25 9.10 -
31 50 10 544048.40 ± 670.29 -1.37 276.64 30 1.37 -
36 50 30 6107238.47 ± 70047.91 -1.24 2642.86 21 3.88 -
413 50 50 15293933.67 ± 45481.12 -3.50 11768.07 23 3.44 -
1 The MEAN is shown in bold if all the 30 runs all get (feasible) 2-Split assignments.
2 The MIN value is normalised by the standard deviation.
3 The Ω lower bound is used on instances that branch-and-cut failed to get the LB.
Table 5.8 compares the experimental results of the proposed method on the uni-
formly distributed instances and the baseline results. The U [1, 5) instances consist of all
small-sized products and should be relatively easy to address comparing to the U [1, 2w)
instances. Five of the instances in this category are solved to optimal or near optimal by
the baseline branch-and-cut algorithm (∆UBLB <= 0.02%). Meanwhile, the proposed GP-
based method can also get good optimisation results. The average percentage deviations
to LB are all relatively small. Even the maximum value is only 0.44%. Among the nine
instances, seven achieved 100% feasibility. Moreover, the proposed method shows good
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stability during the experiment, which can be observed from the relatively small standard
deviations comparing to the objective values.
For U [1, 2w) instances, the baseline branch-and-cut algorithm failed to get any UB
result. It also failed to get the LB value on Instances 41. Thus the Ω lower bound
(defined in Section 4.2) is used as an alternative baseline in the comparison. The proposed
GP-based method performs slightly worse on the U [1, 2w) instances than on the U [1, 5)
instances. Specifically, the maximum ∆MEANLB is upto 12.41% (on Instance 6). Also, only
three of the instances achieve 100% feasibility. The standard deviations are also lager
comparing to the U [1, 5) instances. It is likely that the proposed GP-based method are
better at handling instances with smaller product sizes.
Normal Distribution
To validate whether it is easier for the proposed GP-based method to handle instances with
smaller products, Table 5.9 compares the experimental results of the proposed method
on the normally distributed instances and the baseline results. The results are grouped
by different warehouse layouts. There exist some instances that baseline LB results is
not accessible, and the Ω lower bounds are used. We can see from the results that the
proposed method does indeed perform the best on instances with small-sized products, i.e.
the N [w/3, (w/9)2] instances. The percentage deviations of the N [w/3, (w/9)2] instances
are the lowest among the instances with the same layout. Regarding the feasibility, the
GP-based method still performs the best when the average product size is w/3. It gets
100% feasibility on six out of the nine N [w/3, (w/9)2] instances, while this number is only
three for N [w, (w/9)2] instances and zero for N [5w/3, (w/9)2] instances.
Then we analyse the running time required to optimize each instance. In previous
sections, the time required by the GP-based method are mostly determined by the size of
the instances, i.e. m and w values. Hence, in the plot shown in Fig. 5.10 4, the results are
also presented based on these two parameters. We can see that the running time increases
rapidly for larger instances, reaching to a maximum of over 10,000 seconds for instances
with 2500 items.
4Distributions are in the order of U [1, 5), u[1, 2w), N [w/3, (w/9)2], N [w, (w/9)2], and N [5w/3, (w/9)2]
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Table 5.9: Optimization performance of the GP-based method on SET3 instances gen-
erated by uniform distribution.
Proposed GP-based Method Baseline
Instance
No. m w MEAN± SD MIN
Time
(s)
Number of
2-Split/30 ∆MEANLB (%) ∆
UB
LB (%)
N [w/3, (w/9)2]
2 10 10 20705.07 ± 4.97 -2.03 20.54 30 0.11 0.00
7 10 30 261743.07 ± 188.26 -1.43 166.23 30 0.70 30.08
12 10 50 773163.77 ± 1317.25 -0.93 594.43 18 1.03 35.90
17 30 10 118583.10 ± 23.10 -1.39 167.39 30 0.18 0.01
22 30 30 1155699.63 ± 1006.86 -0.98 1560.96 27 0.73 28.14
27 30 50 3680212.27 ± 3846.81 -1.15 4422.29 22 1.00 29.88
32 50 10 284256.03 ± 31.28 -2.46 433.70 30 0.31 0.06
37 50 30 2588120.37 ± 1802.32 -1.11 3896.05 30 1.07 -
42 50 50 7515599.60 ± 8251.70 -0.98 12320.41 30 1.08 27.08
N [w, (w/9)2]
3 10 10 42408.53 ± 193.12 -1.39 20.43 30 1.23 0.01
8 10 30 566492.87 ± 7882.03 -1.28 242.45 3 5.58 -
13 10 50 1869038.53 ± 18041.66 -1.24 965.20 0 5.75 34.60
18 30 10 242487.87 ± 346.53 -0.82 129.61 29 1.10 38.20
23 30 30 2761875.50 ± 2617.30 -1.97 1687.88 28 1.80 -
28 30 50 10001614.87 ± 69196.17 -2.54 6231.36 30 4.65 -
33 50 10 577594.73 ± 902.60 -1.01 393.45 28 1.56 -
38 50 30 5872176.20 ± 5945.67 -1.71 4723.53 29 1.14 -
433 50 50 20589497.07 ± 1606.16 -4.50 14503.14 30 1.88 -
N [5w/3, (w/9)2]
4 10 10 56439.63 ± 144.40 -1.82 10.35 0 5.25 -
9 10 30 965424.63 ± 8873.67 -1.34 80.25 0 14.34 -
14 10 50 3972622.23 ± 4040.92 -2.66 286.38 0 23.91 -
19 30 10 329158.90 ± 1338.00 -1.00 61.04 0 6.51 -
24 30 30 5542461.83 ± 100630.06 -1.94 503.92 0 31.18 -
29 30 50 20135112.53 ± 508008.40 -2.25 1824.48 0 38.70 -
34 50 10 962566.43 ± 3371.88 -2.30 141.07 0 14.20 -
39 50 30 13473931.43 ± 336190.66 -2.44 1335.76 0 46.28 -
443 50 50 46777045.87 ± 1342273.58 -1.92 4619.92 0 46.02 -
1 The MEAN is shown in bold if all the 30 runs all get (feasible) 2-Split assignments.
2 The MIN value is normalised by the standard deviation.
3 The Ω lower bound is used on instances that branch-and-cut failed to get the LB.
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Figure 5.10: Running time corresponds to the size of the problem.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the GP-based method on SET3 instances with different
penalty functions.
In the results reported in previous section, more than half of the SET3 instances failed
to get 100% feasibility during the optimisation. Particularity, all the nine N [5w/3, (w/9)2]
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instances got 0% feasibility. In this section, we validate if adding an extra penalty %f to
the frequencies of the misplaced items will improve the solution quality and feasibility.
Same experiment as described in Section 5.5.1 is conducted on the 26 SET3 instances
that previously get infeasible solutions. Fig. 5.11 5 compares the results using different
penalty coefficient. In Figs. 5.11a–5.11b, the numbers of feasible assignments obtained
before and after adding the extra %f penalty are compared against each other in the
histograms. As we can see, 14 out of 26 instances get 100% feasibility after adding %f
penalty. However, it does not result in better quality. Fig. 5.11c illustrates the percentage
deviations of the average objective values before and after adding %f . The results obtained
before adding the extra penalty are better than those of after adding the penalty on most
of the instances. Notice that adding the extra %f penalty does not improve the feasibility
for all the N [5w/3, (w/9)2] instances. Considering that there is an additional penalty
coefficient imposed to the frequencies of misplaced items, it is not surprising to see that
the solution quality for the new penalty function is much worse than that of the original
results. The results also reveal the fact that simply optimizing the grouping subproblem
may not be efficient for handling some of the problem instances.
5.5.3 Summary
In this section, the optimisation performance of the proposed GP-based method is ex-
amined on two benchmark datasets, SET2 and SET3. The experimental results indicate
that:
1. The proposed method achieved relatively good optimisation on both benchmark
datasets.
2. The proposed method was better at handling instances with shorter shelves, showing
more stable performance.
3. The proposed method successfully obtained 100% feasibility on most of the bench-
mark instances.
5Distributions are in the order of 1 : U [1, 5), 2 : U [1, 2w), 3 : N [w/3, (w/9)2], 4 : N [w, (w/9)2], and
5 : N [5w/3, (w/9)2]
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4. Applying larger penalty to infeasible solutions improved the feasibility of the final
results but did not improve the solution quality.
5. The proposed method failed to obtain any feasible results on the nine SET3 instances
consist of large-sized products, i.e. the N [5w/3, (w/9)2] Instances.
5.6 Performance on Unseen Scenarios
The existing results indicate that the required running time for the proposed method
increases significantly when applying directly as an optimisation technique. It is not
justifiable to use it as an optimisation technique directly given the limited computational
resources. Our preliminary experiment shows that each evaluation on a real-world instance
takes five to ten minutes (time taken for Algorithm 4). Hence, the total running time for
optimizing a real-world instance could be up to months, which is clearly unacceptable.
It is more reasonable to train efficient heuristics on small training instance and reapply
it to the large test problem. In this section, we investigate the test performance of the
proposed method.
5.6.1 Comprehensing the Matching Functions
To validate the usefulness and efficacy of the matching functions evolved by the GP-based
method, we compare the results with the following four manually designed functions as
illustrated in Fig. 5.1:
1. ψ1 : (g, (h, v)) 7→ MEANg;
2. ψ2 : (g, (h, v)) 7→ MEANg ×SUMg;
3. ψ3 : (g, (h, v)) 7→ (1 + PRg,(h,v))×MEANg ×SUMg;
4. ψ4 : (g, (h, v)) 7→ (1 + PRg,(h,v))×MEANg ×SUMg + MAXg ×MINg.
The best evolved function of 30 GP runs on each instance is used in this comparison.
Intuitively, the matching functions are expected to perform better when utilizing more
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domain knowledge. We validate this in the followings in terms of solution quality and
feasibility.
Fig. 5.12 shows the percentage deviations of the four manually designed matching
functions to the average of the evolved results on each SET1 instance. The simplest func-
tion ψ1 shows the worst performance. It worth noting that the extremely large percentage
deviations (more than 80% for some instances) are caused by the penalty coefficient ap-
plied to incorrectly allocated items. Meanwhile, ψ3 and ψ4 show similar performance
although ψ4 consists of more components than ψ3. Nevertheless, none of the manually
designed matching functions can perform better than the GP-evolved functions.
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Figure 5.12: Percentage deviations of the manually designed matching functions to the
average of the 30 runs on SET1.
Table 5.10: Number of feasible 2-Split obtained by manually designed matching functions
ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, and ψ4.
Matching
Function Layouts (m× w) Total
5×5 8×8 10×10 20×20 30×30
ψ1 2/4 2/4 2/4 0/4 4/4 10
ψ2 3/4 3/4 3/4 1/4 4/4 14
ψ3 4/4 3/4 4/4 3/4 4/4 18
ψ4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 4/4 16
Then we examine the feasibility of the final solutions. Table 5.10 compares the number
of feasible solutions (i.e. 2-Split assignments) obtained by each matching function. The
function ψ3 has the most number of 2-Split assignments during this test. The results
indicate that
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Figure 5.13: An example of evolved trees.
• having more complicated structure does not necessarily result in better performance;
and
• guaranteeing the feasibility of the final assignments is not a trivial task during the
manual design of matching functions.
The proposed GP-based method is better at evolving feasible and good quality matching
functions.
To better understand the matching functions, Fig. 5.13 illustrates an example of
the tree structure of the evolved function. In this function, the picking frequency re-
lated terminals are identified as important factors. For example, MAXg is squared and
has a great contribution to the final value. The sub-component 〈×, SUMg,MAXg〉 and
〈×,MEANg,MAXg〉 indicate that groups with higher frequencies tend to be accepted.
This is partially consistent with those manually constructed heuristics.
5.6.2 Performance on Same Scale Unseen Scenarios
The major goal of the proposed hyper-heuristic method is to find heuristics that can be
reused on unseen scenarios (test data) by training on existing data (training data). We
investigate the problem in this section under the assumption that training data and test
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Figure 5.14: Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of frequencies in the subsets for
five-fold cross-validation.
data have the same scale and frequency distribution, which means the demand rates of
products do not change dramatically. To do this, the first instance of the real-world
instances (as described in Section 3.2.1) is split into five random subsets for a five-fold
cross-validation.
Fig. 5.14 shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of picking frequencies
in these subsets. The five subsets almost have the same CDF curve, implying the similar
distributions of frequencies, which is consistent with our assumption.
Five rounds of cross-validations are conducted with each subset acts as the validation
(test) data in each round. Hence, there are four training data in each of these rounds.
Given a matching function ψ and four training data, the objective value when using a single
training data can be calculated by Eq. 5.2. To use multiple training data simultaneously,
we define the average of these objective values as the final objective of the corresponding
matching function. Formally, given a matching function ψ and k training set, let Objuψ be
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the objective value when using the uth data as the single training set, we have the new
objective function of ψ:
newObjψ =
∑k
u=1Obj
u
ψ
k
(5.4)
In each training generation, the best individual among the 1000 individuals is used to
evaluate the test data. This approach is similar to some real-world scenario. For example,
given the past four year’s data for training to find heuristics that can be used in next
year. Thirty independent training and test runs are conducted for each cross-validation
configuration. Fig. 5.15 illustrates the convergence curves of the average training and
test performance. The convergence curve of the test problems is consistent with that of
the training problems. This implies that a matching function performing well on training
problems may also perform well on test problems. In other words, the quality of the
matching functions can be generalised from training (seen problems) to similar scale test
(unseen problems).
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Figure 5.15: Average fitness of the GP individuals on the training and test data
Table 5.11 compares the training and test performance of the five-fold cross-
validations. It successfully obtains 2-Split assignments for all the subsets during training.
For the test performance, the probability of obtaining feasible assignments is still very
high. Specifically, even for the worst test case, two feasible assignments can be found for
every three runs in average. Besides, the percentage deviations of the test fitness to the
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Table 5.11: Detail results of the five round of five-fold cross validation.
Training Test
Subset
Number of
2-Split MEAN1 SD1
Number of
2-Split MEAN2 SD2 ∆MEAN
2
MEAN1(%)
1 120/120 3046462 8121 22/30 3070166 44932 0.78
2 120/120 3000394 7906 26/30 3008722 11540 0.28
3 120/120 3105142 7241 20/30 3118174 26309 0.42
4 120/120 2927105 5977 27/30 2931468 9416 0.15
5 120/120 3133088 8307 30/30 3136116 8868 0.097
1 The columns “Number of 2-Split” show the total number of 2-Split assignments obtained.
The number shown after slash is the total number of assignments.
2 ∆MEAN
2
MEAN1
is the percentage deviation of the average test performance to the average training
performance, where MEAN1 is the average training objective, and MEAN2 is the average test
objective.
training fitness are all relatively small. The largest percentage deviation is only 0.78%,
indicating that the test performance is very close to the training performance.
The cross-validation results suggest that the matching functions evolved by the pro-
posed GP-based method can be well generalised to similar unseen scenarios. The test
performance is proven to be consistent with the training performance during the test.
5.6.3 Performance on Different Scale Unseen Scenarios
Based on the results reported above, the generalisation from training to test is not trivial.
In this section, we investigate the test performance for training and test data with different
sizes. Essentially, the ultimate goal is to train the matching functions on small training
data and reuse it on large unseen (test) data.
Test Performance on SET3
The experiment is firstly conducted on the 45 SET3 instances. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.2.4, these instances can be categorised into five clusters generated from different
distributions, each consists of nine instances. For each cluster, the five instances with no
more than 500 items are used as training data, and the rest four instances are used for
test data. For each cluster, the training and test procedure is conducted for each combi-
nation of training data and test data. Moreover, the combination of the five training data
is also used as the training data, and the objective is the same as defined as in Eq. 5.4
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(i.e. newObjψ =
∑k
u=1Obj
u
ψ
k ). Hence, for each test data, it will be tested with six different
training set and repeated 30 times.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the training and test performance on SET3 instances.
We validate the test performance of these instances by comparing the results against
the optimisation performance obtained in Section 5.5.2. The two scatter plots in
Fig. 5.16 6. compare the training and test performances on the SET3 instances. For
completeness, the experimental results for using different penalty functions discussed in
previous sections are also included. The proportion of 2-Split assignments among the
180 results obtained in the experiment (six training sets and each is run for 30 times) is
calculated to demonstrate the test performance in terms of its ability to obtain feasible
assignments. Overall, the optimisation performance is significantly better than the test
performance in getting feasible assignments.
It is not hard to see from the figures that the training and test performance are
the most consistent on U [1, 5) instances among the five clusters. It achieves the highest
feasible rates and lowest percentage deviations among the five distributions. Following
that, the test performance on N [w/3, (w/9)2] is the best among the rest four clusters.
Remind that the intuition is that the proposed GP-based method is better at handling
problem instances with smaller product sizes, which is consistent with our observation
here.
6Distributions are in the order of 1 : U [1, 5), 2 : U [1, 2w), 3 : N [w/3, (w/9)2], 4 : N [w, (w/9)2], and
5 : N [5w/3, (w/9)2]
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The experimental results reported above indicate that when the training and test
data consist of similar distributed product sizes, the training performance cannot be well-
generalised to test performance, especially for instances with large-sized products. This
raises a question on whether having larger product sizes in the training set will improve
the test performance.
5.6.4 Scale-up Solutions by Sampling Methods
In this section, we develop a sampling technique, which generates the training data by
sampling it from the test data and compare its performance against a random approach
to demonstrate its efficacy. The empirical studies indicate that the proposed sampling
approach can scale up the proposed GP-based method from training problems (small
seen scenarios) to test problems (large unseen scenarios). For clarity, the small training
instances extracted from the large instances are referred to as the representative instances
in this section, and the large instances are referred to as the original instances. The
matching functions are evolved on the representative instances and then used to solve the
original instances.
Filtered Sampling Recall that the assumption is that the matching function can learn
how to deal with grouping constraint during the training procedure. This assumption is
made based on several observations from previous experiments.
1. First, the GP-based method can obtain feasible assignments on most of the instances
when using it as an optimisation method directly;
2. Second, it can get reasonably well test performance on the same scale unseen sce-
narios.
In the experiment presented in the last section, instances with larger average product
sizes achieve worse test outcomes. To this end, a filtered sampling method is proposed to
increase the chance of generating training instances with products containing more items
and also related to the original instances. The main procedure is shown in Algorithm 5.
The algorithm requires three inputs. The first one is the original SLAP-GC instances to
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Algorithm 5 Sampling Procedure
Input: an original SLAP-GC instance 〈P, f, w,m〉;
layout of the resultant SLAP-GC instance wˆ, mˆ;
a parameter γ;
Output: a new SLAP-GC instance 〈Pˆ , f, wˆ, mˆ〉;
1: Let IP ′ = {i | i ∈ p, |p| > 1, p ∈ P} be the original item list;
2: Let I be an empty list;
3: Let Size← wˆ × mˆ;
4: repeat
5: Let r ←a random number in [1, . . . , |IP ′ | − γ];
6: Let Isub ← {ir, . . . , ir+γ};
7: Let IP ′ ← IP ′\Isub;
8: Let I ← I⋃ Isub;
9: Size← Size− γ;
10: until Size == 0;
11: Let Pˆ ← PI ;
12: if for all p ∈ Pˆ , |p| ≤ 2wˆ then
13: return 〈Pˆ , f, wˆ, mˆ〉;
14: else
15: Go back to Step 2;
16: end if
be addressed. The second one is the layout configuration of the representative instance to
be generated. The third one is a parameter defined to control the average product size of
the generated representative instance.
The intuition of the third input of Algorithm 5 is as follows. The main goal of this
procedure is to ensure that more items of the same product are selected in the represen-
tative instances so that the average product size can be increased and the representative
instance is a meaningful subset of the original instance. In Lines 4–10, the algorithm
repeatedly selects an arbitrary chunk of item list (with a size of γ) from the original item
list until enough number of items are extracted. Thus, a larger γ value results in larger
average product size of the representative instances. Before this loop procedure, all the
one-item products are removed from the list.
Random Sampling Random sampling is the most intuitive and trivial way of getting
a subset of data from the original data. A normal approach is to randomly pick data
points until stopping criteria met. The main advantage of this approach is its ease of
implementation. It can be used as a valid comparison group when no other meaningful
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result is available, and we also adopt this as a baseline in this experiment. It is achieved
by fixing the γ to 1 in Algorithm 5.
Experimental Results
This section presents an empirical study on the two sampling techniques. The experiment
is conducted on the four real-world instances described in Section 3.2.1. Representative
instances are firstly generated from the real-world instances for training purpose. Then
the trained matching function is re-applied to the original problem (the four real-world
instances). For each original problem, we consider representative instances with different
layouts (m × w) and γ parameters as listed in Table 5.12. Three kinds of layouts are
considered for the representative instances, i.e. 10 × 10, 10 × 30, 10 × 50. There are four
possible γ values, i.e. 1, 10, 20, and 50. Recall that γ = 1 is the random sampling. For
each instance, each layout, and each γ setting, ten representative instances are generated.
Hence, there are in total 480 representative instances generated for the four real-world
instances, and each representative instance is trained for 30 times.
Table 5.12: Parameters for the Representative Instances.
m w γ Number of Samples
10 10, 30, 50 1,10,20,50 10
The following discussions focus on two aspects.
1. the feasibility of the final assignments of the original problems; and
2. the quality of the final assignments of the original problems.
The four bar charts in Fig. 5.17 compare the number of (feasible) 2-Split assignments
each original problem obtained during the experiment. For each real-world instance, each
layout (determined by different w values), and each γ setting, ten samples are generated.
Each bar in the figure represents a layout and γ setting, and ten representative instances
are generated using the setting. Thus there is a maximum of 300 assignments for each
setting. In general, we have three observations from the figures.
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Figure 5.17: Number of feasible assignments (out of 300 runs) obtained with different
representative instances.
• Representative instances generated from filtered sampling (γ ∈ {10.20, 50}) are bet-
ter at obtaining feasible assignments than random sampling (γ = 1).
• Having longer shelves in the representative instance does not necessary improve the
feasibility of the original problem.
• For filtered sampling, representative instances with larger γ values perform better
than those with smaller γ values.
• In the best case of each original problem, at least two out of every three runs obtained
feasible assignments, and they are all representative instances generated by filtered
sampling.
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Figure 5.18: Box plot of the best representative instances (in 10 instances with same
settings) grouped by w.
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We can conclude from the above observation that representative instances generated
form filtered sampling outperform the random sampling in terms of the feasibility. The
assumption of proposing filtered sampling is that the GP-based method can learn to evolve
more effective matching functions for the grouping constraint if given enough information
in the representative instances for training, i.e. more larger products in this context. The
results reported above is consistent with this assumption, i.e. representative instances
with the largest γ values shows the best re-usability.
The four box plots shown in Fig. 5.18 compare the results of the real-world instances
grouped by the warehouse layouts of the representative instances (i.e. w). Overall, the rep-
resentative instances with γ = 1 (i.e. the random sampling) have the worst performance,
and the solution quality is improved with larger γ values. An important observation from
the figure is that larger representative instances do not necessarily result in better solution
quality of the original problems. To have a clearer understanding of this, Fig. 5.19 shows
the box plots of the results grouped by γ values. Indeed, representative instances with
γ = 50 outperforms γ = 20 instances in general. Among the γ = 50 instances, the w = 50
instances are only slightly better than the other two layout configurations but require
much longer training time.
For completeness, Fig. 5.20 plots the average solution quality corresponds the average
product sizes of the representative instances. There is a clear trend that larger (average)
product size of the representative instances result in the better solution quality of the
original problem.
Besides, because there is no baseline results for these real-world instances, the best 30
results of each instances, regardless of the parameter settings, are summarised in Table 5.13
for future study. It is not hard to see that all the selected results are feasible.
5.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a GP-based hyper-heuristic approach is developed for a SLAP-GC prob-
lem. The problem is decomposed into two subproblems, item grouping and group assign-
ing. The proposed GP-based method focus on the optimisation of grouping subproblem,
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Figure 5.19: Box plot of the best representative instances (in 10 instances with same
settings) grouped by γ.
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Figure 5.20: The average quality of the original problem corresponding to the average
product sizes of the representative instances.
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Table 5.13: Best 30 results among 3600 runs
of each original problem.
Year MEAN± SD MIN? MAX?
0 33313366.93 ± 61952.97 -2.97 1.18
1 9567878.67 ± 12220.51 -1.78 1.37
2 16940107.07 ± 23266.12 -2.55 1.19
3 24514831.2 ± 37736.61 -2.00 1.32
? Both minimum and maximum objective values are
normalized by the standard deviation.
and the assignment subproblem is tackled by a greedy constructive heuristic. The pro-
posed method is the first algorithm proposed for this NP-hard problem, and proved to be
efficient in handling most of the benchmark instances. During the analysis, the proposed
method shows good optimisation performance, and a reasonable test performance. Sev-
eral aspects of the test performance have been studied in this chapter, and the proposed
method can efficiently scale up to the real-world instances after introducing a sampling
method.
The greedy heuristic designed for the assignment subproblem, which is a NP-Complete
bin-packing problem, shows poor performance on some of the benchmark instances, failing
to obtain any feasible assignments. The results raise a critical question on whether better
performance can be achieved if both of the subproblems are optimised simultaneously,
which will be investigated in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
A Bilevel Optimisation Model for
SLAP-GC
6.1 Introduction
There are two subproblems in SLAP-GC, the grouping of items and the assignment of
groups of items. Due to the interdependency between these two subproblems, it is unwise
to solve the two subproblems separately. However, solving the two subproblems simulta-
neously leads to a huge search space, and thus a poor scalability. Therefore, one needs to
design effective heuristic approaches that can take the interdependency into account and
solve the two subproblems cooperatively. For this purpose, a GP-based hyper-heuristic
approach is proposed in the previous chapter to evolve efficient matching functions for the
grouping subproblem, and the assignment subproblem is solved by a deterministic greedy
heuristic. Despite the advantages over exact approaches, the GP-based method is not
flexible enough, as the assignment subproblem is solved by a fixed heuristic.
To achieve better solutions, we consider using a Bilevel programming approach [Bard
2013] in this chapter. Inspired by Stackelberg game [Cachon and Netessine 2006], a
Bilevel model involves two players: the leader (the upper-level) and the follower (the
lower-level). The follower responds to the decisions made by the leader to optimise its
own objective while the leader takes into account the optimal reaction of the follower
to optimise its objective [Bard and Moore 1990], and finally, both players accomplish
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their tasks. This programming approach provides a novel perspective on the problem
structure and is gaining popularities in the field of logistics, for example, the optimisation
of facility locations [Sun et al. 2008, Drezner et al. 2015, Hu et al. 2015] and the plannings
of distribution networks [Calvete et al. 2014, Huang and Liu 2004].
To develop a Bilevel model for SLAP-GC, we consider the grouping subproblem as
the upper-level, and the assigning subproblem as the lower-level. The resultant BIGO
model aims to find the optimal grouping and the corresponding optimal assignment under
the optimal grouping. The goal of this chapter is to achieve the followings.
1. To propose a Bilevel Grouping Optimisation (BIGO) model to transform SLAP-GC
into a simpler and more structured form.
2. To solve the proposed BIGO model by a Multistart Random Search (MSRS) method
and a Tabu Search (TS) method.
3. To develop problem-specific operators to search in the complex and constrained
space more efficiently.
4. To verify the efficacy of the proposed BIGO model and the developed algorithms
using the synthetic and real-world datasets.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 describes the proposed
BIGO model for SLAP-GC, which tackles the item grouping and location assigning sub-
problems in different levels. Section 6.3 describes the developed MSRS and TS algorithms
for solving the proposed BIGO model. The MSRS method handles the upper-level prob-
lem with a random strategy, which is a commonly used methodology for comparison when
there is no pre-existing sophisticated solution to an unexplored problem. The TS method
is a popular meta-heuristic approach that has been applied to handle many combinatorial
scheduling and assignments problems. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that it can also
perform well on SLAP-GC. We demonstrate their efficacy in handling SLAP-GC problem
and the effectiveness of the proposed BIGO model in Section 6.4. Section 6.7 summarises
this chapter.
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6.2 Bilevel Grouping Optimisation Model
In this section, we describe the proposed BIGO model for solving the grouping and assign-
ing subproblems of SLAP-GC. Grouping pattern is defined in this section as the solution
representation of the upper-level optimisation problem, which aims to find the best way
to grouping items. Its decision is based on the lower-level optimisation result, which aims
to find the best assignment given the groups. To facilitate the description, we exhibit
the notations for the BIGO model in Table 6.1. Recall that an assignment is a function
σ : IP 7→ L such that no two items are placed in the same bin (Section 3.1). Substantially,
an assignment is a one-to-one mapping of items to locations. In this chapter, we also
define its inverse function σ−1 : L 7→ IP . Let σG be a SLAP-GC assignment satisfying
grouping pattern G, the set τσG is all the possible SLAP-GC assignments under grouping
pattern G.
Table 6.1: The notations used in the Bilevel Grouping Optimization (BIGO) model.
Notation Description
m number of the shelves
w number of bins on each shelf
p a product
P set of all products
|p| number of items in product p
σ a SLAP-GC assignment †
C(σ) the cost of the assignment σ
G a grouping pattern defined for the BIGO model
Gp grouping pattern for product p
τG a set of all possible grouping patterns
σG a SLAP-GC assignment under the grouping pattern G
τσG the set of all the possible SLAP-GC assignments under the grouping
pattern G
σ∗G the optimal SLAP-GC assignment under the grouping pattern G
σ−1 inverse function of the SLAP-GC assignment σ
σ−1(h, v) item placed at location (h, v), i.e. the v-th location of the h-th shelf
dσσ−1(h,v) the distance of the item placed at location (h, v) from/to PD under the
assignment σ
† Note that this notation was defined as a SLAP assignment in Section 3.1. However, in BIGO, only 2-Split
assignments will be initiated or reached during the search.
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Given the notations, the BIGO model is stated as follows:
min
G∈τG ,σ∈τσ(G)
F (G, σ) = C(σ), (6.1)
s.t. : σ ∈ arg min
σ′∈τσ(G)
C(σ′), (6.2)
where
C(σ) =
∑
(h,v)∈L
(
dσσ−1(h,v)
)
f(σ−1(h, v)).
=
∑
(h,v)∈L
(h+ v − 1) f(σ−1(h, v)) (6.3)
F (G, σ) is the objective function, which is the total picking frequency weighted dis-
tance of an assignment σ. It is defined in Eq. 6.3, where σ−1(h, v) indicates the item placed
at location (h, v) in the assignment σ. The distance from the location of item σ−1(h, v)
to the P/D point is defined as the Manhattan distance, i.e. h + v − 1, and f(σ−1(h, v))
stands for the picking frequency of the item σ−1(h, v).
In the proposed BIGO model, Eq. 6.1 is the upper-level optimisation, and Eq. 6.2
is the lower-level optimisation. The upper-level optimisation aims to find the optimal
grouping pattern G∗, while the lower-level optimisation is to find the optimal assignment
σ∗G∗ under the grouping pattern G∗ determined by the objective value C(·). The optimal
solution of SLAP-GC is composed of the optimal grouping pattern G∗ and the optimal
assignment σ∗G∗ under this grouping. Therefore, the optimality can be guaranteed in the
BIGO model. That is, the optimal solution to the BIGO model is the optimal solution to
the original SLAP-GC problem.
The grouping pattern in the BIGO model is different from the groups defined in
previous sections (e.g. Section 3.1). It considers the size of the groups instead of the exact
items in the group. Recall that Gσp is the set of groups of a product p in assignment σ, i.e.
p =
⋃
g∈Gσp g. Then max{|g| | g ∈ Gσp} and min{|g| | g ∈ Gσp} are the sizes of the larger
and smaller groups of product p. Since for BIGO, the σ is always 2-Split, by knowing
the size of the larger group, the size of the other group is known as well. Thus, instead of
listing all the groups, the grouping pattern for a SLAP-GC problem in the BIGO model
is represented as a list of numbers.
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Suppose that there are N products in P , i.e. P = {pk | k ∈ {1, . . . , N}}. A SLAP-GC
assignment σ is under grouping pattern G = (Gp1 , . . . ,GpN ) if and only if Gpk = max{|g| |
g ∈ Gσpk} for all k ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Essentially, a grouping pattern consists of the sizes of the
larger groups (i.e. the group with no fewer items than the other) of all products. Given
a product p, it is always the case that d |p|2 e ≤ Gp ≤ |p|. Then the number of items in the
other group of product p is |p| − Gp.
For example, suppose there are two products, Shirt and Jacket, each with five items
(S, M, L, XL and XXL). The grouping pattern is in the form of (GJacket,GShirt). Then,
the grouping pattern that divides Shirt into Shirt(XXL, XL, S) and Shirt(M, L), and
Jacket into Jacket(S, M, XXL) and Jacket(XL, L) is (3, 3), i.e. GShirt = 3 and GJacket = 3,
since the larger groups of both products have three items. By always keeping the sizes of
the larger groups in the representation, we can reduce the chance of getting duplicated
solutions.
Suppose that the aforementioned two products are to be placed in two five-bin shelves.
Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5 show two solutions in matrix representation for two SLAP-GC assignments
σ1 and σ2, where the element in the v-th row and h-th column stands for item placed at
location (h, v). For example, Jacket(M) is placed on the fourth location of the first shelf
in these two solutions. The grouping pattern of the solution σ1 is (3, 3), and (4, 4) for
solution σ2. Although σ2 is a valid SLAP-GC assignment, it is not considered feasible
under grouping pattern (3, 3).
σ1 :

Shirt(M) Shirt(XXL)
Shirt(L) Shirt(XL)
Jacket(S) Shirt(S)
Jacket(M) Jacket(XL)
Jacket(XXL) Jacket(L)

. (6.4)
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σ2 :

Shirt(M) Shirt(XXL)
Jacket(XL) Shirt(XL)
Jacket(S) Shirt(S)
Jacket(M) Shirt(L)
Jacket(XXL) Jacket(L)

. (6.5)
6.3 Bilevel Grouping Optimisation Algorithms
In this section, we propose two heuristic search algorithms for finding solutions to the
proposed BIGO model. First, we design the fitness evaluation for the grouping patterns
in the upper-level optimisation based on solving the lower-level optimisation. Then, we
develop two search algorithms by hybridising the designed fitness evaluation with different
search frameworks. The first algorithm is a Multistart Random Search (MSRS) method,
and the second is a TS method. In the followings, we will describe the designed fitness
evaluation and the two search algorithms.
6.3.1 Fitness Evaluation of Grouping Pattern
Based on Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2, the fitness function of a grouping pattern G can be set to the
cost of the optimal assignment σ∗G under the grouping pattern G. That is,
fit(G) = C(σ∗G) = minσ∈τσG
C(σ). (6.6)
However, finding σ∗G is very hard, if not impossible, since the lower-level optimisation is
NP-hard. When there are only two shelves, i.e. m = 2, and all the items have the same
picking frequency, the lower-level optimisation, i.e. finding the optimal assignment under
a given grouping pattern, can be reduced to the NP-hard partition problem (details found
in Section 4.4.2). In this situation, we design a local-search-based fitness evaluation to
approximate the real optimal value with local optimal values. To this end, four different
search operators, namely inSlfSort, slfSort, groupSort, and itemSort, are designed
to conduct the local search. They sort the items and shelves to reach nearby local optimal
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solutions efficiently. The pseudo-code of the local-search-based fitness evaluation is given
in Algorithm 6. The local search starts from an initial feasible solution σinitG , which can be
obtained in various ways such as using an initialisation algorithm or adopting an examined
solution during the search process. Then, in each iteration, the four search operators are
randomly shuﬄed and applied to the current assignment one by one. The local search
is stopped if there is no improvement or the number of iterations reaches the maximum
number of iterations nmax.
Algorithm 6 (fit(G), σ∗G)← Evaluate(G, σinitG )
Input: a grouping pattern G and an initial SLAP-GC assignment σinitG ;
Output: the fitness fit(G);
the optimal SLAP-GC assignment σ∗G .
1: Set the pool of search operators pool← {inSlfSort, slfSort, groupSort, itemSort};
2: σ ← σinitG ;
3: n← 0;
4: while n < nmax do
5: σ′ ← σ;
6: Randomly shuﬄe pool;
7: for each sort ∈ pool do
8: Apply sort to σ′;
9: end for
10: n← n+ 1;
11: if C(σ′) ≥ C(σ) then
12: break;
13: end if
14: σ ← σ′;
15: end while
16: fit(G)← C(σ), σ∗G ← σ;
17: return (fit(G), σ∗G);
The details of the four search operators are described as follows.
inSlfSort
This operator sorts all the groups placed on the same shelf in the descending order of the
average picking frequency, and thus the groups with higher average picking frequency are
always placed in the locations closer to the PD point. Since inSlfSort does not change
the number of items placed on each shelf or the item groupings, it does not change the
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feasibility of the solution.
slfSort
This operator sorts all the shelves in the descending order of the average picking frequency
of all the items placed on the shelf. After the sorting, the shelf with the higher average
picking frequency is always closer to the PD point. Obviously, this operator does not
change the feasibility since there is no movement of items crosses the shelves.
itemSort
This operator sorts all the items of each product without changing the locations assigned
to the product, and thus the feasibility of the solution is not changed. After applying
itemSort, for each product, the items with higher picking frequencies are always placed
in the locations closer to the PD point than the ones of the same product but with lower
picking frequencies. Since itemSort only shifts items of same products, it does not change
the grouping pattern, and the feasibility of the resultant solution is maintained.
groupSort
The groupSort operator exchanges groups of items with the same size regardless of which
shelf they are located in. Given a number k (1 ≤ k ≤ w − 1), the operator looks for
sequences of groups whose sizes equal to k, and then sort them in the descending order of
the average picking frequency. Note that a sequence of groups may be composed of one
or more adjacent groups. In addition, the groupSort operator requires that there is no
overlap among the selected sequences. If there are overlapping sequences, only one of them
is selected randomly. Since all the selected sequences have the same size (k), swapping
their locations does not alter the feasibility. The groupSort operator starts with k = 1,
which sorts all the single-item sequences. Then, k is increased by 1, and the groupSort
operator continues to sort all the 2-item sequences. The whole process continues until all
the w − 1-item sequences have been sorted.
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B(12)
B(8)
B(7)
D(18)
D(9)
C(18)
C(2)
C(1)
D(26)
G(19)
F(35)
F(28)
B(21)
E(15)
G(7)
C(30)
A(20)
F(14)
E(4)
A(3)
PD
(a) The original assignment
D(18)
D(9)
B(12)
B(8)
B(7)
D(26)
G(19)
C(18)
C(2)
C(1)
F(35)
F(28)
B(21)
E(15)
G(7)
C(30)
A(20)
F(14)
E(4)
A(3)
PD
(b) After applying inslfSort to 6.1a.
F(35)
F(28)
B(21)
E(15)
G(7)
C(30)
A(20)
F(14)
E(4)
A(3)
C(18)
C(2)
C(1)
D(26)
G(19)
B(12)
B(8)
B(7)
D(18)
D(9)
PD
(c) After applying slfSort to 6.1a.
B(21)
B(12)
B(8)
D(26)
D(9)
C(30)
C(18)
C(1)
D(18)
G(19)
F(35)
F(28)
B(7)
E(15)
G(7)
C(2)
A(20)
F(14)
E(4)
A(3)
PD
(d) After applying itemSort to 6.1a.
C(30)
A(20)
F(14)
D(18)
D(9)
B(21)
E(15)
G(7)
D(26)
G(19)
F(35)
F(28)
C(18)
C(2)
C(1)
B(12)
B(8)
B(7)
E(4)
A(3)
PD
(e) After applying groupSort (k = 3) to 6.1a.
B(12)
B(8)
B(7)
D(18)
D(9)
F(35)
F(28)
B(21)
E(15)
G(19)
C(18)
C(2)
C(1)
D(26)
G(7)
C(30)
A(20)
F(14)
E(4)
A(3)
PD
(f) After applying groupSort (k = 4) to 6.1a.
Figure 6.1: Illustrations of the assignments before and after applying different sorting
operators.
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Fig. 6.1 illustrates the mechanism of the four sorting operators. The original solution
is shown in Fig. 6.1a, in which each cell is labelled with the product name and picking
frequency of the item assigned to it. For example, C(18) indicates that the item belongs
to the product C and has a picking frequency of 18. Figs. 6.1b–6.1f show the resultant
solutions after applying the sorting functions, and the modified locations are circled by
red ellipses.
As shown in Fig. 6.1b, after applying the inslfSort function, the item groups with
larger average picking frequencies are always closer to the PD point than other item groups
in the same shelf (e.g. {B(7), B(8), B(12)} versus {D(9), D(18)} in the first shelf). As
shown in Fig. 6.1c, the shelves are sorted by the slfSort function so that the shelves
with higher average picking frequencies are closer to the PD point. Fig. 6.1d shows the
solution obtained by the itmSort function. The locations of the products are not changed.
However, the locations of the items of products B, C and D are sorted so that the items
with larger picking frequencies are closer to the PD point. Figs. 6.1e and 6.1f show the
solutions obtained by the groupSort function for k = 3 and k = 4 respectively. In
Fig. 6.1e, four three-item sequences are selected and sorted. In Fig. 6.1f, two four-item
sequences are exchanged after the sorting. In fact, the groupSort function selects another
sequence in the last shelf, which is {A(3), E(4), F(14), A(20}. However, the location of
this chunk is not changed after the sorting.
Different orders of applying the four sorting functions can lead to different results.
Specifically, the groupSort and itemSort functions can move items across different shelves
and thus change the average picking frequencies of shelves. Then, applying the slfSort
function can change the final order of the shelves. Algorithm 6 simply applies the four
sorting functions in arbitrary order. Considering that each sorting function is optimal
under different scenario (see proof of theorems in Section 6.6), the final assignment σ∗G
under the evaluated grouping pattern G are at least sub-optimal and is expected to be
efficient since sorting methods are mostly polynomial.
Then the next step is to search the grouping patterns. As in the design of any search
algorithm, various frameworks can be adopted to design the search algorithm in the space
of the grouping patterns. In the following of this section, we propose two different search
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algorithms. The first algorithm is a simple Multistart Random Search (MSRS) algorithm,
which does not use the historical information. The second algorithm is the TS algorithm,
which takes advantage of the past search information to guide the direction of the future
search.
6.3.2 Multistart Random Search (MSRS)
The framework of MSRS is described in Algorithm 7. It repeatedly generates and evalu-
ates grouping patterns until the stopping criteria are met. In each iteration, a grouping
pattern G is first generated by randomly splitting each product into no more than two
groups (line 5). Then, a SLAP-GC assignment σinit under the grouping pattern G is ini-
tialized by Init(G), which will be described in Algorithm 8 (line 6). The initialisation
method Init(G) is a greedy algorithm and may not be able to obtain feasible solutions
for some grouping patterns. Therefore, this procedure is repeated until a feasible solu-
tion under the generated grouping pattern is found. Then the grouping pattern and the
initialized assignment are evaluated by Evaluate(·), i.e. the local-search-based fitness
evaluation described in the last section. The best-so-far grouping pattern G∗ and the opti-
mal solution σ∗ will be updated every time a better grouping pattern is found (line 9–11).
Finally, MSRS returns the best grouping pattern and the corresponding best SLAP-GC
assignment.
Algorithm 7 MSRS for SLAP-GC using the BIGO model
1: G∗ ← null, σ∗ ← null, fit(G∗)←∞;
2: while Stopping criteria are not met do
3: σinit ← null;
4: while σinit = null do
5: Randomly generate a grouping pattern G;
6: σinit ← Init(G);
7: end while
8: (fit(G), σ∗G)← Evaluate(G, σinit);
9: if fit(G) < fit(G∗) then
10: G∗ ← G, σ∗ ← σ∗G , fit(G∗)← fit(G);
11: end if
12: end while
13: return (G∗, σ∗);
Given a grouping pattern G, the assignment initialisation algorithm is described in
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Algorithm 8 Initializing assignment for given grouping pattern: σG ← Init(G)
Input: A grouping pattern G;
Output: An assignment σG under grouping pattern G;
1: Let σ be an empty assignment;
2: Let G be the groups by splitting each product according to the grouping pattern G;
3: Let L← {1, . . . ,m} × {1, . . . , w};
4: Let Iassigned ← ∅;
5: while G 6= ∅ do
6: Let gˆ = arg maxg∈G |g|;
7: G← G/{gˆ};
8: Let (hˆ, vˆ) be the closest unassigned valid location, i.e.
(hˆ, vˆ) = arg min
(h,v)∈L′
(h+ v − 1),
and
vˆ + |g| ≤ w,
where L′ is the set of unallocated locations, i.e. L′ = L− {σ(i) | i ∈ Iassigned};
9: if (hˆ, vˆ) 6= null then
10: Assign gˆ to locations starting from (hˆ, vˆ), i.e.
σG(ik) = (hˆ, vˆ + k − 1), ik ∈ gˆ, k ∈ {1, . . . , |gˆ|},
assuming f(i1) ≥ f(i2) ≥ . . . ≥ f(i|gˆ|);
11: Iassigned ← Iassigned⋃ gˆ
12: else
13: return null;
14: end if
15: end while
16: return σG ;
Algorithm 8. It is a greedy insertion heuristic. At first, all the shelves are empty and
all the items are unassigned. For each product, the items are grouped based on grouping
pattern G. Recall that a grouping pattern is consists of a list of the sizes of the larger
groups of each product. When transforming the grouping patterns into groups in this
algorithm, only the sizes of the groups are concerned, i.e. the allocation of items is done
arbitrarily. Then, at each step, the heuristic selects the largest unassigned group and
insert it into the best feasible locations (i.e. closest to the PD point). Note that such a
greedy insertion approach may not lead to a feasible assignment, and some groups may
not be able to fit into the shelves without exceeding their capacities. In this case, the
algorithm returns null, indicating that no feasible solution is found.
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6.3.3 Tabu Search
TS has been successfully applied to many combinatorial optimisation problems. The
advantage of TS is mainly attributed to its unique process, which consists of both short-
term and long-term memories. The short-term memory encourages the search in the
vicinity to find local optima. The long-term memory, implemented as the tabu list, avoids
the search from going back to recently visited areas and at the same time to encourage
exploration in new areas. As SLAP-GC is a new combinatorial optimisation problem, it
is justifiable to investigate the efficacy of TS in solving SLAP-GC problems.
The framework of the proposed TS algorithm is given in Algorithm 9. It is developed
to find the best grouping pattern and its corresponding assignment. First, a grouping
Algorithm 9 TS for SLAP-GC using the BIGO model
1: Let σinit ← null;
2: while σinit = null do
3: Randomly generate a grouping pattern G;
4: σinit ← Init(G);
5: end while
6: (fit(G), σ)← Evaluate(G, σinit);
7: Initialize the tabu list tabuList← ∅;
8: G∗ ← G, σ∗ ← σ;
9: while Stopping criteria are not met do
10: Gnext ← null, σnext ← null, bestF it←∞;
11: for each (G′, σ′) ∈ N (G, σ) do
12: if G′ is not tabu then
13: (fit(G′), σ′G′)← Evaluate(G′, σ′);
14: if fit(G′) < bestF it then
15: Gnext ← G′, σnext ← σ′G′ ;
16: bestF it← fit(G′);
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: G ← Gnext, σ ← σnext;
21: if fit(G) < fit(G∗) then
22: G∗ ← G, σ∗ ← σ;
23: end if
24: Update tabuList according to Gnext;
25: Remove the tabu elements whose tabu duration have reached the tabu tenure;
26: end while
27: return (G∗, σ∗);
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pattern G is randomly initialized and the corresponding best assignment σ is obtained
by Evaluate(·) (lines 1–6). The tabu list is initialized to be empty, and the best-so-far
grouping pattern G∗ and best assignment σ∗ are set to the current ones respectively. Then,
in each iteration, all the neighbours (G′, σ′) in the neighbourhood setN (G, σ) are evaluated
(Lines 11–19), and the best non-tabu neighbour is selected to replace the current grouping
pattern and assignment (Line 20). If there exist a tabu neighbour with the best-so-far
fitness value, it will still be selected in this step. The best-so-far results and the tabu list
are updated accordingly (Lines 21–25). Finally, the best-so-far grouping pattern G∗ and
assignment σ∗ are returned.
In Algorithm 9 (and in TS in general), two major issues are to be addressed: (1) the
neighbourhood definition; and (2) the structure of the tabu list. These two issues will be
discussed in the followings.
Neighbourhood Definition
Unlike continuous optimisation problems, in which the neighbourhood of a solution (point)
can be naturally defined as the continuous area around it, the neighbourhood of a solu-
tion in combinatorial optimisation problem is usually not trivial. In this case, defining
the problem-specific neighbourhood is the same as defining the problem-specific move op-
erator(s). When designing the move operators for SLAP-GC, one needs to consider the
feasibility of solution in terms of both the shelf capacity constraint and the grouping con-
straint. That is, the total number of items placed on each shelf cannot exceed its capacity,
and each product is divided into at most two groups. In this work, the neighbourhood
is defined by two problem-specific move operators called resizeInSlf and resizeXSlf.
The operators change the current grouping pattern and assignment by moving the items
to the same shelf and cross different shelves respectively. The movements are carefully
designed to keep the feasibility of the solution. The details of the two operators are given
below.
resizeInSlf This operator changes the grouping pattern of the products whose two
groups are placed on the same shelf. Suppose that two groups g1 and g2 belong to the
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same product and are placed on the same shelf. Without loss of generality, g1 is assumed
to be placed closer to the PD point than g2. We can carry out the following two operations
without changing the feasibility:
1) move the last item of g1 to the front of g2, and shift forward all the items in between;
2) move the first item of g2 to the end of g1, and shift backwards all the items in
between.
Since the number of items placed on the shelf does not change, the resizeInSlf operator
does not change the feasibility of the solution. After the resizeInSlf, both the grouping
pattern and the assignment are changed.
resizeXSlf In contrast to the resizeInSlf operator, the resizeXSlf operator is ap-
plied to groups of items that are placed in different shelves. This may involve multiple
products to keep the feasibility of the solution, i.e., to keep the number of items placed in
the shelves unchanged.
For example, if one item is moved from shelf 1 to shelf 2, one must move another
item from shelf 2 back to shelf 1 without violating the grouping constraint. Here, given
two shelves 1 and 2, the following two scenarios are considered:
1. There are two products so that both products have one group placed in shelf 1, and
the other placed in shelf 2. Let g11 and g12 be the two groups of the first product,
and g21 and g22 be the two groups of the second product. One can assume that g11
and g21 are placed in shelf 1, and g12 and g22 are placed in shelf 2. In this case, one
can move one item from g11 to g12 (from shelf 1 to shelf 2), and move one item from
g22 to g21 (from shelf 2 to shelf 1), or vice versa.
2. There is one product with two item groups g11 and g12, where g11 is placed in shelf
1 and g12 in shelf 2. In addition, there is another single-item group g2 in shelf 1 or
2. Without loss of generality, one can assume that g2 is in shelf 1. Then, one can
get a new solution by moving one item from g12 to g11 (from shelf 2 to 1) and then
moving g2 to shelf 2 to fill the empty location.
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For clarity, Fig. 6.2 illustrates simple examples of these two tabu operators. Fig. 6.2a
shows the original and resultant assignments after applying resizeInSlf on the fourth
shelf. The grouping pattern for product A is modified in this process. Fig. 6.2b shows the
original and resultant assignments after applying resizeXSlf. The grouping pattern of
product E and F is modified in this process.
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(a) resizeInSlf on the fourth shelf.
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(b) resizeXSlf on the second and fourth shelves.
Figure 6.2: Illustration of the two tabu operaors.
Tabu List
In TS, the tabu list is designed to prevent the search from going back to the areas that
have been explored recently. Specifically, in each iteration of TS, the algorithm find the
best neighbouring solution of current solution that is not tabu. Whether there is an
improvement from the current solution to its best neighbouring solution is usually not
concerned unless it is the best-so-far result. Under this circumstances, it is possible to
have two solutions that are the best neighbouring solutions of each other. Thus, without
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a proper tabu list, the search will go back and forth. One of the key issues of designing
an efficient TS algorithm is how to design the tabu list structure to properly represent the
previously explored areas.
In general, there are two ways of designing tabu lists. The first one is the solution-
based tabu list. As the name suggests, it stores the solutions directly in the tabu list. When
examining each newly generated solution, it is compared with all the existing solutions in
the tabu list. If the new solution is the same as some solutions in the tabu list, then it
will not be visited again. The second one is the operation-based tabu list, which forbids
to reverse a previously conducted operation. Briefly speaking, the property of the recent
operations are extracted and stored in the operation-based tabu list. For example, if the
previous operation is to move an item from one place to another, then one can forbid
moving this item again by putting the operation of moving this item into the tabu list for
a certain tabu tenure. In this work, we adopt the operation-based tabu list structure due
to its space efficiency and ability to represent search areas rather than exact solutions.
We design two different operation-based tabu list structures, called TL1 and TL2. They
are described as follows:
TL1 In this tabu list, an element is defined as a previously modified product and its
previous grouping pattern, represented as a tuple 〈p,Gp〉.
TL2 In this tabu list, an element is defined as a previously modified product, represented
as an ID (p).
A simple example is provided here to demonstrate how the two tabu lists are updated.
Assuming that the current solution consisting of 4 products (Shirt, Jacket, Shoes and
Trousers). The matrix representation of the assignment is given as follows:
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S =

Shirt(M) Shirt(XXL) Jacket(XL)
Shirt(L) Shirt(XL) Jacket(L)
Jacket(S) Shirt(S) Trousers(L)
Jacket(M) Shoes(5) Shoes(6)
Jacket(XXL) Shoes(8) Shoes(9)

.
In this solution, the sizes of the bigger groups of the four products (in the order mentioned
above) are 3, 3, 2 and 1, respectively. Therefore, the current grouping pattern is G =
(3, 3, 2, 1). Then, suppose that the following matrix is the solution after applying the
move operators (e.g. resizeInSlf and resizeXSlf).
S′ =

Shirt(M) Shirt(XXL) Jacket(XL)
Shirt(L) Shirt(XL) Jacket(L)
Jacket(S) Shirt(S) Shoes(6)
Jacket(M) Trousers(L) Shoes(5)
Jacket(XXL) Shoes(8) Shoes(9)

.
In this new solution, the items Shoes(5) and Trousers(L) are swapped, and the group-
ing pattern of the Shoes is changed, i.e. GShoes is changed from 2 to 3. As a result, the
new grouping is G′ = (3, 3, 3, 1). In this situation, this move is recorded as (Shoes, 2) for
TL1 and (Shoes) for TL2.
In next section, we present an empirical study on the effectiveness of the proposed
BIGO model and algorithms. A preliminary experiment will be conducted first to inves-
tigate the effectiveness of the two tabu list, and the better one will be selected for the
comparison with other algorithms.
6.4 Experimental Studies
To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed BIGO model, the benchmark instances and real-
world instances described in Section 3.2 are used for the experimental studies. We test the
proposed MSRS and TS algorithms on the benchmark instances, and their performance is
compared with the previously proposed GP-based method (Chapter 5) and the baseline
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branch-and-cut results (Chapter 3). In addition, we also compare between the MSRS
method and the TS method to show the advantage of the TS framework (e.g. using
historical information and prevent from revisiting recently explored areas) under the BIGO
model.
6.4.1 Experiment Setup
All the compared algorithms are implemented in Java. The TS is implemented using the
library provided by [Harder et al. 2004]. The branch-and-cut approach is implemented
using Gurobi 6.5 [Gurobi Optimization 2016]. The GP system is implemented using
ECJ21 [White 2012]. For each compared algorithm and each instance, 30 independent
runs are conducted on the virtual machines provided by NCI [ NCI] 1. The running
time for the TS and MSRS methods are set to 5mw seconds. Based on our preliminary
experiment, this is a sufficiently long running time for the algorithms to converge. Besides,
the TS will stop if there is no improvement made in 5000 iterations. For the real-world
instances, the running time was set to 70 hours. For the sake of clarity, Table 6.2 lists
the details of the experiment setups of the compared algorithms. Except for the MSRS
that will always consume all the time budgets allocated to it, all the other algorithms
will stop if certain criteria are met. The reason is that the MSRS method does not take
advantage of any domain knowledge obtained during the search. It is very likely to reach
more promising solutions if given longer running time. For the TS method, when no
improvement is made in 5000 iterations, it is reasonable to stop searching as it has been
trapped in local optima or has already reached the global optimum.
6.4.2 Tabu Parameters
In Section 6.3.3, two tabu list structures were proposed for the TS. It is unknown which
one will be better for solving SLAP-GC. In addition, the tabu tenure is an important
1 The experimental studies of [Xie et al. 2016] were partially conducted on the cloud facilities provided
by VPAC [vpa] and a local desktop. The cloud facilities are no longer available since March 2016. For
fair comparison and the completeness of this thesis, all the experiments are repeated on the NCI platform.
Without specifically mentioned, only the new results obtained on NCI are analysed in the following dis-
cussions. Both of the results are analysed if they are not consistent. The two experiments use the same
parameter settings except that the allowed running time on NCI (30 independent runs) are extended based
on the analysis of the resulted obtained on VPAC (20 independent runs).
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Table 6.2: Experiment setup for different algorithms
Algorithm Time Limit Stopping Criteria
Benchmark Instances Real-world Instances
branch-and-cut 32 hours NA ∆UBLB ≤ 0.01%
GP-based method NA NA 30 iterations
MSRS 5mw seconds † 70 hours † reach timelimit
TS 5mw seconds † 70 hours †
reach timelimit or
no improvement in 5000 iterations
†
The time limit of the MSRS and TS are determined based on experimental results published in [Xie
et al. 2016] and some preliminary experiment. The given time limit makes sure that both algorithms can
converge or obtain meaningful results for comparison. The analyses presented in [Xie et al. 2016] indicate
that the two algorithms can converge quickly on small instances. Thus the time limit is set to a number
that is related to the size of the instance. Real-world problems may require a long time to solve. However,
given the limited computational resources, the 70-hour time limit was applied to ensure that the developed
algorithm can efficiently obtain a reasonable outcome. By default, the algorithms finish the last iterations
that start before the time limit. Thus, the actual running time is usually slightly longer than the time limit
listed above.
parameter that can significantly affect the performance of the TS. To decide the best tabu
tenure value and tabu list structure for the TS for SLAP-GC, preliminary experiments
are carried out to compare a range of tabu tenure values for both tabu list structures on
several benchmark instances.
In the preliminary experiments, a small (100-item), a medium (400-item), and a
large (900-item) instance are generated from real-world data for parameter tuning using
the same procedure descried in Section 3.2.3. In addition, it is reasonable to believe
that the best tabu tenure value depends on the problem size, and a larger problem size
should require a longer tabu tenure. Therefore, in the preliminary experiments, we set
the tabu tenure based on the number of products. The four tabu tenures considered in
this experiment include 0.1|P |, 0.3|P |, 0.5|P |, and 0.7|P |.
Fig. 6.3 compares the average fitness values and standard deviations of different pa-
rameter settings 2. Overall, when considering both previously modified product and its
previous grouping in the tabu list (TL1), the proposed TS algorithm shows better per-
formance than simply consider the modified product (TL2). Then among the four tabu
tenure settings, 0.7|P | achieves the best outcomes on the three tuning instances, i.e. the
2Note that the experiment was conducted on a desktop computer with Intel Core i7-3770 CPU and 8
GB of RAM, and only 20 runs were conducted.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the TS algorithm using eight different combination of parameter
settings.
average fitness values and the standard deviations are the lowest. Therefore, TL1 and
tabu tenure of 0.7|P | are considered for the TS algorithm in the subsequent experiments.
6.4.3 Experimental Results on SET1
The proposed BIGO algorithms are applied on the 20 SET1 instances, and the experimen-
tal results are compared to the baseline branch-and-cut results and previously proposed
GP-based method in this section. Thirty independent runs are conducted for each BIGO
algorithm on each instance.
Fig. 6.4 compares the overall solution quality of the three methods: the GP-based
method, the MSRS, and the TS, by their average percentage deviations to the baseline
LB values (as defined in Section 3.2.5). The lower the value is, the better the solution
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Figure 6.4: TS gets the best solution quality on the 20 SET1 instances among the three
compared methods.
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Figure 6.5: Summary of the pairewise Mann-Whitney U tests on SET1 instances.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the running time by the GP-based method and the TS method.
quality is. Without loss of generality, the solutions with less or equal to 0.01% of per-
centage deviation to the LB are considered as optimal in this analysis. This is consistent
with the stopping criteria of the branch-and-cut algorithm. Also, on Instances 1–4, all
the three compared methods achieved optimal results, hence eliminated in this compari-
son. The results shown in the figures indicate the efficacy of the proposed BIGO model
and its solution techniques on the tested 20 SET1 instances. At least one of the BIGO
algorithms get lower percentage deviations than the GP-based method on the tested in-
stances. Among the three compared heuristics, the TS shows better performance on larger
instances, i.e. Instances 13–20, while MSRS performs better on smaller instances. There
are four instances (Instances 17–20) on which the MSRS shows worse performance than
the GP-based method. On these instances, the results of TS is only half of the MSRS
results.
The Mann-Whitney U tests are conducted among the three compared approaches (at
the significance level of 0.05 and Bonferroni correction), and the results are summarised
in Fig. 6.5. Consistent with the results we observe in Fig. 6.4, the BIGO algorithms
outperform the GP-based method on most of the instances. The TS method has the most
number of instances on which the method outperforms both of the other two methods.
Then the MSRS outperforms the other two methods on four of the instances, i.e. Instances
9–12 as shown in Fig. 6.4a.
Fig. 6.6 compares the time consumed by the GP-based method and the TS method.
On the y-axis, the time limit of the BIGO algorithms is labelled for reference, which
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changes with the layouts of the instances. The running time of the MSRS method is not
included in this comparison as it always consumes all the time budget, while the TS halt
the optimisation when there is no improvement in 5000 iterations. For Instances 17–20
on which the GP-based method performs better than the MSRS method, an important
observation is that these are the only four instances on which the TS exhausts all the
time budget instead of stopping the optimisation after 5000 iterations without any im-
provement. A reasonable explanation is that the grouping subproblem of these instances
are not trivial and cannot be efficiently handled by the random splitting, i.e. the solu-
tion technique MSRS used for the upper-level of BIGO is not efficient. In contrast, the
GP-based method evolves matching functions specifically for the grouping subproblem,
and thus shows better performance than MSRS on these instances. In TS, the upper-
level grouping subproblem is addressed by the newly designed tabu operators utilising the
domain knowledge obtained during the search, hence get better performance than MSRS.
Moreover, we can see from Fig. 6.6 that TS has longer running time than the GP-
based method on the 400-item instances and 900-item instance. To investigate whether
the relatively longer running time is the main reason that the TS method outperforms
the GP-based method, Fig. 6.7 shows the plots of the average convergence curve of the
BIGO algorithms on these instances. Both BIGO algorithms converge quickly at very
early stage of the search, and very little improvement can be observed afterwards. Also,
the differences of the TS algorithm and the MSRS algorithm are more evident on larger
instances, i.e. Instances 17–20. Hence, the relatively longer running time of the BIGO
algorithms is not the reason that they outperform the GP-based method, and utilising the
searching history (the tabu mechanism) plays a critical role in achieving the good results.
6.4.4 Experiment Results on SET2
Similar to Chapter 5, the instances in SET2 are be categorised into small instances (100
items), medium instances (400 items) and large instances (900 items). Each BIGO algo-
rithm are run for 30 times, and the results are compared against the GP-based method
and the baseline branch-and-cut results.
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Figure 6.7: Converge curve of MSRS and TS on the SET1 instances.
Small Instances
Fig. 6.8 compares the quality of the solutions obtained by the three heuristic methods.
In Fig. 6.8a, the average percentage deviations of the three methods to the lower bound
of the baseline branch-and-cut algorithm are exhibited. As shown in the figure, this type
of instances either have warehouse layouts of four shelves or ten shelves. For each layout,
there are 6 instances with different ε values. Among the three heuristics, the TS method
consistent gets the lowest average percentage deviations on all the instances, and the
MSRS method gets the second lowest average percentage deviations.
Regarding the correlation of the solution quality and the warehouse layout, the BIGO
algorithms have consistent performance with the GP-based method, i.e. they get lower
percentage deviations for instances with shorter shelves. Also, the BIGO algorithms are
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Figure 6.8: Comparing the three methods on the small SET2 instances.
less sensitive to the warehouse layouts than the GP-based method. Specifically, the per-
centage deviations of these two methods are mostly less than 1%, while the GP-based
method gets much worse results on instances with longer shelves. The difference of the
average percentage deviations of the BIGO algorithms and the GP-based method tend to
be higher on Instances 1–6. Fig. 6.8b summarises the results of the Mann-Whitney U tests
(at the significance level of 0.05 and Bonferroni correction) among the three methods. The
TS method outperforms both of the other two methods on 11 out of the 12 instances, and
the MSRS method outperforms the GP-based method on 11 out of the 12 instances.
Table 6.3 shows the detailed results of the three compared methods. For clarity, the
statistical test results are also included in this table. Notice that the performance of the
BIGO algorithms is more stable than the GP-based method, with much smaller standard
deviations on each instance. While their performances do not have significant difference
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Table 6.3: The average performance of the 100-item Small Instances.
No. m w
GP MSRS TS
MEAN± SD MIN MEAN± SD MIN MEAN± SD MIN
1 4 25 60063.40 ± 117.60 -2.30 ? 59793.00 ± 0.00 NAN ? 59793.00 ± 0.00 NAN
2 4 25 76747.33 ± 77.47 -1.85 ? 76225.43 ± 39.33 -1.77 75924.20 ± 1.64 -1.34
3 4 25 28364.27 ± 181.65 -1.51 ? 27589.50 ± 3.93 -2.93 27578.03 ± 0.18 -0.19
4 4 25 16868.73 ± 131.83 -1.26 ? 16495.97 ± 1.25 -0.77 16504.90 ± 13.83 -0.72
5 4 25 29653.57 ± 148.41 -1.55 ? 29216.83 ± 14.00 -2.13 29167.80 ± 2.75 -2.84
6 4 25 33020.27 ± 45.67 -1.56 ? 32770.97 ± 11.51 -1.04 32732.67 ± 3.59 -0.19
7 10 10 9879.37 ± 26.83 -2.03 ? 9805.10 ± 4.87 -2.28 9794.20 ± 3.08 -0.39
8 10 10 14964.77 ± 9.62 -1.74 ? 14905.43 ± 6.58 -1.59 14884.77 ± 1.56 -1.77
9 10 10 11093.13 ± 13.32 -2.64 ? 10991.23 ± 1.15 -1.95 10988.80 ± 2.37 -1.18
10 10 10 15005.13 ± 21.76 -2.30 ? 14918.67 ± 4.53 -1.47 14900.70 ± 1.00 -1.69
11 10 10 11864.03 ± 16.81 -1.37 11862.87 ± 5.93 -3.02 11838.87 ± 2.59 -1.49
12 10 10 24656.77 ± 37.38 -1.41 ? 24512.27 ± 2.98 -1.43 24508.20 ± 2.14 -1.50
1) m and w is the number of shelves and the number bins on each shelf.
2) MEAN and SD refers to the average fitness values and standard deviations of the 30 runs for each
method respectively.
3) The MEAN value is highlighted if the corresponding algorithm performs significantly better than both
of the other two algorithms. The MEAN value is marked with ? if the corresponding algorithm performs
significantly better than one of the other two algorithms.
4) The MIN value is normalized by the standard deviation.
on Instances 1, the standard deviations of these two methods are both 0. Therefore, it is
possible that the newly proposed methods find the optimal result of this instance.
Medium Instances
Fig. 6.9 compares the quality of the solutions obtained by the three heuristics on the 12
medium instances. Still, Fig. 6.9a compares the average percentage deviations of the three
heuristics to the lower bound of the baseline branch-and-cut algorithm. The instances have
layouts of either 10×40 or 20×20. One can see from the figure that the average percentage
deviations of the BIGO algorithms are all relatively small. Most of the values are less
than 2%. Also, one may observe a clear trend that the average percentage deviations
on instances with w = 20 are smaller than those of the w = 40 instances. This trend
not only holds for the BIGO algorithms but also for the GP-based method. There are
several instances on which the MSRS get larger percentage deviations than the GP-based
method, e.g. Instances 14, 17, 18, and 19. In contrast, the TS consistently get the lowest
average percentage deviations.
Fig. 6.9b summarises the results of the Mann-Whitney U tests of the three methods
on these medium instances. The TS method performs significantly better than the other
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Figure 6.9: Comparing the three methods on the medium SET2 instances.
two methods on all the 12 instances. The MSRS performs significantly better than the
GP method on eight out of the twelve medium instances.
Table 6.4 shows the detailed results of the three compared methods on the medium
instances. Similarly, the statistical test results are also included in this table. The TS
shows the most stable performance among the three compared heuristics, having the
smallest standard deviations on most of the instances. Besides, the MSRS shows more
stable performance than the GP-based method on most of the instances. There are five
instances on which the compared methods do not have a consistent pattern.
1. On Instance 13, although the TS get much smaller standard deviation than the
GP-based method, it is almost four times of that of the MSRS method (1016.79 vs
288.37). Nevertheless, having such large standard deviation, the TS is still signifi-
cantly better than the MSRS method on this instance.
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Table 6.4: The average performance of the 400-item Medium Instances.
No. m w
GP MSRS TS
MEAN± SD MIN MEAN± SD MIN MEAN± SD MIN
13 10 40 346430.7 ± 7289.28 -1.39 ?323395.30 ± 288.37 -2.96 322167.90 ± 1016.79 -1.12
14 10 40 ?352709.2 ± 305.01 -1.73 355163.67 ± 464.99 -2.38 349781.17 ± 3.46 -2.07
15 10 40 372872.4 ± 504.14 -2.33 ?371821.47 ± 147.95 -2.63 369516.10 ± 6.28 -3.04
16 10 40 196907.5 ± 562.54 -1.58 ?195642.43 ± 131.62 -2.17 194097.03 ± 9.06 -1.77
17 10 40 ?180799.5 ± 186.41 -1.98 181668.53 ± 195.84 -2.20 179281.03 ± 6.33 -1.74
18 10 40 ?163240.1 ± 145.46 -2.58 163351.70 ± 173.91 -2.38 161631.70 ± 7.87 -1.74
19 20 20 ?341556.2 ± 137.44 -2.11 343021.60 ± 258.60 -2.17 339888.60 ± 5.90 -1.80
20 20 20 239354.5 ± 476.41 -3.50 ?235928.23 ± 53.88 -2.12 235326.43 ± 8.94 -1.84
21 20 20 322026.7 ± 758.33 -1.55 ?319646.93 ± 55.23 -2.35 318906.23 ± 10.72 -2.26
22 20 20 310099.5 ± 296.80 -1.26 ?309389.93 ± 64.51 -2.98 308646.10 ± 13.38 -1.95
23 20 20 176631.7 ± 73.41 -1.85 ?176333.10 ± 66.56 -4.10 175584.50 ± 7.78 -2.89
24 20 20 276557.4 ± 169.33 -1.08 ?275615.40 ± 57.36 -1.91 274998.80 ± 5.50 -2.14
1) m and w is the number of shelves and the number bins on each shelf.
2) MEAN and SD refers to the average fitness values and standard deviations of the 30 runs for each method
respectively.
3) The MEAN value is highlighted if the corresponding algorithm performs significantly better than both of the
other two algorithms. The MEAN value is marked with ? if the corresponding algorithm performs significantly
better than one of the other two algorithms.
4) The MIN value is normalized by the standard deviation.
2. In contrast, for Instances 14, 17, 18, and 19, the MSRS has the largest standard
deviations. Notice that in these instances, the results of the GP-based method are
also statistically better than those of the MSRS method. It could be the case that
the grouping subproblem of these instances cannot be efficiently handled by the pure
random strategy. The GP-based method focuses on the optimisation of the grouping
subproblem, and thus outperforms the MSRS method.
Large Instances
For this type of instances, both experimental results obtained on VPAC and NCI will be
included in the discussion. In the work presented in [Xie et al. 2016], shorter running time
is allowed for the BIGO algorithms. The maximum running time is 500 seconds, and only
20 independent runs are conducted. On the new test platform, the maximum running
time is 4500 seconds, and 30 independent runs are conducted. The experimental results
are not consistent when allocated different time budget. We discuss the detailed results
in the followings.
Fig. 6.10 compares the quality of the solutions obtained by the three heuristic methods
on the 24 large instances. Consistent with observations in previous sections, the BIGO
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algorithms outperforms the GP-based method on most of the instances. The average
percentage deviations of the BIGO algorithms are lower on instances with shorter shelves.
However, on Instances 30, 36, and 42 (as highlighted in the figure), the BIGO algorithms,
especially the TS method, do not outperform the GP-based method. Notice that these
three instances are of the highest ε values among the six instances with the same layout.
The similar pattern does not occur on Instances 48, which also has the highest ε value
among its same layout instances. To further investigate this, Fig. 6.11 plots the number
of products of each instance. Notice that on the three instances the TS method obtain the
worst performance, the number of products are of the highest value. They all have around
300 products while this value is only around 100 for the rests. Based on this observation,
there might be two reasons that the BIGO algorithms perform worse than the GP-based
method on these instances.
• First, the number of products in an instance has impacts on the performance of the
TS method. The TS generates neighbouring solutions of the current solution by two
operators, i.e. resizeInSlf and resizeXSlf, both of which are defined based on
products. Thus, the neighbourhood size increases with the increase of the number of
products. Furthermore, a larger number of products also leads to a longer tabu tenure.
Instances 30, 36, and 42 all have nearly 300 products, which is much larger than the
other instances. As a result, the TS fails to achieve the best average and minimum
fitness values on these instances. Instance 48 only consists of 144 products, and the TS
still obtained the best average and minimum results on it.
• Second, the number of products also has impacts on the performance of Algorithm 6. For
example, slfSort reorganises each shelf so that groups on each shelf are in descending
order. Having more groups on a shelf requires more efforts to perform the sorting
operation. Also, groupSort will require more computational budget when there are
more groups on the shelf.
Intuitively, instances consist of small products are usually considered as simple ones
as the grouping constraint could be tackled more easily than instances with big products.
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However, the proposed BIGO algorithms show no advantages of tackling those problems
comparing to the GP method on the large instances. Based on the analysis above, these
two methods may perform better if given longer running time.
Fig. 6.12 compares the solution quality of the three heuristics obtained in 30 inde-
pendent runs, each allowing 4500 seconds of running time. Fig. 6.12a exhibits the average
percentage deviations of the three methods, and Fig. 6.12b summarises the statistical test
results of the three methods. Clearly, when given longer running time, the TS method
successfully achieve the best outcome among the three compared algorithms on all the
large instances. However, the MSRS is not necessarily better than the GP-based method
when given longer running time. Among the 24 instances, the MSRS outperforms the
GP-based method on only 14 instances, and there are five instances on which the MSRS
loose the competition.
Table 6.5 shows the detailed results of the three compared methods. As before, the
statistical test results are also included in this table. Similar to the results of smaller
instances (the small and medium instances), the MSRS method gets smaller standard
deviations than the GP-based method, indicating that it is more stable. Meanwhile,
the TS method has smaller standard deviations than the MSRS method on most of the
instances, hence more stable than the MSRS method. Although it gets larger standard
deviations than MSRS on Instance 30, the statistical test still shows that it outperforms
both of the other two methods.
6.4.5 Experimental Results on SET3
In this section, we investigate the efficacy of the proposed BIGO algorithms on the 45
SET3 instances. The experimental results are discussed based on the type of distributions
used to generate the product set, i.e. uniform distribution and normal distribution.
Uniform Distribution
Fig. 6.13 compares the statistical test results of the three heuristics on the U [1, 5) in-
stances and U [1, 2w) instances. Overall the TS method still performs the best among
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Table 6.5: The average performance of the 900-item Large Instances with a maximum of
4500 seconds of running time.
No. m w
GP MSRS TS
MEAN±SD MIN MEAN± SD MIN MEAN± SD MIN
25 10 90 943258.43 ± 5285.11 -1.45 ?935639.47 ± 776.02 -2.63 922438.83 ± 32.10 -2.42
26 10 90 ?814854.97 ± 2260.71 -1.82 817469.13 ± 1162.66 -2.70 799927.50 ± 21.51 -1.51
27 10 90 1016555.17 ± 2481.84 -2.68 ?1014014.60 ± 1174.39 -2.01 997501.00 ± 38.96 -2.00
28 10 90 681395.40 ± 1119.11 -2.50 681306.63 ± 567.05 -2.10 669540.73 ± 50.90 -1.66
29 10 90 768877.77 ± 2456.40 -2.44 ?765725.70 ± 1042.16 -2.60 749149.60 ± 43.29 -1.52
30 10 90 815169.27 ± 2030.24 -2.81 815732.30 ± 986.14 -2.31 812182.60 ± 1575.08 -2.16
31 15 60 916130.60 ± 5716.84 -2.02 ?890482.00 ± 387.01 -2.77 884203.53 ± 28.40 -2.17
32 15 60 661475.30 ± 1364.23 -2.26 662324.17 ± 656.77 -2.70 651341.93 ± 23.36 -1.02
33 15 60 653023.30 ± 1305.82 -2.44 ?649520.83 ± 435.42 -2.89 639573.83 ± 19.14 -1.61
34 15 60 ?1013493.83 ± 2615.58 -1.57 1015052.43 ± 1018.20 -2.47 1000600.27 ± 30.34 -2.15
35 15 60 634327.60 ± 1719.74 -2.03 ?630896.27 ± 505.12 -3.02 621716.03 ± 19.66 -1.88
36 15 60 ?649404.30 ± 1051.47 -2.53 652756.23 ± 470.51 -2.03 642143.03 ± 270.48 -1.26
37 20 45 ?263293.00 ± 247.67 -1.77 264036.33 ± 113.70 -2.85 260264.70 ± 4.85 -2.00
38 20 45 280480.33 ± 828.21 -0.78 280361.80 ± 213.14 -2.53 277283.03 ± 19.70 -1.42
39 20 45 671216.97 ± 388.51 -2.16 ?670940.30 ± 331.98 -2.97 665590.03 ± 60.85 -1.00
40 20 45 838190.17 ± 1809.71 -1.71 ?836742.33 ± 400.17 -2.61 829591.50 ± 35.44 -1.62
41 20 45 564431.73 ± 477.36 -2.11 ?563908.13 ± 298.18 -2.40 557667.53 ± 12.31 -2.32
42 20 45 ?645554.33 ± 823.52 -1.77 649947.63 ± 570.94 -3.09 639538.60 ± 222.58 -1.34
43 30 30 715114.47 ± 1454.63 -1.92 ?706390.57 ± 356.14 -2.52 701513.83 ± 26.78 -1.97
44 30 30 703584.17 ± 5243.72 -2.24 ?682837.77 ± 252.26 -2.00 678937.90 ± 20.12 -3.03
45 30 30 900871.63 ± 562.38 -1.70 ?899539.17 ± 309.87 -3.08 892927.90 ± 24.03 -1.49
46 30 30 829058.13 ± 1031.54 -1.01 828530.60 ± 445.44 -2.74 821981.97 ± 34.91 -2.32
47 30 30 532212.00 ± 332.61 -3.22 ?531139.73 ± 415.13 -1.80 525985.37 ± 11.87 -1.72
48 30 30 541843.50 ± 614.10 -3.27 ?541089.43 ± 297.75 -2.54 536010.87 ± 11.86 -2.01
1) m and w is the number of shelves and the number bins on each shelf.
2) MEAN and SD refers to the average fitness values and standard deviations of the 30 runs for each method respec-
tively.
3) The Mann-Whitney U test is conducted between the results of the GP-based method, MSRS, and TS (with sig-
nificance level of 0.05 and Bonferroni correction). The MEAN value is highlighted if the corresponding algorithm
performs significantly better than both of the other two algorithms. The MEAN value is marked with ? if the
corresponding algorithm performs significantly better than one of the other two algorithms.
4) The MIN value is normalized by the standard deviation.
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Figure 6.12: Comparing the three methods on the large SET2 instances when BIGO algorithms were run for 4500 seconds.
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the three compared heuristics, outperforming both of the other two methods on 16 out
of 18 instances. For U [1, 5) instances which consist of many small products, previous
analyses already indicate that the GP-based method is better at handling this type of
grouping subproblem than the MSRS method. Indeed, the statistical tests indicate that
the GP-based method outperforms the MSRS method on six out of the nine instances
and outperforms the TS on one of the instances. In contrast, the MSRS consistently get
significantly better results than the GP-based method on the U [1, 2w) instances, which
contains less number of products and are of larger average product sizes than the previous
ones.
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Figure 6.13: Summary of the pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests on uniformally distributed
instances.
Tables 6.6–6.7 exhibit the detailed experimental results of the three compared heuris-
tics. For the sake of clarity, the number of products in each instance as well as the
statistical test results are also included in these tables. As shown in Table 6.6, the TS still
get the smallest standard deviations among the three methods except Instances 30 and
45. Notice that both of these two instances have large number of products. Also Instances
45 is the only one that the GP-based method performs the best.
For U [1, 2w) instances, the GP-based method did not obtain 100% of feasible as-
signments on most of the instances. Hence, in the comparison, we only list the smallest
fitness values it obtained. The instances that the GP-based method gets 100% feasibility
is marked with a  label in the table. As shown in the table, even the best results obtained
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Table 6.6: The overall performance of the BIGO algorithms on the nine U [1, 5)
instances.
Instance GP MSRS TS
No. |P | MEAN± SD MEAN±SD MEAN± SD
5 41 16825.70 ± 0.64 ?16820.07 ± 0.63 16819.17 ± 0.37
10 131 103372.77 ± 34.75 103366.07 ± 18.44 103203.27 ± 4.17
15 201 ?261765.10 ± 75.68 262348.50 ± 61.70 261238.10 ± 11.36
20 113 ?104637.47 ± 31.25 104707.17 ± 11.27 104527.97 ± 1.45
25 354 ?505112.63 ± 28.94 506390.10 ± 64.58 504471.20 ± 20.59
30 593 ?1104909.60 ± 109.76 1107531.70 ± 116.24 1104673.93 ± 302.24
35 199 ?251991.40 ± 38.30 252277.97 ± 39.54 251523.67 ± 4.76
40 588 ?1105368.30 ± 138.80 1108288.50 ± 150.34 1103551.37 ± 38.01
45 1004 2300205.67 ± 201.43 2306790.23 ± 269.42 2303703.60 ± 841.59
The Mann-Whitney U test is conducted between the results of the GP-based method, MSRS,
and TS (with significance level of 0.05 and Bonferroni correction). The MEAN value is high-
lighted if the corresponding algorithm performs significantly better than both of the other
two algorithms. The MEAN value is marked with ? if the corresponding algorithm performs
significantly better than one of the other two algorithms.
Table 6.7: The overall performance of the BIGO algorithms on the nine
U [1, 2w) instances.
GP MSRS TS
Instance No. MIN MEAN±SD MEAN±SD
1  40189 40039.6 ± 1.93 ?40081.90 ± 33.20 †
6 468618 ?441888.8 ± 189.22 441097.73 ± 446.69
11 2550065 ?2504871.93 ± 3093.13 2497593.29 ± 8322.68
16  194614 ?194127.2 ± 28.44 193848.33 ± 28.95
21 3093902 ?3045274.03 ± 1486.17 3031871.80 ± 1526.20
26 8026605 ?7704192.07 ± 5588.25 7640546.86 ± 1622.44
31  543127 ?542741.233 ± 143.40 542400.87 ± 189.58
36 6020688 ?5960763.77 ± 2904.31 5930025.20 ± 490.23
41 15134584 ?14949259.53 ± 1534.37 14886727.63 ± 495.18
The Mann-Whitney U test is conducted between the results of the GP-based
method, MSRS, and TS (with significance level of 0.05 and Bonferroni correction).
The MEAN value is highlighted if the corresponding algorithm performs signifi-
cantly better than both of the other two algorithms. The MEAN value is marked
with ? if the corresponding algorithm performs significantly better than one of the
other two algorithms.
†
The average running time is 39.38 seconds for tabu search on Instance 1, while it
is 500.15 seconds for MSRS.

The GP-based method get 100% feasibility.
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by the GP-based method are worse than the average results of the BIGO algorithms, in-
dicating the efficacy of the BIGO algorithms. Moreover, the TS method still shows better
and more stable performance on most of the instances. For Instances 1, although TS get
worse results than the MSRS, the actual running time of the TS is less than one-tenth of
that of the MSRS method. It is very likely that the TS will get better results if allowed
longer running time on this instance.
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Figure 6.14: Summary of the pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests on normally distributed
instances.
Fig. 6.14 compares the statistically test results on the normally distributed instances
with average products sizes of w3 and w. The N [5w/3, (w/9)
2 instances failed to get any
feasible solutions in the test, and thus not included in this figure. Similarly, one can observe
that the TS outperforms the other two methods on most of the instances. The GP-based
method tends to perform better for instances with more number of products. Specifically,
it gets better results than the MSRS method on seven N [w/3, (w/9)2] instances and four
N [w, (w/9)2 instances.
Table 6.8 exhibits the detailed results of the three compared methods on the normally
distributed instances. The GP-based method did not get 100% of feasible assignments,
while the newly proposed BIGO algorithms achieve 100% feasibility on most of the in-
stances. The TS method gets smaller standard deviations than the MSRS method on all
the N [w/3, (w/9)2] instances, while the MSRS method obtains smaller standard devia-
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Table 6.8: The overall performance of the BIGO algorithms on the normally
distributed instances.
Instance GP MSRS TS
No. MIN MEAN± SD MEAN±SD
N [w/3, (w/9)2]
2 * 20695 20711.57 ± 5.66 20683.93 ± 0.63
7 261473 261443.80 ± 33.26 260914.90 ± 6.08
12 771945 771520.10 ± 120.30 769203.33 ± 11.07
17 * 118551 118671.90 ± 32.93 118377.17 ± 1.46
22 * 1154712 1156283.23 ± 207.38 1152903.87 ± 22.72
27 * 3675795 3679212.40 ± 477.43 3667643.47 ± 83.00
32 * 284179 284742.97 ± 50.79 283528.30 ± 3.03
37 * 2586121 2591099.87 ± 376.34 2580254.93 ± 83.14
42 * 7507538 7516990.23 ± 1101.37 7489385.37 ± 213.69
N [w, (w/9)2]
3  42140 41939.27 ± 14.29 41934.67 ± 17.98
8 556411 549903.93 ± 1614.98 548807.27 ± 2748.23
13 * 1846717 1847436.10 ± 9881.96 1807059.40 ± 15038.31
18 242202 242186.80 ± 45.48 241908.73 ± 81.12
23 2756708 2744346.43 ± 1068.76 2727607.93 ± 232.54
28 * 9826107 9879848.90 ± 77480.69 (20) 9636945.37 ± 4443.75 (27)
33 * 576683 577852.63 ± 149.68 576369.60 ± 226.35
38 * 5861991 5869418.07 ± 1180.05 5843804.70 ± 833.28
43  20582274 20550837.00 ± 33246.84 (4) 20326352.00 ± 0.00 (1)
The Mann-Whitney U test is conducted between the results of the GP-based method,
MSRS, and TS (with significance level of 0.05 and Bonferroni correction). The MEAN
value is highlighted if the corresponding algorithm performs significantly better than
both of the other two algorithms. The MEAN value is marked with ? if the corresponding
algorithm performs significantly better than one of the other two algorithms.
†
The average running time is 39.38 seconds for tabu search on Instance 1, while it is
500.15 seconds for MSRS.

The GP-based method get 100% feasibility.
tions on most of the N [w, (w/9)2] instances. An interesting observation on N [w, (w/9)2]
instances is that for those that the BIGO algorithms failed to get 100% feasibility, the
GP-based method managed to achieve the goal.
For N [5w/3, (w/9)2] instances, none of the BIGO algorithms managed to find feasible
assignments in the given running time. In the proposed BIGO model, the follower (the
assigning subproblem) is responsible for finding the final assignment of the problem. How-
ever, its decision is affected by the choices made by the leader (the grouping subproblem).
When the leader made bad decisions, i.e. generating ineffective grouping patterns, it could
be hard for the follower to find good and feasible assignments.
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Figure 6.15: Box plots of the 30 independent runs of the GP-based method, the MSRS,
and the TS on real-world instances.
6.4.6 Experimental Results on Real-word Instances
Fig. 6.15 depicts the box plots of the 30 independent runs of the three compared method on
the four real-world instances. Pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests (at the significance level of
0.05 and Bonferroni correction) are conducted and the methods that perform significantly
better than one or both of the other two methods are labelled with ? and ?? respectively.
One can see that the TS performs significantly better than both the GP-based method
and the MSRS method on all the real-world instances. Moreover, the MSRS outperforms
the GP-based method on Year 1 and Year 3 instances. Although the GP-based method
can achieve better results than the MSRS method on Year 2 instance, the variances of the
MSRS method are much smaller than those of the GP-based method, indicating that the
MSRS method has a more stable performance. All the aforementioned aspects indicate
the effectiveness of the proposed BIGO model, as well as the efficacy of the proposed TS
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algorithm, on the real-world instances.
6.5 Discussions
In this section, we discuss several alternative approaches for the BIGO models. First, the
upper-level grouping subproblem of the BIGO model was tackled by a random approach in
the proposed MSRS. In TS, the initial grouping pattern was also generated by the random
strategy. In this section, a few other splitting heuristics are considered and discussed.
The experimental results indicate that different splitting methods do not have significant
impact on the final results. Second, the greedy constructive heuristic applied to the lower-
level assigning subproblem does not guarantee the feasibility of the final assignment. To
validate if the constructive heuristic is the cause of the infeasible solutions, an ILP model
is proposed to substitute the constructive heuristic. By solving the model, we find that
the proposed ILP model has the same outcomes as the constructive heuristic, and thus
not the major cause of getting infeasible solutions.
6.5.1 Other heuristics for generating grouping patterns
Besides the random strategy, we consider another three heuristic splitting methods.
1. splitMaxDiff: This split method requires the item list of a product to be in de-
scending order and select the cutting point between the two items with the largest
picking frequency difference;
2. splitMinCost: This split method selects the cutting point so that the resultant two
groups of items have the lowest cost when being assigned in the best location of the
warehouse. For example, given the frequency of an item list in descending order
(10, 6, 3, 2, 1), and the items are to be placed into two five-bin shelves. Then, the
minimal cost of the split (10, 6) and (3, 2, 1) is obtained when (10, 6) is placed from
the first location of the first shelf, and (3, 2, 1) is placed from the first place of the
second shelf. Assuming that the minimum distances of the two shelves are 1 and 2
respectively, the resultant total cost is:
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C = 10× 1 + 6× 2 + 3× 2 + 2× 3 + 1× 4 = 38.
For another split (10, 6, 2) and (3, 1), the cost is lower:
C′ = 10× 1 + 6× 2 + 2× 3 + 3× 2 + 1× 3 = 37
3. splitFixed: This method select the cutting points so that the resultant two groups
have the minimum size difference, i.e. the smaller group has a size of min{12w, b12nc},
where n is the size of the corresponding product.
To examine whether the impact of these strategies for the grouping subproblem to
the final results, the three tuning instances used in Section 6.4.2 is used for a simple
experiment. Specifically, we analyse the performance of these split methods from two
aspects:
• The first one is the feasibility of the solutions under the grouping patterns gener-
ated by these methods. Given the grouping pattern generated by these methods,
Algorithm 8 is used to construct assignments. The proposed constructive heuris-
tic is a deterministic approach, and thus, given a grouping pattern, the resultant
assignments are exactly the same. During the experiments, the deterministic split
methods splitFix and splitMinCost failed to generated “good” grouping patterns
so that Algorithm 8 can generate feasible assignments. It is not hard to conclude
that for the other deterministic split method splitMaxDiff may also fail in this test
when using some other test instances.
• The second is the quality of the grouping patterns. To analyse this, the grouping pat-
terns generated by splitRandom and splitMaxDiff are evaluated by Algorithm 6,
i.e. the Evaluate(G, σinitG ) function. Twenty evaluations are repeated for each in-
stance and each split method. It turns out that the split methods manually designed
in this section do not outperform the random strategy.
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6.5.2 Integer Programming Technique for the Lower-level Assignment
Subproblem
Given a grouping pattern G for a SLAP-GC instance, the following ILP model can be used
to construct assignments. When the ILP model is infeasible, the corresponding grouping
pattern is also not feasible. Let esh be a decision variable determining the number of
s-item groups assigned in the h-th shelf. Then we have a simple partition problem as
follows:
min
w∑
s=1
m∑
h=1
esh (6.7)
s.t.
w∑
s=1
sesh = w h = 1, . . . ,m (6.8)
m∑
h=1
esh = ηs s = 1, . . . , w (6.9)
where ηs is the number of s-item groups of grouping pattern G. Formally, given a
grouping pattern G = (Gp1 , . . . ,GpN ) for a set of products P , the sizes of the smaller
groups of each product can be denoted as G = (Gp1 , . . . ,GpN ), where Gpk = |pk| − Gpk
for k = 1, . . . , N . Then the ηs is the number of entries in G and G that equals to s.
Essentially, the ILP model aims to find h partitions of the original groups such that each
partition contains exactly w items. Constraint 6.8 makes sure that each partition contains
w items. Constraint 6.9 ensures that all the groups are assigned. The objective of this
ILP model aims to minimize the total number of groups assigned. If the ILP model has
feasible solutions, i.e. the original grouping pattern is feasible, then the objective value
always equals to the total number of groups under the grouping pattern G.
Then the branch-and-cut algorithm can be applied to solve the ILP model. Unlike the
original constructive heuristic described in Algorithm 8, the ILP model does not look for
the exact allocation of groups to locations. Instead, only the size of the group is considered,
and the shelf to be allocated is determined. Considering that we are only interested
in feasible assignments instead of “good” assignments when applying this method, this
implementation greatly reduces the size of the model comparing to directly looking for the
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allocation of groups to locations using ILP technique. To further analyse this, a simple
experiment is conducted on the four real-world instances for 30 times to get the average
time required to solve the ILP model. In each run, the grouping pattern is generated
by the random strategy as before. Then the ILP model is solved to optimal, and we
summarise the elapsed running time in Table 6.9. All of the average running time are
around 0.1 – 0.2 seconds, which is quite promising.
Table 6.9: Average time required to solve ILP model the real-world instances in millisec-
onds.
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 3
162.13 129.80 151.73 157.87
However, when applying this approach to the SET3 instances that failed to obtain
100% feasibility in previous experiments, i.e. Instances 4, 9, 14, 19, 24, 28, 29, 34, 39,
43, and 44, it is still hard to get feasible assignments. In the proposed BIGO model,
the followers (the lower-level of BIGO dealing with assignment subproblem) makes the
best decisions based on the decisions of its leader (the upper-level of BIGO dealing with
grouping subproblem). When the leader makes unwise decisions, i.e. generate incorrect
grouping patterns, it is apparently difficult for the follower to get good outcomes. Mean-
while, as demonstrated in Section 6.5.1, using different split methods does not significantly
change the efficiency of the proposed method. The proposed approach of decomposing the
SLAP-GC problem with a BIGO method cannot efficiently handle those instances with
very large product sizes. When addressing the grouping subproblem, more information is
required to make wiser decisions.
6.6 Proofs of Theorems
Theorem 5. Let σ be a SLAP-GC assignment after applying the inSlfSort function,
then σ has the optimal assignment on each shelf.
Proof. Given a group g = {i1, . . . , iu} in assignment σ, the cost of the group g under the
assignment σ is:
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C(σ, g) =
u∑
j=1
C(σ, ij)
=
u∑
j=1
f(ij)d
σ
ij
=dσi1
u∑
j=1
f(ij) +
u∑
j=2
f(ij)(j − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
λg
(6.10)
=dσi1 |g|
∑u
j=1 f(ij)
|g| + λg (6.11)
where
∑u
j=1 f(ij)
|g| is the average picking frequency of the group (denoted as MEANg
in this proof), and λg is a constant that is independent of d
σ
i1
, i.e., the locations that
the group is assigned. For simplicity, let MEANg as defined in Chapter 5 be the average
picking frequency of a group g, i.e.
MEANg =
∑u
j=1 f(ij)
|g|
Let dσg be the distance from which the group is assigned, i.e.
dσg = d
σ
i1
The cost of a group g in assignment σ in Eq. 6.11 can be expressed as:
C(σ, g) = dσg |g| MEANg +λg
Recall the inSlfSort sorts the groups on a shelf in descending order. Let σ+ be
the original SLAP-GC assignment, i.e. σ ← inSlfSort(σ+). Suppose Theorem 5 is not
valid, then there exits an optimal assignment σ∗ obtained from rearranging groups of each
shelf in σ+ but not in inSlfSort order. More specifically, there exist two adjacent groups
g1, g2 in σ
∗ so that MEANg1 < MEANg2 and dσ
∗
g1 < d
σ∗
g2 . Since g1 and g2 are on adjacent
locations, we have dσ
∗
g2 = d
σ∗
g1 + |g|. The total costs of these two groups in σ∗ is:
C(σ∗, g1) + C(σ∗, g2) = dσ∗g1 |g1| MEANg1 +λg1+
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dσ
∗
g2 |g2| MEANg2 +λg2
= dσ
∗
g1 (MEANg1 |g1|+ MEANg2 |g2|) +
λg1 + λg2 + |g1| |g2| MEANg2
Exchanging the locations of g1 and g2 in σ
∗ and we get a new assignment σ∗∗. The
total cost of these two groups in σ∗∗ is:
C(σ∗∗, g1) + C(σ∗∗, g2) = dσ∗∗g1 |g1| MEANg1 +λg1+
dσ
∗∗
g2 |g2| MEANg2 +λg2
= dσ
∗∗
g2 (MEANg1 |g1|+ MEANg2 |g2|) +
λg1 + λg2 + |g1| |g2| MEANg1
It is not hard to see that dσ
∗
g1 = d
σ∗∗
g2 . Thus, subtracting the two costs and we get the
following:
C(σ∗, g1) + C(σ∗, g2)− C(σ∗∗, g1) + C(σ∗∗, g2) =
|g1| |g2| (MEANg2 −MEANg1) > 0
That is the σ∗ is not the optimal assignment. Contradiction obtained. A better
assignment can be found by swapping groups on the same shelf into descending order.
The function inSlfSort repeat this procedure until all the groups on each shelf is in
descending order. Hence, Theorem 5 is valid.
Theorem 6. Let σ be a SLAP-GC assignment after applying the slfSort function, then
σ has the optimal order of shelves.
This can be proven formally in a similar manner to Theorem 5, i.e. if there exist two
shelves that are not in descending order, a better assignment can be found by switching the
shelves. Note that the slfSort function is independent of the inSlfSort function. The
inSlfSort function obtains the best assignment on each shelf, and the slfSort function
obtains the best order of shelves.
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Theorem 7. Let σ be a SLAP-GC assignment after applying the itemSort function, then
σ has the optimal assignment for each product.
For each product, the proof is the same as that of Theorem 6. If there exist two items
(of the same product) that are not in descending order, a better assignment can be found
by swapping their locations.
Theorem 8. Let σ be the SLAP-GC assignment after applying groupSort(·), then σ has
the optimal assignment for the sequence of groups with (·) items.
The proof is the same as that of Theorem 6. If there exist two sequences of groups
that are not in descending order, a better assignment can be found by swapping their
locations. The function may be applied to such sequences with sizes from 1 to w− 1. For
the case when the size is w, the function is the same as the slfSort.
6.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the Bilevel programming technique is explored, and a novel BIGO model
is proposed for solving the SLAP-GC problem. The challenge of SLAP-GC is its two
interacting subproblems. Solving the two subproblems simultaneously can be arduous
tasks. With the proposed BIGO model, the SLAP-GC problem is formulated into a simpler
and more structured form. Based on the proposed BIGO model, different heuristics have
been proposed to focus on the optimisation of different levels of the proposed model. For
the lower-level optimisation, an efficient local-search-based method is developed employing
the domain knowledge of the problem. For the upper-level optimisation, a MSRS method
and a TS algorithm are developed. A comprehensive experimental study is carried out to
analyse the contributions of different components in the proposed BIGO model and the
proposed search algorithms. From the experimental results, we also conclude that both
MSRS and TS outperform the branch-and-cut approach and the state-of-the-art GP-based
method on most of the benchmark instances and all the real-world instances.
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Mathematical Decomposition Techniques
for Large-Scale SLAP-GC Problem
7.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, the SLAP-GC problem is decomposed into grouping and assigning
subproblems, and heuristic approaches have been explored to optimise one or both of
the SLAP-GC subproblems. The solution techniques are proved to be efficient for most
of the benchmark instances. However, the analyses imply limitations on handling certain
types of instances with these decomposition schemes. Besides, it remains an open question
whether there exist more efficient approaches for the SLAP-GC problem, especially the
large-scale SLAP-GC problem. In this chapter, we delve into the decomposition of the
SLAP-GC problem using mathematical programming techniques.
The rest of this chapter starts with the analyses of the symmetries exist in SLAP-
GC problems, which have not been fully considered by existing approaches (Section 7.2).
Then in Section 7.3, a two-step approach is proposed by reformulating the SLAP-GC
problem into a set covering problem. Symmetries among storage items and locations are
taken into account when modelling the problem, and then the ILP solution is transformed
into a SLAP-GC solution with a constructive heuristic. Promising experimental results
shows the efficacy of the proposed reformulation. However, the proposed decomposition
introduces a new NP-Complete Group Location Assignment problem that causes the in-
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feasibility of the final results. To achieve the ultimate goal, the proposed set covering
formulation is modified into a complete problem formulation in Section 7.4. This formula-
tion contains block structure that can be handled by the classic Benders’ Decomposition
(BD) approach [Benders 1962]. The algorithm starts by solving a subset of the constraints
of the original problem (master problem). When it reaches a promising leaf node, the
promising partial solution is validated by the rest of the constraints, namely the auxiliary
problem. The auxiliary problem helps to identify the invalid solutions in the master prob-
lem, and then new cutting planes are added back to exclude those invalid solutions. The
experimental results indicate that adding cutting planes during the optimisation does not
significantly increase the computational time comparing to the set covering formulation
but can guarantee the feasibility of the final results. Nevertheless, in terms of handling
large-scale real-world instances, the proposed ILP model cannot be applied directly. A
hybrid iterated search method is then proposed in Section 7.5 for large-scale SLAP-GC
problems. The approach hybridises random initialisation approach with BD and is proved
to be the most efficient technology among the developed methods in handling real-world
SLAP-GC instances. This chapter finishes with a summary of the works in Section 7.6.
7.2 Symmetries
For the sake of clarity, we repeat the baseline ILP model described in Section 3.1 as follows.
(ILPbaseline) :
min
∑
i∈I
∑
(h,v)∈L
aihvf(i)(h+ v − 1) (3.1)
s.t.
∑
i∈IP
aihv = 1, (h, v) ∈ L (3.2)
∑
(h,v)∈L
aihv = 1, i ∈ IP (3.3)
∑
(h,v)∈L
bphv ≤ 2, p ∈ P (3.4)
aihv ≤ bpihv +
∑
j∈pi,j 6=i
ajh(v−1), i ∈ IP , (h, v) ∈ L (3.5)
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∑
i∈p
aihv ≥ bphv, (h, v) ∈ L, p ∈ P (3.6)
aihv, bphv ∈ {0, 1}.
The above model aims to determine the allocation of items to locations directly. It
is not hard to see from the baseline results and the developed heuristic approaches in
Chapter 5 and 6 that the above ILP model is not efficient from both computational and
theoretical points of view. It does not provide a good LP relaxation and is intractable on
most of the benchmark instances. This representation of the grouping constraints results
in numerous symmetries, which is proved to be hard to address with traditional branch-
and-cut algorithms [Margot 2010]. To develop more efficient ILP models, we discuss three
types of symmetries in the SLAP-GC problem.
7.2.1 Items
Given two items i1, i2 with the same picking frequency and two assignments σ
′, σ′′, where
σ′(i1) = (h1, v1), σ′(i2) = (h2, v2)
σ′′(i1) = (h2, v2), σ′′(i2) = (h1, v1)
The costs of these two items are exactly the same under σ′ and σ′′, i.e.
C(σ′, i1) + C(σ′, i2) = C(σ′′, i1) + C(σ′′, i2).
7.2.2 Locations
Given an item i and two assignments σ1 and σ2, let σ1(i) = (h1, v1) and σ2(i) = (h2, v2).
Suppose that the two storage bins are of the same distances to the PD, i.e. h1 + v1 − 1 =
h2 + v2 − 1, then the cost of item i in assignments σ1 and σ2 are exactly the same:
C(σ1, i) = C(σ2, i).
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7.2.3 Groups
As shown in Eq. 6.10 in Chapter 6, given a group g under an assignment σ, where g =
{i1, . . . , iu} and f(i1) ≥ . . . ≥ f(iu), the cost of group g under the assignment σ is:
C(σ, g) = dσi1
u∑
j=1
f(ij) +
u∑
j=2
f(ij)(j − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
λg
, (6.10)
where the
∑u
j=1 f(ij) is the total picking frequency of items in group g, and
dσi1
∑u
j=1 f(ij) is the cost of assigning all items in g at locations with distance d
σ
i1
to
the PD. The value of λg is not affected by the location of the group. Thus, λg can be
considered as a constant only related to the group. In other words, when a group exists in
an assignment, the cost of this group is mostly dependent on the total picking frequency
of items in the group and the distance it is assigned to. Same-sized groups with the
same total picking frequency can be swapped without violating any constraint, and the
resultant assignment has the same cost as the original one.
7.3 A Two-Step Approach
In this section, we consider the assignments based on groups instead of each individual
item and break the symmetries among storage locations. As a result, a two-step approach
for the SLAP-GC problem is developed. To facilitate the description, Table 7.1 lists all
the notations to be used.
7.3.1 Set Covering Reformulation
In Section 4.5.1, it is already demonstrated that SLAP-GC problem is a special case of
weighted set covering problem. In short, the SLAP-GC problem is to find a subset of
groups such that all the items are “covered” once and only once by the selected groups,
and the total picking frequency weighted distance is minimised. Let qghv be the decision
variable determining the allocation of groups to locations, we have the following ILP model
for the set covering reformulation of the SLAP-GC problem, denoted as ILPsc.
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Table 7.1: Notations used in the set covering reformulation.
Symbols Descriptions
P the set of all products
I the set of all items
G the set of all possible groups (using group pruning described in Section 5.3.2)
pi the product containing item i
Gp the set of all possible groups of product p
m the total number of shelves
w the number of bins on each shelf
g a group
(h, v) the v-th storage bin on the h-th shelf
L the set of all locations
D the set of all possible distances, i.e. D = {1, . . . ,m+ w − 1}
nd the number of bins with distance d to the PD
λg a fixed cost of selecting group g as defined in Eq. 6.10
(ILPsc) min
∑
g∈G
∑
(h,v)∈L
qghvEghv (7.1)
s.t.
∑
g∈G
v∑
v′=v−|g|+1
qghv′ = 1, (h, v) ∈ L (7.2)
∑
g∈Gpi
∑
(h,v)∈L
qghv = 1, i ∈ I (7.3)
∑
g⊂Gp
∑
(h,v)∈L
qghv ≤ 2, p ∈ P (7.4)
qghv ∈ {0, 1}
where Eghv is the cost of assigning a group g at locations starting from (h, v), i.e.
Eghv =
u∑
k=1
f(ik)(h+ v − 1 + k − 1),
assuming that g = {ik | k = 1, . . . , u}, where u is the number of items in the group.
Constraint 7.2 ensures that each storage bin is assigned and only assigned with one item.
Constraint 7.3 makes sure that each item is assigned (covered) and only assigned once.
Constraint 7.4 is the grouping constraint limiting the maximum number of groups each
product can have in the final assignment.
Breaking the symmetries among storage locations, we can further reformulate the
above ILP model. Specifically, instead of looking for the assignment of groups to the exact
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locations, we consider the allocation of groups to diagonals. The concept of “diagonal”
is important for SLAP-GC problems and has been utilised in the complexity proof in
Chapter 4. However, it is rarely investigated in existing heuristic approaches. Assigning
items or a group of items to locations of the same distances results in the same costs
and causes large degree of symmetries. Without loss of generality, each diagonal can
be distinguished by its distance to the PD. Let xgd be the decision variable determining
whether group g is assigned to distance d, and rg be the decision variable determining if
a group g is selected or not, the new ILP formulation is as follows.
(ILPsc-d) min
∑
d∈D
∑
g∈G
xgd
∑
i∈g
f(i)d+
∑
g∈G
rgλg (7.5)
s.t.
∑
g∈G
d∑
d′=d−|g|+1
xgd′ = nd, d ∈ D (7.6)
∑
g∈Gpi
rg = 1, i ∈ I (7.7)
∑
g∈Gp
rg ≤ 2, p ∈ P (7.8)
rg =
∑
d∈D
xgd, g ∈ G (7.9)
xgd ∈ {0, 1}, rg ∈ {0, 1}
where λg is a constant cost of selecting group g (defined in Eq. 6.10). Constraint 7.6
replaces the Constraint 7.2 in model IPsc, making sure all the diagonals are covered.
Constraint 7.7 makes sure that each item is allocated once an only once, and Constraint 7.8
restricts the maximum number of groups each product can have. Constraint 7.9 is used
to link the two decision variables.
Comparing to the ILPsc model, the size of the new model is significantly reduced. The
former one contains m× w number of constraints to guarantee the feasibility of the final
solution, i.e. the Constraint 7.2. The number is reduced to m+ w − 1 by Constraint 7.6.
However, the ILPsc-d model is only developed to determine the allocation of groups to
diagonals. Converting a ILPsc-d solution to a SLAP-GC assignment is not as trivial as it
seems. We demonstrate in the next section that this problem is polynomially intractable.
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7.3.2 Converting ILP Solutions to SLAP-GC Assignments
Formally, let a function ρ : G 7→ D to represent the solution of the IPsc-d model, i.e.
ρ(g) = d for any xgd = 1. Moreover, we name the problem of converting an ILPsc-d solution
ρ to a SLAP-GC assignment σ as the Group Location Assignment (GLA) problem, and
its formal definition can be stated as follows.
Definition 10 (GLA).
Instance: Let 〈P, f,m,w〉 be the SLAP-GC instances to be solved. Let ρ : G 7→ D be an
ILPsc−d solution.
Question: Does there exist a SLAP-GC assignment σ such that for any g ∈ Gσ, it is the
case that min{dσi | i ∈ g} = ρ(g), where Gσ = {gσi | i ∈ p}.
Note that gσi is the group containing the item i under the assignment σ. Thus, G
σ is
the set of all groups under assignment σ. Given the formal definition of the GLA problem,
we next demonstrate that it is not trivial to handle GLA by proving its NP-Completeness.
Then as a part of the proposed two-step approach, a simple constructive heuristic is
proposed for constructing the final SLAP-GC assignment from the ρ assignment.
Complexity of GLA
In Section 4.4.2, the generalised grouping constraint with α = 1 has been shown to be
NP-Complete. Intuitively, when the groups are determined, the allocation of these groups
to locations is still NP-Complete. In the GLA problem, besides the groups, the distance
of each group to be assigned is also known. However, this additional information does
not simplify the problem. Before going into the details of the complexity of the GLA
problem, an example of infeasible scenario is firstly presented below to give the intuition
of how the infeasibility occurs.
Example 2. Given a 5 × 5 warehouse, i.e. five shelves with each containing five bins.
Given seven groups g1, g2, . . . , g7 and an ILPsc-d solution ρ such that:
|g1| = 5, ρ(g1) = 1 |g5| = 3, ρ(g5) = 4
|g2| = 1, ρ(g2) = 2 |g6| = 1, ρ(g6) = 8
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|g3| = 5, ρ(g3) = 3 |g7| = 5, ρ(g7) = 5
|g4| = 5, ρ(g4) = 3
PD
g1
g1
g1
g1
g1
g2
g3
g4
g3
g4
g3
g4
g3
g4
g3
g4
g5
g5
g5
g6
g7
g7
g7
g7
g7
Figure 7.1: Possible layout given an ILPsc-d solution ρ.
Fig. 7.1 depicts a possible way of arranging the groups for the ρ assignment above.
It is not hard to see that no feasible layout can be constructed in this example. The five-
item groups assigned to distance 3 mainly cause the issue as there is no enough space for
holding two 5-item groups.
The above example clearly shows that feasibility issue is introduced when breaking
symmetries of storage locations in the ILPsc-d model. In other words, there are possibilities
that σ assignments may not be found out of ρ solutions. The conversion from ρ to σ, i.e.
the GLA problem, can be proved to be NP-Complete by reducing an existing k-track
assignment problem to it. The k-track assignment problem may also be referred to as
“interval scheduling”, “fixed job scheduling”, or “k-coloring of intervals” interchangeably
in the literature [Kovalyov et al. 2007]. We use the term k-track assignment problem as
in [Brucker and Nordmann 1994], in which the complexity of the problem was addressed.
In short, the k-track assignment problem is to find the schedule of jobs to machines with
interval constraints. The formal definition is as presented below.
Definition 11 (k-track assignment).
Instance: Considering a job scheduling problem with a set of non-pre-emptive jobs J to
be dispatched to k machines M . Each job θ has interval [ts(θ), te(θ)]. Each machine ν
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has interval [ts(ν), te(ν)]. A machine can process one job at a time.
Question: Whether there exists a schedule function µ : J 7→M such that at least Γ jobs
are processed.
Let tmin and tmax be the earliest and latest time that a job start and finish, i.e.
tmin = min{ts(θ) | θ ∈ J}, andtmax = max{te(θ) | θ ∈ J}.
In the following definition, a k-track assignment instance is transformed into a GLA
instance.
Definition 12. Let Π = 〈J,M, ts, te〉 be a k-track assignment instance. We defined the
corresponding GLA instance Πˆ = 〈m,w, P, f, ρ〉 as follows:
1. m equals to the maximum number of jobs in J to be processed simultaneously at any
time 1, i.e.
m = max{|Ot| | t = tmin, . . . , tmax}
where Ot = {θ|ts(θ) ≤ t ≤ te(θ), θ ∈ J}, i.e. the jobs that need to be executed at
time t;
2. w = tmax + 1;
3. P = P J
⋃
PH
⋃
P T
⋃
PO, where
• P J is the set of products built from the task set J , i.e.
P J = {pθ | θ ∈ J},
where each pθ is a product built from a job θ: pθ = {xθi | i = ts(θ), . . . , te(θ)};
• PH is the set of “heading” products built to fill the locations with distances of
smaller than tmin, i.e.
PH = {pHi |i = 1, . . . ,m},
where pHi = {xHij | j = 1, . . . ,m− i+ 1};
1Presumably, m is larger than k, i.e. the number of tracks; otherwise the k-track assignment can be
determined directly.
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• P T is the set of “tailing” products built to fill the locations with distances of
larger than tmax, i.e.
P T = {pTi |i = 1, . . . ,m},
where pTi = {xTij | j = 1, . . . , i}
• PO is the set of “occupying” products built to fill the empty locations between
tmin and tmax, i.e.
PO =
⋃
t∈{tmin,...,tmax}
POt ,
where POt is the set of single-item “occupying” products at distance t, i.e.
POt = {{xOi }|i = 1, . . . ,m− |Ot|};
4. f(i) = 1 for any i ∈ IP , i.e. all the items have the same picking frequency;
5. ρ is defined as:
• ρ(pθ) = ts(θ) for θ ∈ J ;
• ρ(pHi ) = tmin −m+ i− 1 for i = 1, . . . ,m 2;
• ρ(pTi ) = tmax + i for i = 1, . . . ,m;
• ρ(pOt) = t for pOt ∈ POt , POt ∈ PO.
Note that the SLAP-GC problem has the constraint that each product can be split
into no more than two groups. In the transformation above, the product set P is exactly
the same as the group set. Thus, in the resultant SLAP-GC assignment, each product
forms one group, which is still a valid SLAP-GC assignment. Fig. 7.2 shows an illustration
of the SLAP-GC assignment for the above transformed SLAP-GC instance. The maximum
distance is tmax + m, and the minimum distance is tmin −m. Each shelf corresponds to
a machine in the k-track assignment problem. Given a SLAP-GC assignment σ for the
above transformed SLAP-GC instance, its k-track assignment solution can be obtained
by selecting the k shelves that contains the largest number of pθ products. When this
2Without lose of generality, tmin−m is considered as the minimum distance. Extra “heading” products
can be added until the minimum distance is 1. However, this does not alter the complexity of the problem.
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Figure 7.2: Shape of the SLAP-GC assignment corresponding to a k-track assignment
problem.
number equals to or larger than Γ, there exists a schedule for the k-track assignment
problem. Essentially if there is a polynomial algorithm for the GLA problem, then the k-
track assignment problem is also polynomial solvable. Contradiction obtained. Moreover,
one can check in polynomial time whether a σ assignment is converted from a group
distance assignment function ρ. Thus, the GLA problem is NP-Complete.
Regardless the yes/no answer to the GLA problem, the objective value obtained by
solving the ILPsc-d model is a valid lower bound of the corresponding SLAP-GC problem.
Let Θ to denote the objective values obtained by solving the ILPsc-d model. By the
following two steps, we prove that Θ is indeed a lower bound of the SLAP-GC problem.
For clarity, σsc-d is used to denote the SLAP-GC assignment for an ILPsc-d solution. In
brief, when σsc-d exists, it is an optimal 2-Split assignment, and thus Θ is the best cost
one can get for the SLAP-GC problem; when σsc-d does not exist, there does not exist a
SLAP-GC assignment σ such that C(σ) < Θ; otherwise, the ILPsc-d model should derive a
smaller objective value Θ = C(σ). Contradiction obtained. Given this, we note that such
estimation is particularly important for the evaluation of future heuristics proposed for
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SLAP-GC, or the validation of the optimality of solutions obtained by other heuristics.
Constructive Heuristic
Algorithm 10 Constructive Heuristic for Converting ρ to σ.
Input: a group distance assignment ρ : G 7→ D;
a SLAP-GC instance 〈P, f, w,m〉;
Output: a SLAP-GC assignment σ.
1: Let σ be an empty assignment.
2: for d = 1, . . . ,m+ w − 1 do
3: for g ∈ G do
4: if ρ(g) = d then
5: Let (hˆ, vˆ) be the unassigned location with distance d to the PD, i.e.
(hˆ, vˆ) = arg min
σ−1(h,v)=∅,
h+v−1=d,
(h,v)∈L
h,
and
w − vˆ ≥ |g|.
where σ−1 is a reverse function of the assignment σ as defined in Section 6.2.
6: if (hˆ, vˆ) 6= ∅ then
7: Assign g to locations starting from (hˆ, vˆ), i.e.
σ(ik) = (hˆ, vˆ + k − 1), ik ∈ gˆ, k ∈ {1, . . . , |gˆ|},
assuming f(i1) ≥ f(i2) ≥ . . . ≥ f(i|gˆ|);
8: end if
9: end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: return σ.
Given the ρ assignment, its corresponding SLAP-GC assignment σρ can be obtained
by using the simple heuristic described in Algorithm 10. The groups are assigned from
the closest available diagonal repeatedly until all diagonals are occupied. It is a rather
straightforward approach but does not guarantee the feasibility of the final assignment.
In Step 5, the algorithm may fail to identify any valid location for the upcoming group,
and thus cause infeasibility.
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7.3.3 Experimental Results
To validate the efficiency and efficacy of the proposed method, the proposed ILPsc-d model
is implemented with JAVA 7 and solved by Gurobi Optimiser [Gurobi Optimization 2016]
on the virtual machines provided by the NCI [ NCI]. The three benchmark datasets that
are used in the experimental studies are
1. the SET1 dataset containing 20 instances randomly sampled from the real-world
data;
2. the SET2 dataset containing 48 instances randomly sampled from the real-world
data but with specified ε values to control the proportion of “easy” products in the
instances;
3. The SET3 dataset consisting of 45 uniformly or normally distributed instances.
The experimental results are examined from two aspects on the three aforementioned
benchmark datasets in Fig. 7.3: 1) time efficiency; and 2) solution feasibility. The con-
structive heuristic describe in Algorithm 10 is a rather simple polynomial algorithm and
requires far shorter time than the branch-and-cut solving time, thus ignored in the com-
parison. Fig. 7.3a shows the average time of the compared method. Among the three
compared methods, the proposed two-step approach has the smallest average time on
instances with less than 900 items. Figs. 7.3b–7.3d compare the performance based on
different criteria. The y-axis in these plots are the time of the branch-and-cut algorithm
for solving the ILPsc-d model. The x-axis is different for different benchmark datasets. In
these plots, the runs with feasible final solutions are shown in blue, and those infeasible
runs are shown in red.
As shown in Fig. 7.3b, the proposed method can handle the SET1 instances efficiently.
The maximum solving time is less than 60 seconds. In terms of the feasibility, the pro-
posed two-step approach successfully obtained feasible assignments on most of the SET1
instances, except the four 400-item instances and the one 25-item instance. For SET2
instances and SET3 instance, a general observation is that the solving time increases with
the problem size. Among these instances, only very few obtain feasible solutions.
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Figure 7.3: The time efficiency and feasibility of the proposed method on the benchmark
datasets.
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In Fig. 7.3c, the SET2 instances are categorised into three clusters based on their
sizes, i.e. the small instances (n = 100), the medium instances (n = 400), and the large
instances (n = 900). Most of the small instances are solved within 10 seconds, and the
corresponding time for medium and large instances are 100 seconds and 1000 seconds.
From the illustrations, we can see that the running time tends to be longer for instances
with smaller ε values, i.e. those harder instances require longer solving time. Besides, the
majority of the feasible solutions are on instances with large ε values. In another word,
the proposed method is more likely to obtain feasible solutions on easier SET2 instances.
In Fig. 7.3d, instances with same size are analysed together. Among the instances
shown in each plot, the N [w, (w/9)2] instances require the longest solving time, and
N [w/3, (w/9)2] instance or U [1, 5) instance requires the shortest solving time. Only nine
instances get feasible solutions in the experiment, and they are either N [w/3, (w/9)2]
instances or U [1, 5) instances, i.e. those relatively easier instances.
While the running time of the proposed approach is smaller or of similar scale to that
of the existing methods, it failed to obtain feasible solutions on many SET2 instances and
SET3 instances. Indeed, we have already demonstrated that it is not a trivial task to
handle the GLA problem, i.e. converting an ILPsc-d solution ρ to a SLAP-GC assignment
σ. In fact, the problem is proved to be NP-Complete by reducing an existing NP-hard
k-track assignment problem to it. The experimental results indicate that the two-step
approach is only applicable on rather simple instances. Further investigations are required
for better handling the feasibility issues.
7.4 Benders’ Decomposition
The previously proposed reformulation of the SLAP-GC problem requires additional ef-
forts to achieve the final assignment, which has been proved to be a non-trivial task. Thus,
in this section, we employ the classic BD approach to divide-and-conquer the problem.
In Section 7.4.1, the complete problem formulation is firstly presented for the SLAP-GC
problem by introducing an additional decision variable for the GLA problem described
in previous section. Section 7.4.2 presents the BD approach to divide-and-conquer the
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original original problem. In the experimental studies in Section 7.4.3, three benchmark
datasets are included, and its time efficiency is compared against previously proposed
two-step approach and existing heuristics. The experimental results indicate that the pro-
posed BD approach outperform the existing heuristics especially on those relatively small
instances.
7.4.1 Formulation of the Complete Problem
The previously proposed two step approach introduces an NP-Complete GLA problem
that cannot not be handled easily. To avoid handling the GLA problem directly, additional
constraints should be added to the ILPsc-d model so that the resultant solution is equivalent
to the ILPsc solution. Let zshv be a decision variable determining is there is an s-sized
group assigned at location starting from (h, v), we get the following ILP model.
(ILPsc-original) min
∑
d∈D
∑
g∈G
xgd
∑
i∈g
f(i)d+
∑
g∈G
ygλg (7.5)
s.t.
∑
g∈G
d∑
d′=d−|g|
xgd′ ≤ nd, d ∈ D (7.6)
∑
g∈Gpi
yg = 1, i ∈ I (7.7)
∑
g∈Gp
yg ≤ 2, p ∈ P (7.8)
yg =
∑
d∈D
xgd, g ∈ G (7.9)
∑
s∈S
v∑
v′=v−s
zshv′ = 1, (h, v) ∈ L (7.10)
∑
(h,v)∈L,
h+v−1=d
zshv =
∑
g∈G,|g|=s
xgd, d ∈ D, s ∈ S (7.11)
xgd ∈ {0, 1}, rg ∈ {0, 1}, zshv ∈ {0, 1}
Constraint 7.10 ensures that each location is allocated once, which ensures the feasi-
bility of the final solution. Constraint 7.11 links the decision variables zshv and xgd. For
clarity, the above model is referred to as the original problem.
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7.4.2 Benders’ cut
The structure of the original problem presents a natural decomposition scheme for the
BD approach. The variables representing the group diagonal assignment (xgd and yg)
are optimised first in the ILPsc-d model, which is referred to as the master problem,
and the newly introduced decision variable zshv is determined in the auxiliary problem
based on the solution of the master problem. If the auxiliary problem is infeasible under
the given master problem, additional constraint, i.e. the Benders’ cut, is added to the
master problem. Every time the master problem finds a promising integral solution, this
procedure will be repeated until feasible solution is found. Let the ILPsc-d be the master
problem, and the following to be the auxiliary problem.
(ILPaux) : max
∑
s∈S
∑
(h,v)∈L
zshv (7.12)
s.t.
∑
s∈S
v∑
v′=v−s
zshv′ ≤ 1, (h, v) ∈ L (7.13)
∑
(h,v)∈L,
h+v−1=d
zshv ≤
∑
g∈G,|g|=s
ρmaster(g), d ∈ D, s ∈ S (7.14)
zshv ∈ {0, 1}
where ρmaster is an integral solution found by the master problem, and zshv is the
decision variable, determining if there is an s-sized group assigned at location (h, v). The
feasibility of this integral solution ρ is determined by this auxiliary problem. The two
constraints are the same as in the complete problem except relaxed to allow unassigned
locations. The objective of this auxiliary problem is to maximise the total number of
groups assigned. Notice that whether to maximise or minimise the objective of this auxil-
iary problem does not affect the outcome. When the objective value of the ILPaux equals
to the total number of groups selected in ρ assignment, i.e. |{g | ρ(g) ∈ D, g ∈ G}|, the ρ
assignment can be transformed into a feasible SLAP-GC assignment.
Given a ρinf assignment which is identified to be infeasible by the auxiliary problem,
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the following Benders’ cut is added to the master problem to cut-off the integral solutions
sharing the same characteristics.
∑
g∈G
∑
d∈D
xgd <
∑
g∈G
∑
d∈D
ρinf (7.15)
Substantially, any integral solution that has the same group distance assignments is
considered as an infeasible solution, and it is not a necessity to re-validate it with the
auxiliary problem.
7.4.3 Experimental Results
To examine the performance of the proposed method, experiments are conducted on the
three benchmark datasets, i.e. SET1, SET2, and SET3 datasets. Each instance is either
solved to optimal or stopped optimising after 40 hours 3, and the running time is compared
to the ILPsc-d solving time in Fig. 7.4. The new BD results are shown in green circles.
The average running time in Fig. 7.4a indicate the running time of the proposed method
is of the same scale as that of the previously proposed two-step approach on most of the
instances. Meanwhile, the feasibility and optimality are guaranteed with the proposed
approach.
For SET1 instances, on those instances that existing two-step approach is able to find
feasible results, the running time of the proposed method is almost the same (Fig. 7.4b).
For the rest five instances on which previous two-step approach failed to get feasible solu-
tions, adding Benders’ cut does not significantly increase the solving time. The maximum
solving time for this set of benchmark instances is less than 150 seconds, which is still much
shorter than any previously proposed heuristics methods. Besides, the exiting heuristic
methods can only find heuristic results on the 400-item and 900-item instances.
For SET2 instances shown in Fig. 7.4c, the running time of the proposed method is
still of the similar scale to the ILPsc-d solving time, especially on the six instances that
previous two-step approach obtained feasible solutions. There are four instances on which
the solving time shows significant differences, and they all have the smallest ε values
3The time limit is considered to be sufficient for most of the benchmark instances.
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Figure 7.4: The time efficiency and feasibility of the proposed method on the benchmark
datasets.
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among the instances of same layout, indicating that they are not trivial instances. There
are two 900-items that require around 20,000 seconds of running time. Thus, it is possible
that the proposed approach cannot be well scaled up to real-world instances, and further
investigation is required in order to handle large-scale real-world instances.
For SET3 instance as shown in Fig. 7.4d, the running time of the proposed BD
approach is still the same on those instances that the two-step approach can already get
feasible results. For the rest 35 instances, the proposed method shows much worse time
efficiency on around half of the instances. Most of these happen on hard instances, i.e.
the N [w, (w/9)2] and N [5w/3, (w/9)2] instances.
Given the above analyses, we can see that the proposed BD approach can outperform
existing methods on many of the relatively small benchmark instances. However, it may
not be scaled up to real-world problems as 2500-item instances still require more than
10,000 seconds of solving time and exhaust all the computational resources on the test
platform. Given its good performance on those relatively small instances, it could be
justifiable to investigate if the original large ILP model can be decomposed further into
smaller problems. As a result, a hybrid method is developed in the next section for
large-scale SLAP-GC problems.
7.5 Hybridised Iterated Search for Large-scale SLAP-GC
Problem
For real-world SLAP-GC instance, the proposed BD will still encounter scalability issue.
It is prohibitive to enumerate all the possible group distance pairs due to the limited
computation resources. Indeed, it is unnecessary to enumerate all group distance pairs
in order to find good solutions. In an efficient SLAP-GC assignment, frequently asked
items or groups are always allocated to closer distances. Including the full set of group
distance pairs may guarantee the optimality of the final result but significantly increase
the problem size. In this section, a hybrid iterated search (HIS) heuristic is developed for
the large-scale SLAP-GC problems. In brief, the approach utilise heuristic solutions to
determine a subset of group distance pairs, and this subproblem is optimised by the BD
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approach developed in last section.
The rests of this section are organised as follows. Section 7.5.1 describes the main
procedure of the proposed HIS method. In Section 7.5.2, parameter tuning is firstly con-
ducted to identify the best experimental setup with considering both the time efficiency
and solution quality. Then the proposed HIS method is applied to the four real-world
instances. By comparing the experimental results to the best-so-far TS algorithm, the
analyses indicate that the proposed HIS method can handle the real-world instances effi-
ciently and effectively.
7.5.1 Methodology
The original master problem described in Eqs. 7.5– 7.9 considers the full set of group
distance pairs. We reduce this set by introducing heuristic initial solutions to the BD
approach, e.g. randomly generate grouping patterns and construct its corresponding op-
timal assignment as described in Algorithm 6 in Chapter 6. Then we make the following
changes to the master problem IPsc-d. Given a set of initial solutions τinit:
1. Let Gτinit be the set of groups that exist in the set of initial solutions τinit, i.e.
Gτinit =
⋃
p∈P
Gτinitp ;
where Gτinitp =
⋃
σ∈τinit G
σ
p , i.e. the set of groups for product p under the initial
assignments.
2. for each group g ∈ Gτinit , the diagonals it is allowed to be assigned, if exist in multiple
assignments, are based by the average distance of the group assigned in τinit. Let d
σ
g
be the distance of g in assignment σ, i.e.
dσg = min{di | (h, v) = σ(i), i ∈ g}.
Let dg be the average distance of group g, i.e.
dτinitg =
∑
σ∈τinit d
σ
g
|{σ | g ∈ Gσ}|
Then the distance the group g is allowed is
Dg = {dτinitg − δd, . . . , dτinitg + δd}.
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Next we rewrite the master problem as follows:
IPsc-d(τinit) : min
∑
g∈Gτinit
∑
d∈Dg
xgd
∑
i∈g
f(i)d+
∑
g∈Gτinit
rgλg (7.16)
s.t.
∑
g∈Gτinit ,Dg3d
d∑
d′=max{d−|g|+1, dτinitg −δd}
xgd′ = nd, d ∈ D (7.17)
rg =
∑
d∈Dg
xgd, g ∈ Gτinit (7.18)
∑
g∈Gτinitp
rg ≤ 2, p ∈ P (7.19)
∑
g∈Gτinit
pi
rg = 1, i ∈ I (7.20)
xgd ∈ {0, 1}, rg ∈ {0, 1}
Algorithm 11 Main Framework of HIS
Input: nplateau
Output:
1: Let σbsf ← ∅ be the best so far assignment;
2: Let n← 0 be the number of iterations that no improvement has been made;
3: while within timelimit do
4: if n > nplateau then
5: break;
6: end if
7: τinit be the set of initial assignments;
8: Let σ ← the assignment obtained by the BD approach (using IPsc-d(τinit) as the
master problem and ILPaux as the auxiliary problem;
9: if C(σ) < C(σbsf) then
10: σbsf ← σ;
11: end if
12: if ∆
C(σ)
C(σbsf) < 0.05% then
13: n← n+ 1;
14: end if
15: end while
16: return σbsf.
Given the modified master problem, the main framework of the proposed HIS is
shown in Algorithm 11. The idea of the proposed iterative approach is rather simple. It
repeatedly selects a subset of group distance pairs and solves the corresponding master and
the auxiliary problems until the stopping criteria are met. By heuristically sampling the
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group distance pairs, the proposed HIS method can potentially find good approximations
for large-scale problems. In Step 7, the initial solutions are obtained by the random
approach proposed in Chapter 6. Grouping patterns are generated randomly, and then its
corresponding SLAP-GC assignments are obtained by the initialisation method described
in Algorithm 8 and optimised by the local-search-based method described in Algorithm 6.
Then we take the groups exist in these initial solutions as the initial group sets. The
diagonals each group can be assigned are determined by the average distance the group
is allocated in these initial solutions. The deviation of the distance δd is introduced for
two reasons. First, it ensures that the resultant problem has feasible solutions. Second,
changing the distance in a rather small range (δd) significantly reduce the problem size.
The justification behind this is that the heuristic initial solutions can efficiently guide
the search to promising solution spaces. The HIS method stops optimising if there is no
significantly improvement (percentage deviations of less than 0.05%) in nplateau iterations
or reaches time limit. Essentially the HIS method is a multistart algorithm.
7.5.2 Experimental Setup
In this section, we examine the efficiency of the proposed HIS method on the real-world
instances. Before that, we firstly examine the impacts of different values of |τinit| and δd to
the quality of the final solutions (Section 7.5.2) to determine the best parameter settings
of the algorithm. Then in Section 7.5.3, the experimental results of the proposed method
is compared against the best-so-far TS developed in previous chapters and analysed in
terms of the solution quality and algorithm efficiency.
Parameter tuning
In this section, to find the best parameter settings, we consider different values of |τinit| and
δd as listed in Table 7.2. The parameter |τinit| represents the number of initial solutions to
be generated for the ILP model. Intuitively, having more initial solutions provides more
information of “good” groups so that the final solution tend to be better. However, this
will lead to larger ILP models that require longer solving time. The parameter δd also
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result in the similar dilemma: a larger δd value increases our chance of getting “good”
results, while also increase the size of the ILP model. The value of nplateau is set to 5, i.e.
the search stops if no improvement is made after five iterations. Allowing larger nplateau
may result in slightly better results but requires much more computational resources.
Table 7.2: Parameters and Tuning Values.
Parameter Values
|τinit| 5, 10, 20
δd 3, 5, 10
Two SET2 instances and two SET3 instances are used as the tuning instances and
tested in this experiment, i.e. Instances 25 and 31 in SET2, and Instances 41 and 42
in SET3. These four instances are of the largest size and requires long solving time in
previous experiment 4. In the proposed iterative approach, heuristic initialisation methods
are called in each iteration to initialise a subset of decision variables.
In order to determine the most appropriate parameter setting, both solution quality
and running time are considered. Fig. 7.5 compares different settings on the four tuning
instances. Overall, we have the following observations for determining the parameter
setting.
1. With the increase of the number of initial solutions, the quality of the final solution
is improved.
2. With larger δd values, the quality of the final solution is improved.
3. No apparent correlation is found between standard deviations and δd value, but when
given more initial solutions, the standard deviation of the final results is smaller,
indicating more stable performance.
4. Given more initial solutions, the impact of δd to the final solution is less evident. In
another word, the improvement that is made by changing δd is less when given more
initial solutions.
4We simply choose several non-trivial instances.
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Figure 7.5: comparison of the solution quality and time efficiency of the proposed method
using different parameter settings.
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5. The average solving time increases with the number of initial solutions and the value
of δd.
6. When the number of initial solutions increases from 10 to 20, the running time
increased significantly, while only small improvement on the solution quality was
made.
Finding the most appropriate parameter setting requires a trade-off between the qual-
ity improvement and running time. Based on the above observations, we set the setting
with |τinit| = 10, δ = 3 for the subsequent experiment.
7.5.3 Experimental Results
We report and analyse the experimental results of the four real-world instances in this
section. Thirty independent runs are conducted on each instance, and the time limit
for each run is 24 hours. By default, the solving stops when finishing the last iteration
started before the time limit. However, due to the limit of computational budgets, if the
last iteration does not finish solving within 2 hours beyond the time limit, the run will
be terminated automatically. To examine the quality of the solutions, the experimental
results are compared against the best-so-far TS method proposed in Chapter 6, which was
allowed 70 hours of time limit for each run.
Fig. 7.6 compares the box plots of the 30 independent runs of the two compared
methods. Essentially, HIS is a multistart method and does not employ any historical
searching information in each new iteration. We wonder if the efficiency is mostly because
of “luck”, i.e. the random initialisation does not always lead to good sampling of the search
space, or the heuristic initial solutions provide insights into promising search regions.
Hence, the results obtained in the first iteration of HIS are also included in the comparison.
As illustrated, the proposed HIS method make significant improvements on the solution
quality comparing to the TS algorithm. The first iteration results are already significantly
better than the TS method. The fact that even a single iteration of the proposed method
can outperform the results of TS obtained after 70 hours of running strongly indicates
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the solution quality of the compared heuristics on the four
real-world instances.
its efficacy. The heuristic initial solution does indeed guide the search to the promising
regions.
To have a clearer understanding of the behaviour of the HIS approach, the average
convergence curves are shown in Fig. 7.7. The HIS method all have much better initial
solutions than the TS method and converge faster than the TS method. Then, Table 7.3
exhibits a summary of the HIS runs in the experiment. The HIS method was run for an
average of more than seven iterations, and most of the runs finished in the given time
period. The major improvements are made at the initial stage of the optimisation. On
Year 1 instance, the average running time per iteration is much longer than that of the
rest instances, and the average number of iterations is only 5.1. Besides, Year 1 instance
has the most number of unfinished iterations, which refers to as those runs that failed
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Figure 7.7: Convergence curves of the proposed method on the four real-world instances.
to finish solving the last iteration in the given time. However, under this experimental
design, the proposed method still shows much better performance than the TS method
on this instance. By hybridising heuristic initialisation method with BD, the real-world
instances can be handled efficiently and effectively.
Table 7.3: Summary of the HIS runs.
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
Average number of iterations 5.10 7.33 7.60 7.07
Number of unfinished iterations 11 0 4 2
Average time per (secs) iteration 11932.48 6506.55 8797.61 6657.14
The average time excludes the unfinished iterations.
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7.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, mathematical decomposition methods are explored for the SLAP-GC
problem, especially for large-scale problems. By breaking symmetries that exist in the
SLAP-GC problem, a set-covering reformulation is developed for a SLAP-GC subproblem.
Next, the complexity and solution techniques for converting the above ILP solution to the
final SLAP-GC assignment (namely the GLA problem) are discussed. By proving its NP-
Completeness, we demonstrate that it is not trivial to address the GLA problem. Hence,
a simple constructive heuristic is firstly proposed. Experimental results indicate that it
can only obtain optimal results on those rather simple benchmark instances. Then the
well-known BD approach is applied to the SLAP-GC problem by utilising the previous
ILP model as the master problem, and the GLA problem is addressed in the auxiliary
problem. The decomposition is demonstrated to be an efficient technique and shows
better performance than state-of-the-art TS algorithm. It is identified to be an effective
and applicable approach for relatively simple or small problems. Thus, to handle large-
scale SLAP-GC problems, the proposed BD approach is hybridised with the existing
initialisation heuristics so that only the promising part of the full search space is explored
by BD method. Experimental results show that the proposed HIS method is able to handle
both benchmark instances and real-world instances effectively and efficiently.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, a variant of SLAP problem called the SLAP-GC problem was investigated,
formulated, and addressed with different solution techniques. The problem originated
from a real-world challenge involving arranging stocks of garments in a large warehouse
to improve the efficiency of warehouse operations. The problem contained two interacting
subproblems, i.e. the grouping subproblem and the assigning subproblem, that had not
been considered by researchers handling traditional SLAP problems. The overall goal
was to develop efficient approaches for the SLAP-GC problem, especially for large-scale
SLAP-GC problems. Before looking into the approximation algorithms, we firstly settled
the computational complexity of the SLAP-GC problem, proving it NP-completeness, by
a fairly involved reduction from the well-known 3-Partition problem.
A hindrance in this research was the lack of efficient benchmarks. To fulfil this gap,
three sets of benchmark instances were developed in this study with considering different
perspectives of the problem that have impacts on the difficulty of the problem instances.
Besides, real-world data has been collected from industry partner for experimental studies
as well.
Different approaches have been explored in this research to efficiently address this
novel problem. Enlightened by the dispatching rules commonly applied to Job Shop
Scheduling problems, a GP-based hyperheuristic approach was firstly developed to effi-
cient matching functions for the grouping subproblem. Then the assigning subproblem
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is handled by a deterministic greedy constructive heuristic. Substantially, this approach
optimised one of the SLAP-GC subproblems, and the experimental results indicated its
efficacy and effectiveness in evolving efficient and reusable matching functions. The scal-
ability of the proposed method was improved through a simple sampling technique so
that the training performance can be well-generalised to test performance. However, the
proposed approach showed some limitations in getting feasible solutions on some of the
benchmark instances.
Then to achieve better solution quality, a BIGO model was developed to reformulate
the SLAP-GC problem into a more structured and simpler form. In this model, the group-
ing subproblem acted as the leader, and the assigning subproblem acted as the follower.
Both players shared the same final objective but achieve it through the optimisation of
different subproblems. With the developed model, the interactions between the two sub-
problems were better utilised, and two metaheuristic methods, i.e. the MSRS and TS, were
developed for the SLAP-GC problem to optimise both subproblems simultaneously. The
experimental studies and analyses indicated that the proposed BIGO model and BIGO
algorithms could optimise the SLAP-GC problem efficiently and effective. Moreover, the
benefits of using searching history and tabu mechanism were demonstrated by comparing
the two developed metaheuristics.
In addition, matheuristics have also been considered for the SLAP-GC problem. By
breaking symmetries that exist in the problem and through reformulation, better ILP were
developed, which can be more efficiently solved compared to the baseline formulation of
the problem. Also, through mathematical decomposition techniques, i.e. Benders’ De-
composition, the benchmark instances were efficiently solved. Then a hybridised method
that combines heuristic initial methods and the BD approach was developed for handling
large-scale problems In terms of the solution quality and time efficiency, this hybridised
method was demonstrated to be the most efficient technique among all the developed
methods.
Through the development of heuristic approaches for the SLAP-GC problem and
the experimental studies on different types of benchmark instances, we gain a better
understanding of the characteristics of the problem itself. Multiple factors have been
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identified to be predominant in developing efficient techniques for problems that include
grouping constraints. The remainder of this chapter first reviews and answers the research
questions. Then promising future directions and extensions of the current work are listed.
8.1 Research Questions
1. How to formulate the SLAP-GC problem?
In short, the SLAP-GC problem is to assign items to locations subject to the capac-
ity constraint (of each shelf) and grouping constraint (of each product) to minimise
the picking frequency weighted distance. The most intuitive formulation of the prob-
lem was presented in Chapter 3. The formulation determined the allocation of items
to locations directly and explicitly stated the grouping constraint and capacity con-
straint in the formulation. The problem can be well-defined by this formulation,
but it was demonstrated to be an inefficient formulation for existing deterministic
method to handle. In Chapter 6 the SLAP-GC problem was formulated as a bi-level
optimisation problem. By decomposing the SLAP-GC problem into two interact-
ing subproblem, the model provided some insight on how to efficiently handle the
problem. In Chapter 7, the SLAP-GC problem was redefined by a set covering re-
formulation. The reformulated model was able to be handled by the BD approach
and is tractable by existing deterministic approach. It is clear that with a better
understanding of the structure and characteristics of the problem, more efficient
formulations were constructed for the SLAP-GC problem.
2. What is the complexity of SLAP-GC problem?
In Chapter 4 we settled computational complexity of SLAP-GC, proving it NP-
Completeness. By a fairly involved reduction from 3-Partition problem, we the-
oretically proved that when each product is allowed to be split into no more than
two groups, SLAP-GC is NP-complete. For grouping constraint thresholds α other
than 2, we briefly discussed several cases: when α = 1, SLAP-GC is trivially NP-
complete; when α = 3, SLAP-GC remains NP-complete; when α ≥ maxp∈P |p|,
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SLAP-GC reduces to a sorting task and hence becomes tractable.
3. How can the grouping constraints be handled efficiently?
In this thesis, we developed two representations for the GC. In Chapter 5 and 7,
the GC was represented explicitly by the subsets of each product. Essentially, this
representation handled the GC by enumerating all the possible groups. Without
any domain knowledge, this set could be exponentially large, i.e. the non-empty
subsets of each product. The group pruning scheme was described in Chapter 5 to
indicate that some of the subsets were guaranteed to result in undesired solutions
and thus can be pruned from the enumeration. With this scheme, the number of
groups is reduced from an exponentially large number to a polynomial one, enables
the application of the developed methods on relatively large problems. Meanwhile,
the pruning scheme guaranteed that all the favoured groups were retained in the
resultant sets, i.e. the groups required to obtain the optimal results were kept.
In Chapter 6, the GC was represented inexplicitly by grouping pattern, which was a
list of integers indicating the size of the larger group among the two groups of each
product. The initial grouping pattern was generated by random strategy, and it
was optimised by the upper-level optimisation algorithms of the BIGO model. This
representation did not require domain knowledge on what groups were favoured in
the optimal results and thus was more trivial to implement than the previous rep-
resentation. However, the developed MSRS and TS methods were both stochastic
approaches. The lower level optimisation algorithm could only make the best deci-
sion based on the upper-level decisions. When sub-optimal grouping patterns were
generated, the final solutions were sub-optimal as well.
4. How to handle large-scale SLAP-GC problems?
In this thesis, different decomposition and optimisation techniques have been applied
for handling the SLAP-GC problem efficiently. In Chapters 5 and 6, the original
SLAP-GC problem was decomposed into grouping subproblem and assigning sub-
problem, and handled by different approaches. In Chapter 7, the BD approach was
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applied to divide decision variables and constraints into two subsets and handle then
separately. The decomposition techniques not only reformulated and simplified the
original complex problem but also improved the efficiency of handling larger problem
instances.
Besides the reformulation of the problem, improvements have also been made for
the optimisation algorithms to achieve better scalability.
a) The training and test procedures of GP naturally allow the generalisation from
small seen scenario to large-scale unseen scenario. To evolve efficient problem-
specific GP programs, filtered sampling method was developed in Chapter 5
to improve the generalisability of the evolved matching functions from small
training data to large-scale real-world instances. Without the developed sam-
pling method, the test performance was proved to be better than the random
method in terms of both feasibility and quality. It was also demonstrated that
larger representative instances (sampled training data) did not necessarily re-
sult in better solution quality. Instead, the structure of the products in the
representative instances had impacts on the final results.
b) In Chapter 6, the developed BIGO algorithms were applied directly to the
large-scale real-world instances. The obtained results were compared against
the best results of the GP-based method and showed superiority in obtained
good quality solutions. The proposed TS method was shown to be more efficient
than the random MSRS method, indicating the efficacy of utilising the history
solutions during the search to obtain good results.
c) In Chapter 7, a hybrid iterated search (HIS) method was proposed for the
large-scale problems. By learning from the initial heuristic solutions, this ap-
proach iteratively solve promising sub-regions of the full searching space until
no improvement can be made. The HIS method was demonstrated to be the
most efficient approach among the existing developed methods for handling
large-scale problem instances. Thus the heuristic initial solutions did indeed
provide insights on the promising subregions.
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Essentially, the investigations presented in this thesis indicated that divide-and-
conquer strategy is important to handle large-scale optimisation problems. More-
over, with more domain knowledge of the problem to be handled, and smarter de-
composition of the original complex problem, there is a better chance to handle the
problem more efficiently.
8.2 Future Work
In this thesis, we took the first and major step in formulating and handling the SLAP-GC
problem. Different decomposition approaches together with the optimisation algorithms
with problem-specific operators have been developed for handling the problem. The work
can be potentially beneficial for other real-world problems that GC should also be consid-
ered or that consist of similar interacting subproblems. In this section, we identify several
promising directions for future studies.
Computational Complexity Theory In this thesis, we settle the NP-Completeness
of the SLAP-GC problem and some generalised SLAP-GC problem variants. However, the
boundary from where the problem is polynomial tractable remains unknown and remains
an open question. Moreover, with the first reduction at hand, we would like to explore
whether some alternative easier reduction from some other NP-hard problems can be
obtained.
Optimisation Algorithms and Decomposition Techniques With respect to the
optimisation algorithms and decomposition techniques, we point out the following areas
that can be explored or extended in future work.
1. In Chapter 6, TS employed deterministic approach when exploring the neighbour-
hood of a current node. This implementation guaranteed the full exploration of
the promising areas but could be too expensive for problem instances that consist
of many products and large-scale problems. In another word, the neighbourhood
defined by the two operators resizeInSlf and resizeXSlf is largely dependent on
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the number of products. It could be profitable to apply probabilistic strategy when
defining the neighbourhood, i.e. the Probabilistic TS. By adding randomness for
deciding whether a neighbourhood solution should be included or not, the computa-
tional effort could be significantly reduced. For this approach, there is a possibility
that promising solutions are excluded, more investigations can be conducted to find
good intensification and diversification strategies.
2. In Chapter 7, a HIS approach was proposed to iteratively search in sub-regions of
the full search space. It was demonstrated to be an effective approach in handling
large-scale problems although only a simple restarting approach was hybridised with
the BD approach. Notice that it is still computationally expensive to solve the
ILP model in each iteration. The solving time ranges from 6506.55 to 11932.48
seconds (Table 7.3). Moreover, the solution quality is largely dependent on the
initial solutions given to it. Thus, a possible improvement of the method that can
potentially boost the convergence and improve the solution quality is to hybridise
the Benders’ decomposition with more advanced metaheuristics, such as TS, SAA,
or EC algorithms.
3. For decomposition techniques, the Bilevel programming approach and the BD ap-
proach were considered in this thesis. In mathematical optimisation, branch-and-
price is another popular approach for large IP and ILP problems. It combines the
branch-and-bound method with column generation approach. At each branching
node of the search tree, columns (additional decision variables) may be added to
the LP relaxations. The main concept behind column generation is that the ma-
jority of the columns are irrelevant to the optimal solution. In 1960, Dantzig and
Wolfe proposed a decomposition technique for LP models with special block struc-
tures, namely the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. Due to its successful application to
many real-world and combinatorial optimisation problems [Smet et al. 2016, Muter
et al. 2014, Tas¸ et al. 2014], we wonder if this can also provide insights in better
decomposition schemes for the SLAP-GC problem.
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More Complex SLAP-GC Variants The investigation of the GC was conducted based
on the most simple variant of SLAP problem. Future studies may consider more complex
scenarios. For example, by considering the demand correlations among different products,
groups (a set of same product items) with demand dependencies are preferred to be
allocated to closer locations. In addition, the current picking effort was estimated by
the demand weighted distance. More accurate estimations, e.g. based on picking routes,
may be considered in future studies. Another possible direction is to consider the SLAP-
GC with order batching and zoning problem. Ideally, the warehouse can be divided into
several zones so that pickers can finish their picking slips without accessing multiple zones,
or minimise the number of zones pickers access for each picking slip.
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